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ABSTRACT 

We have yet to develop a theory of explanation that will account for all of consciousness. 

Recent debate on this topic has been impaired because it has in large part proceeded without any 

explicit attention to the nature of explanation. On the one hand, the lack of commitment to any 

well-specified theory of explanation leads to imprecision and vagueness. On the other hand, 

much of the optimism concerning the possibility of explaining all aspects of consciousness stems 

from an attachment to the only developed theory of psychological phenomena at our disposal and 

the belief that all of consciousness can be captured by such a theory. 

Some of the inadequacy in the literature on consciousness is due to a conflation 

between consciousness construed as mode of presentation, that is, the way content is presented to 

the agent, and consciousness construed as subjective or qualitative feel. Once the two objects of 

concern are distinguished, we have a much clearer vision of what needs to be explained, and we 

can turn our focus on the proper way to do so. I argue that subjective feel is an important aspect 

of consciousness in need of explanation, and that an explanation of this phenomenon is distinct 

from an explanation of mode of presentation or representation. Furthermore, while there are 

well-ariiculated methods of explanation that properly address mode of presentation and 

rcpresentaiion, this is not the case for subjective feel. 

1 delineate several genera of scientific explanation in an attempt to exhaust the 

possible methods by which we may be capable of explaining subjective feel. This involves the 

taxonomizing of types of phenomena that are the targets of our explanatory methods. While one 

type of explanatory strategy may be adequate when the target explanandum is a property, the 
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same strategy may fall short in explaining a single event, event type, or regularity. Subjective 

feel is best construed as a property. However, while the method employed by cognitive science 

to explain mental properties may be adequate for explaining much cognitive phenomena, I argue 

that it is incapable of explaining subjective feel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Consciousness has not been explained. Moreover, we are not very close to explaining it. 

To many this is a truism. However, there are a few who think consciousness has been adequately 

explained, or is on the verge of succumbing to explanation in the near future.' How does one 

assess this polemic? Before we can even begin to resolve this issue, we must have a proper 

conception of explanation that all parties agree to. Additionally, the explanandum must be made 

clear. Of course, the question "what is consciousness?" is presently the target of most of the work 

being done on consciousness, but it is my contention that this is not the proper question about 

consciousness. 

It may be helpful to look to early works on consciousness in attempting to get 

clear on this issue. Those who think that an explanation of consciousness is not imminent tend to 

appeal to the sort of intuition that Nagel (1974) has made so forcefully. There we find conscious 

mental states equated with subjective feel or, in other words, with states there is something it is 

like to be in. According to Nagel this subjective character of experience is not amenable to 

physicalistic/scientific analysis. Getting clear on Nagel's argument gives insight into what type 

of explanation is wanted in the case of consciousness and why those who follow Nagel do not 

think an explanation is forthcoming. The important thing to note concerning Nagel's pessimism 

is sometimes lost in the literature. Many have taken Nagel's conclusion to be about the ontology-

' Thus we find such works as Dennett's Consciousness Explained and Flanagan's Consciousness 

Reconsidered, the former beheving we already have an explanation, the latter believing we are very close 

to having a full explanation of consciousness. 
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of consciousness as opposed to the explanation of it. But a careful reading of Nagel shows that 

the issue of ontology is, at best peripheral. What the problem is for him, and what I take it to be, 

is that even if we could somehow be assured of the ontological status of consciousness, we still 

would be in the dark concerning how to explain it. 

For some, this is not the case. Dennett (1991) has boldly claimed that 

consciousness has been explained, and others like Dretske (1995), Lycan (1996), Rosenthal 

(1986, 1993a, 1993b), and Rey (1992) think that we have the tools at our disposal right now fully 

to explain consciousness. It is clear, however, that much of the time the optimists do not treat 

subjective feel as the proper explanandum, or if they do claim it as the proper explanandum, they 

attempt to reduce it to something else, e.g. some form of representation, and leave it at that. 

Those who think consciousness can be explained sometimes have notions of consciousness that 

can be far removed from that which concerned Nagel, and has come to concern many others 

(Searle 1992, Chalmers, 1996 etc.). I sympathize with the pessimists and their concern with our 

understanding of subjective feel. 

In the first chapter I will start out by discussing what 1 take to be a conflation in 

the literature on consciousness between consciousness construed as mode of presentation and 

consciousness construed as subjective feel. I have chosen two views -- John Searlc's and 

William Lycan's -- as a jumping off point for the discussion. Both Searle and Lycan fail to 

distinguish mode of presentation fi-om subjective feel, but they start from differing vantage 

points and end up in opposing positions. I show that it is because of the conflation that they end 

up in the untenable positions I believe they uhimately hold. With this conflation brought to the 
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surface, it is possible to appreciate the difficulty in explaining subjective feel. That is, once we 

have made the distinction, we will find that there are already generally adequate explanatory 

options available for mode of presentation, but not for subjective feel. 

In Chapter Two I will focus on several authors who believe that we are very close 

to explaining, or have already adequately explained, consciousness. The focus is mainly on those 

who hold a representationalist or intentionalist view of consciousness. For example, Dretske 

(1995) holds the view that consciousness is a form of representation, and Rosenthal (1992) 

believes it is a form of intentional state. I argue that even though some of these views have 

subjective feel in mind in their analysis of consciousness, in the end they have not fully 

demonstrated the identification of consciousness with representation or an intentional state. 

Also, even if we grant them the truth of the identification, they have not provided a complete 

e.xplanation of it. 

Chapter Three deals in part with a confusion between explanation and ontology 

among those attempting to give an account of subjective feel. Some reach ontological 

conclusions about subjective feel (Jackson 1982, 1986, Searle 1992), claiming that subjective 

feel forces us into dualism or property dualism", or to postulate new fundamental "physical" 

• Jackson believes that there is always going to be something left out of the physicalist story. In his 

argument about Mary the color scientist (which I will discuss in detail later) he concludes that "the trouble 

with physicalism...is that there are truths about other people that escape the physicalist stor\'. (1986 p. 392) 

This results in an adherence to dualism on Jackson's part. He writes, "I am what is sometimes known as a 

•qualia freak'. I think that there are certain features of the bodily sensations especially, but also of certain 

perceptual experiences, which no amount of purely physical information includes." (1982, p. 127). 
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entities (Chalmers, 1996).^ But my concern is with explanation. Whether subjective feel is a 

dualistic property or a physicalistic one, we have the additional job of explaining it. Others, such 

as McGinn and Flanagan, do focus on explanation, but their positions have major flaws which 

are discussed in part Chapter Four. 

Revealing just where McGinn and Flanagan go wrong sets up the issue of 

explanation. I will attempt to show that no explanation is now available to us for the 

phenomenon of subjective feel. I side with Nagel, but I distinguish myself from him by arguing 

that we cannot explain subjective feel with the explanatory tools currently at our disposal. My 

prediction is that subjective feel will have a full explanation at some point. Subjective feel is 

dependent upon the brain, and someday we may be able fully to luiderstand that dependency. We 

have explanations now of things we would have found impossible to explain 100 years ago; why 

not believe we are in the same position now with respect to subjective feel? 

Chapter Four begins with a discussion of several theorists who think subjective 

feel can be explained. I start with Flanagan because he directly responds to McGinn. Analysis of 

his position brings up the issue of what kind of explanation applies to subjective feel. As 1 see it, 

optimists hold some sort of implicit notion of explanation. The main goal of this dissertation is 

to make e.xplicit what is now only implicit in the leading philosophical treatments of the 

possibility of explaining subjective feel. On the one hand, Flanagan must hold a correlational 

Searle claims that we should "reject both materialism and dualism and accept that consciousness is 

both a qualitative, subjective 'mental' phenomenon, and at the same time a natural part of the 'physical' world." 

(1997, p. xiv) 

Chalmers writes; "almost every phenomenon is reductiveiy e.xplainable...except for conscious 

experience and perhaps indexicality...which have to be taken as fundamental." (p. 88) 



theory of explanation as do Crick and Koch (1990), and others. On the other hand Clark (1993) 

thinks a functional explanation of subjective feel is forthcoming. I show what is wrong with both 

correlational and functionalist explanations. 

The distinction between functionalism and functional analysis is extremely 

important in Chapter Four, as I consider functional analysis to be the candidate explanatory 

strategy in cognitive science capable of doing the kind of work needed to provide full 

explanations of mental phenomena. By functional analysis I have in mind the type of explanation 

David Marr (1982) thinks is necessary in cognitive psychology. It is an explanatory strategy that 

takes several levels of analysis (computational, representational, and implementational levels) as 

necessary for proper explanation. Functionalism, in contrast, seeks a causal role for the 

explanandum in question, and, as 1 hope to show is evident in some accounts, is not concerned 

with Marr's levels of analysis. Hence, functionalism can easily collapse into a subsumptivist 

theory of explanation, that is, an explanatory strategy which solely involves finding neural 

correlations after having discovered the place of qualitative states in a causal nexus. 

I provide several examples of attempted explanations in cognitive science to show 

how well they fit with the Marrian strategy. I further show that when such explanations fail is 

exactly when they fail to provide an adequate analysis at one of the three levels. 1 then argue that 

subjective feel is not explainable on the Marrian strategy. I conclude the chapter by discussing 

another possible explanatory strategy, the connectionist strategy, to see whether it might offer us 

a chance at explaining subjective feel. 1 show that such a strategy also will not work. 
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CHAPTER 1 

"A deep fact about our own nature as a form of embodied consciousness is necessarily 

hidden from us... The mystery persists... the time has come to admit candidly that we cannot 

solve it" (Colin McGinn, The Problem of Consciousness, p. 1, 22). 

"Thanks to some recent work in neuropsychology, cognitive science, and philosophy, we 

have...the beginnings of a credible theory of consciousness. ...Conscious shyness can be 

overcome, the new mysterianism can be shown to be at least premature, and perhaps some 

agnostics can be converted" (Owen Flanagan, Consciousness Reconsidered, p. 11). 

"...once representation itself is understood, then...every aspect of the mental will be 

explicable in terms of representation together with the underlying functionally organized 

neurophysiology. ...I do not think there will be any 'problem of consciousness ' left" (William 

Lycan. Consciousness and Experience, p. 10). 

Introduction 

WTien the views on a certain topic diverge in the extreme way captured in the 

quotes from Lycan, Flanagan and McGinn, it is beneficial to ask whether they are in fact aimed 

at the same target. In this chapter I argue that there has been a subtle and pervasive conflation at 

work in the literature on consciousness that accounts, at least in part, for some of the disparity. 

The two objects of concern that sometimes fail to be distinguished are consciousness construed 
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as mental mode of presentation, that is as cognitive states involving representations of a 

particular sort, and consciousness construed as subjective or qualitative feel."* It will become clear 

later on that if it is the former construal that is at issue, then optimism concerning our ability to 

explain consciousness is the proper sentiment. If, on the other hand, the latter construal is 

adopted, then pessimism is warranted. Before expanding on all of this, however, I will explain 

what I mean by mode of presentation and subjective feel. 

Mode of presentation has its source in the philosophy of language. Specifically, 

its origin was in Frege's (1892) need for a solution to, among other things, the problem of 

"informative identities." Frege noted that while "a=a" is uninformative, this need not be the case 

with "a=b" even though 'a' and 'b' share the same referent. This is directly related to the 

problem of the failure of substitutivity, salva veritate, of co-referential terms in prepositional 

attitude ascriptions, i.e. the problem of opacity. How do we account for the fact that "Lois Lane 

believes that Clark Kent is Clark Kent" is true, but "Lois Lane believes that Clark Kent is 

Superman" is false, when "Clark Kent" and "Superman" refer to the same person? Frege's 

solution to this puzzle was to postulate a distinction between "sense" and "reference". The same 

" This is not the same distinction as the distinction between "phenomenal" consciousness and 

"access" consciousness, as found in, among others, Dennett (1978) and Block (1992, 1995 a and b), 

although there is some overlap. While my notion of subjective feel is probably the same as their 

"phenomenal" consciousness, my notion of mode of presentation is much broader than their "access" 

consciousness. According to Block, "access" conscious states are (a) "inferentially promiscuous", i.e. 

available as premises in reasoning in what looks to be a central system, (b) "poised for rational control of 

action", and (c) "poised for rational control of speech." States involving modes of presentation need not 

fill any of these criteria. They are more general representational states, which in many cases we would not 

( at least pretheoretically) want to call conscious states. Every representation has a mode of presentation; 

presumably not every representation is access-conscious. 
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referent can be presented to the agent through difTerent modes of presentation, e.g. through 

"Clark Kent" vs. "Superman". This explains the difference in cognitive value between the pair of 

sentences, "Clark Kent is Clark Kent" and "Clark Kent is Superman." The former is trivial, but 

the latter provides some extension to our knowledge. 

While Frege was concerned with public language, his view about mode of 

presentation has been extended to capture mentalistic or psychologistic "senses". So, given the 

fact that the problem of opacity must be solved on any account of propositional attitudes^ mental 

modes of presentation have been offered as a plausible account for the discrepancy between the 

meaning of our mental representations and their referents (on the assumption that reference is not 

all there is to meaning). Focusing on the language of thought theory®, Lois Lane can believe that 

Clark Kent is Clark Kent without believing that Clark Kent is Superman, even though the 

referent is the same in both beliefs, because she has the mentalese string "Clark Kent is Clark 

Kent", but not the mentalese string "Clark Kent is Superman", in her "belief box"". Since the two 

mentalese strings, "Clark Kent" and "Superman" differ syntactically, they have distinct causal 

roles and content. Without specifically creating the identity "Clark Kent = Superman", only the 

obvious identity "Clark Kent = Clark Kent" may be available to her. Our thoughts about objects 

and properties are thoughts under certain modes of presentation. We think of things under some 

"aspeci"". As 1 will show in later pages, the idea that we think of things one way and not another 

• See, for example. Fodor's "Methodological Solipsism Considered as a Research Strategy in 

Cognitive Psychology". 1980. Behavioral and Brain Sciences 3; 63-109. 

For explications of the language of thought theory see Fodor, 1975; Maloney. 1989; and Sterelny, 

1990. 

See Schiffer. 1987. 
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can be integral to how we are conscious of something ~ we may have a conscious belief that 

Clark Kent is in the phone booth, but not have the conscious belief that Superman is in the 

phonebooth - and it is this relationship that suggests that consciousness just is such mental mode 

of presentation. 

It is difficult to provide a precise definition of subjective feel. Perhaps the best 

way to characterize it is through examples. They are qualitiative states like the pain you feel 

when the dentist drills your tooth with no novocaine, or the sensings of rich reds and oranges you 

enjoy when viewing a painting by Gaugin. Some, like Nagel,® have tried to define subjective feel 

by saying it is the kind of state such that there is something it is like to be in it. Subjective feel is 

contrasted with the condition of the zombie' whose cognitve world is barren of feeling, whose 

waking life (if you can call it such) is like nothing. We come closest to the zombie in deep, non-

REM sleep; information is getting in to the system -- there are cognitive processes occuring - it 

is just that there is nothing that it is like to be in such a state. 

Mode of presentation and subjective feel are distinct notions, yet they are 

sometimes not distinguished'®. Here my focus will be on two instances where they are conflated. 

® See "What is it like to be a Bat." Nagel, 1979. 

See Campbell, 1970; and Kirk, 1974 for discussion of zombies. 

'' .Adoption of the language of thought hypothesis about mentality' can result in a coupling of mode 

of presentation and subjective feel. See Maloney (1989) for an interesting discussion of how to account for 

subjective feel on a language of thought base. If the language of thought is upheld, then all of mentality, 

including subjective feel is subserved by a mental language, by sentences in the head. Syntactic differences 

would make qualitative differences on this view. To follow Maloney, if Abelard were to token. "It would 

be dreadful for Heloise's brothers to assault me", Abelard's stomach would be caused to flutter. But if 

unbeknownst to Abelard, Heloise's brothers were also the town jesters, tokening "it would be dreadful for 

the town jesters to assault me" may result in no qualitative response, (p. 239-240) 
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First, I discuss a particularly striking example found in John Searle's work on consciousness and 

intentionality. I provide a discussion of his recent work on consciousness in order to reveal the 

extent to which the conflation can lead to claims about intentionality (the semantic aspect of 

cognition) that render it mysterious and inexplicable. Assimilating mode of presentation to 

subjective feel, as Searle does, inevitably leads to the conclusion that we have not accounted for 

intentionality until we have accounted for subjective feel. 

In part two of this chapter I will provide evidence that the conflation also works in 

the other direction: By assimilating subjective feel to mode of presentation it is possible to arrive 

at the conclusion that all of mentality has been or is very nearly explained. My focus here will be 

on William Lycan, whose position on this matter is sketched in the quotation above. My positive 

view lies somewhere in between the two extremes. I am in agreement with a great deal of what 

Lycan says concerning our ability to explain much of mentality, but I side with Searle in insisting 

that there is still something left over that is in need of explanation and which does not fit neatly 

into our explanatory corpus. This is subjective feel. The goal of later chapters is to argue for this 

latter claim, i.e. that subjective feel is explanatorily problematic. 

Searle on Consciousness and Intentionalitv 

For many years now, Searle has been arguing that there is an intimate connection 

between consciousness and intentionality". His recent work. The Rediscovery of the Mind is. in 

" See. for example. "Minds, Brains, and Programs," in Behavioral and Brain Sciences 3: 450-456, 

19S0, and Intentionality: An Essay in the Philosophy of Mind Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

19S3. 
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part, another attempt to expound the position that there can't be (real) intentionality without 

consciousness'-. The present purpose here is to first show how Searle's argument exploits a 

conflation of mode of presentation with subjective feel, and then to reveal exactly how such a 

conflation results in the untenable conclusion that intentionality is as mysterious — indeed is the 

same mystery -- as subjective feel. 

To consider Searle's position I propose to take a close look at his "Connection 

Principle" argument'^ which is designed to show that there can be no true intentionality without 

consciousness. I will argue that there are two different underlying notions of consciousness at 

work in the argument, which result in two extremely different claims about mentality in general, 

and intentionality in particular. These latter two claims, I will argue, are that there is no true 

intentionality unless there is mode of presentation, and that there is no true intentionality unless 

there is subjective feel. 1 will try to show that Searle moves back and forth between mode of 

presentation and subjective feel in order to create a convincing story about the interdependence 

of intentionality and consciousness. In distinguishing subjective feel from mode of presentation 

we can discover the error in Searle's arguments that consciousness is essential to intentionality.'^ 

'• I vacillate between using "inientionality" and "mentality" to describe what Searle is referring to 

because these terms are very closely tied for him. His claim is that the only states that are truly mental are 

conscious or potentially conscious states. However, there are. according to Searle, mental states that are not 

intentional.. .Moods, emotions, pains, etc. are conscious, thus mental, yet not intentional. This implies that 

the conflation I am suggesting occurs in Searle does not extend to non-intentional conscious states. 

'' See pgs. 155-162 of Searle, 1992. 

.Martin Davies also feels there is a conflation m Searle as I have stated. He ^^Tites "Searle's notion 

of aspectual shape is much the same as the Fregean notion of mode of presentation." (1995. p. 378) He 

agrees that intentionality requires a Fregean sense-reference distinction, that we concepmalize in one way 

and not another. But consciousness, for Davies, does not require mode of presentation. 
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The Connection Principle Arpument: 

Searle describes the Connection Principle in the following passage: 

...the fact that an unconscious intentional state must nonetheless be intrinsically 

mental, and the fact that it must have a certain aspectual shape ~ have important 

consequences for our conception of the unconscious. They will provide the basis for an 

argument to show that we understand the notion of an unconscious mental state only as a 

possible content of consciousness, only as the sort of thing that, though not conscious, 

and perhaps impossible to bring to consciousness for various reasons, nonetheless is the 

sort of thing that could be or could have been conscious." (p. 156). 

It is through this Connection Principle, that all unconscious intentional states are 

in principle accessible to consciousness, that allows Searle the conclusion that consciousness and 

inientionality are intricately linked. 1 will provide a detailed discussion of the argument for the 

Conneciion Principle after laying out the argument step by step. 

Searle's argument for the Connection Principle (hereafter CP) 

(1) The only intentional states thai are genuinely mental are "intrinsic" (as 

opposed to "as-if) intentional states. 
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(2) This implies that unconscious as well as conscious intentional states must be 

intrinsically intentional. 

(3) These intrinsic intentional states have "aspectual shapes." 

(4) So, unconscious intentional states as well as conscious intentional states have 

"aspectual shape." 

(5) Aspectual shape cannot be reduced to neurophysiology. 

(6) Physicalism is true, and all mentality supervenes on neurophysiology. 

(7) The ontology of unconscious states consists only of neurophysiological 

phenomena "at the time they are unconscious", and since unconscious intentional states 

as well as conscious intentional states have aspectual shapes, there must be something 

more to these states. 

(8) The something more, Searle concludes, is that unconscious intentional states 

must be possible conscious states. I.e., for a state to have aspectual shape it must be a 

conscious state or a potentially conscious state. And since all intentional states have 

aspectual shape, all intentional states must be conscious or potentially conscious. 

It may help to get a little clearer on some of the steps in the argument to see just 

where the conflation concerning aspectual shape occurs. Step (I), that the only truly intentional 

slates arc intrinsically intentional, is an old claim of Searle's'^ He wants to underscore the 

difference between, say, our claiming that a thermostat perceives the temperature to be 80 

degrees, and our claiming that we perceive the temperature to be 80 degrees. He writes "intrinsic 
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intentionality is a phenomenon that humans and certain other animals have as part of their 

biological nature. It is not a matter of how they are used or how they think of themselves or how 

they choose to describe themselves. It is just a plain fact about such beasts that, for example, 

sometimes they get thirsty or hungry, they see things,/ear things, etc." (p. 79 — italics in 

original) These attributions differ from attributing such states to a thermostat because the 

thermostat does not have mental states, and to say that they do, according to Searle, is to say the 

ridiculous. To clarify further, he has us consider the difference between the following three 

statements: 

(a) I am now thirsty, really thirsty, because I haven't had anything to drink all 

day. 

(b) My lawn is thirsty, really thirsty, because it has not been watered in a week. 

(c) In French, "j'ai grand soif means "I am very thirsty" (78).'® 

According to Searle, of the three, only the first sentence ascribes intrinsic 

inteniionaliiy. This is so, he claims, because "if such a statement is true, there must really be an 

intentional state in the object of the ascription" (79). Or more clearly, 

the first of these sentences is used literally to ascribe a real, intentional mental 

state to oneself. If I utter that sentence, making a true statement, then there is in me a 

conscious feeling of thirst that makes that statement true. That feeling has inteniionaliiy 

because ii involves a desire to drink (p. 78). 

Searle. 1983 

All subsequent Searle page references are to The Rediscovery of the Mind. 
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Further, the second and third sentences only ascribe as-if intentionality and derived 

intentionality, respectively, because in the second case the sentence is used to speak 

metaphorically, and in the third case the intentionality is not intrinsic to the sentence as 

syntactical object; i.e. the words could have meant something else. For example, there is nothing 

intrinsic to the orthographical string "grand", that makes it mean "big". 

In his clarification of intrinsic intentionality here he is simply trying to show 

again the distinction between "real" intentional states and "as if intentional states. Upon further 

analysis however, step three, where Searle claims that intrinsic intentional states have "aspectual 

shapes", could be taken in two distinct ways, a distinction that I will consider in detail in the full 

analysis of this claim. As we have seen, he speaks of aspectual shape, in the case of conscious 

intentional states, as simply the way something is experienced, i.e. as subjective feel. But he also 

describes aspectual shape in the same way that Frege initially described modes of presentation. 

He writes: "Noticing the perspectival character of conscious experience is a good way to remind 

ourselves that all intentionality is aspectual. Seeing an object from a point of view, for example, 

is seeing it under certain aspects and not others. In this sense, all seeing is "seeing as." And what 

goes for seeing goes for all forms of intentionality, conscious and unconscius. All representations 

represent their objects, or other conditions of satisfaction, under aspects." (p. 131). And further to 

point out the similarity to Frege's view, Searle continues, "...what is true of conscious 

perceptions is true of intentional states generally. A man may believe, for example, that the star 

in the sky is the Morning Star without believing that it is the Evening Star. A man may, for 

example, want to drink a glass of water without wanting to drink a glass of H20. ...something is 

believed or desired about [Venus and the glass of water] only under certain aspects and not under 
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others. Every belief and every desire, and indeed every intentional phenomenon, has an aspectual 

shape." (p. 157). In this example it is clear that what Searle is trying to capture is the distinction 

between sense and reference as Frege did, with sense handling the problem of opacity by 

presenting Venus or the glass of water to the subject in one way as opposed to the other. 

Step five, that aspectual shape does not reduce to neurophysiology, is a claim that 

Searle will spend much time arguing for, it is again clear that he has two notions of aspectual 

shape in mind without seeing the ramifications of having conflated them. Note the type of 

example he uses initially: He begins by making the rather uncontentious assertion that no number 

of behavioral facts constitute the fact that an agent is representing something under one aspect 

(say H20) and not under another (say XYZ)'^. But he is here explicitly only talking about mode 

of presentation, there is no mention of subjective feel. He goes on to claim that it is equally true 

that no number of neurophysiological facts will do the job either. "There is no aspectual shape at 

the level of neurons and synapses" (p. 159).'® 

The claim that aspectual shape does not reduce to neurophysiology is the most 

crucial claim in Searle's argument. I will devote a section below to assessing the claim and 

showing where 1 think he goes wrong. 

Step seven, that there must be something more to unconscious inicmional stales 

than neurophysiology, rests on two separate claims. The first of these claims is thai at least 

some unconscious states have intrinsic intentionality. As Searle puts it: 

' See, for example. Chomsky (1975. 1986) on a widely accepted refutation of behaviorism. 

" Searle leaves out the option of a functionalist account here, probably because he has provided 

numerous arguments against functionlism in earlier works (1980, 1984). 
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When I say of someone who is asleep that he believes that George Bush is 

president of the United States, or when I say of someone who is awake that he has an 

unconscious but repressed hatred of his father, I am speaking quite literally. There is 

nothing metaphorical or as-if about these attributions (p. 156). 

And since all intrinsically intentional states have aspectual shapes, unconscious states, of 

the type above, have aspectual shapes. 

The second claim is that there is something other than neurophysiology which 

must account for unconscious intentional states. Searie asks us to consider the unconscious, 

sleeping person who believes that George Bush is president of the United States. He claims that 

all that is going on at the time of sleeping are neurophysio logical events. "The only facts that 

could exit while he is completely unconscious are neurophysiological facts. The only things 

going on in his unconscious brain are sequences of neurophysiological events occurring in 

neuronal architectures." (p. 159) Such unconscious states are no different ontologically from the 

unconscious states that e.g. make up the mechanism that governs the sleep\wake cycle or the 

release of endorphins. He wants to say that there is no aspectual shape at that level, only 

neurophysiological facts. (Of course, this claim requires argument which Searie provides 

elsewhere. I will assess these arguments after the summary of the entire CP argument.) So, he 

concludes, since we want to be able to say that a sleeping person has mental states which have 

intrinsic intentionality and thus aspectual shapes, and since there is no aspectual shape at the 

le\ el of neurons, we must acknowledge that there is something other than the neurophysiology 

which constitutes those states. 
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Claim eight is the conclusion he wants, viz. that unconscious intentional states 

must be "possible contents of consciousness", and so are derivative, or dependent upon, 

conscious states. What he means by "possible" here has to do with the causal capacities of the 

brain. Unconscious mental states are brain states that are capable of causing conscious states. In 

other words, they are dispositional states. Unconscious mental states (neurophysiological states) 

are simply dispositions of the brain to produce conscious thoughts with specific contents under 

certain circumstances. So, for example, the neurophysiological state that underlies the sleeping 

man's belief that Bush is president is, under the right circumstances, able to produce the 

conscious belief that Bush is president. 

The appeal to dispositions here is extremely important to the overall consistency 

of the argument. After dAX, prima facie the argument involves the following inconsistent triad: 

(1) Unconscious states have aspectual shape; (2) unconscious states are mere neurophysiological 

states; (3) mere neurophysiology is insufficient for aspectual shape. The way to remedy the 

inconsistency here is to show how the "mere" neurophysiology of unconscious mental states is 

different from the mere neurophysiology of unconscious Monmental states like, say, the hormonal 

secretions of the endocrine system. The former differ from the latter in that the neurophysiology 

of the former, but not the latter, has the disposition to cause conscious states with certain 

contents in the former but not in the latter. Unconscious mental states have a disposition to cause 

conscious states under the right circumstances, just as matches have a disposition to bum under 

the right circumstances. And just as we would not want to say that there is anything more to the 

match than its physical makeup, we would not want to say that there is anything more to the 
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unconscious mental state than its physical makeup. So, it is the dispositional natiire of the state 

that accounts for its aspectual shape. 

As mentioned above, there are really two ways to interpret what Searle means by 

aspectual shape, and this is where the conflation between mode of presentation and subjective 

feel becomes apparent. To make my point more explicit, because Searle claims that all mental 

states have aspectual shapes, he can come to the conclusion that all mental states are possibly 

conscious. On his view you cannot have a mental state without aspectual shape. The only reason 

to believe this, however, is if you also believe that all mental states (including conscious mental 

states) are intentional states, which Searle clearly does believe. So, any intentional state with a 

mode of presentation (which for Searle is every one of them) is potentially conscious. While 

Searle does not separate off mode of presentation from subjective feel, separating them is 

important for assessing the Connection Principle argument. If we take Searle to be talking about 

mode of presentation when he says all mental states have aspectual shapes, then it becomes clear 

ihat the problem of consciousness can simply be equated with the problem of how to explain 

modes of presentation. There are at least a few well-articulated suggestions for how we might go 

about doing this. As mentioned above, mode of presentation might be captured by postulating 

different svTiiactic properties for the different presentations. How it is that Venus can be 

presented to us in the "Morning Star" and not the "Evening Star" mode, is explained on this view 

by the differing syntactic strings that are the vehicles of presentation. Searle takes issue with this 

explanation, however. 1 turn to a discussion of his position on this topic now. 
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Searle may claim that aspectual shape, understood as mode of presentation, is not 

reducible to neurophysiology, provided he has a strong positive argument for it. Of course just 

about everyone assents to the position that there are modes of presentation, i.e. that we think of 

things under some aspect or another. And some interested in defending naturalism think that 

modes of presentation can be reduced to the underlying neurophysiology." The main strategy is 

to exploit the syntactic difference between the several modes of presentation, e.g. we may 

explain the fact that we believe that the star in the sky is the Morning Star but not the Evening 

Star by appealing to the syntactic difference in the respective mentalese. But Searle has launched 

a new attack on this strategy in an attempt to undermine computationalism — or strong AI — the 

view that the brain is a digital computer, or in other words, that the mind is a program running on 

brain hardware. In the Rediscover' of the Mind Searle denies that the brain is a digital computer. 

If he is successful in this tack, then he has given us some reason to take the Connection Principle 

argument seriously, and in doing so, has also perhaps thwarted computationalism. I intend to 

show that his new argument is flawed; that he has given us no way of taking the Connection 

Principle argument seriously if we construe aspectual shape as mode of presentation. 

Searle has attempted, and believes that he has succeeded, in defeating 

computationalism in his previous works on the subject*". However, in The Rediscovery of the 

Mind he provides a new argument. His new argument aims to show that "computational 

cognitive science" is not a natural science, and should therefore be discarded. He writes: "The 

aim of natural science is to discover and characterize features that are intrinsic to the natural 

.Mthough, see Schiffer (1987) for a dissenting view. 

- See for example. "Minds, Brains and Programs" (pp. 417-457) 
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world. By its own definitions of computation and cognition, there is no way that computational 

cognitive science could ever be a natural science, because computation is not an intrinsic feature 

of the world. It is assigned relative to observers." (p. 212) 

A dominant attraction of functional accounts like computationalism is that they 

allow for multiple realizability. However, Searle sees multiple realizability as problematic. The 

reason why computers are multiply realizable is because computation involves manipulation of 

tokens which are purely fimctional. We may speak of I's and O's as the "objects" being 

manipulated, but a myriad of functionally equivalent tokens may be used in their place. What 

Searle finds unfortunate is that in order to have this computational capacity, the computer stops 

being part of physics'". 

Why does he say this? Computation involves syntax, and syntax, Searle claims, is 

not a part of physics. Syntax is observer relative; he writes, "the ascription of syntactical 

propenies is always relative to an agent or obser\'er who treats certain physical phenomena as 

syntactical." (p.208) So, it would appear, syntactic engines are not intrinsic to the natural world, 

and from this it follows that minds cannot be syntactic engines. However, this would appear to 

make synta.\ contextual, but that does not mean that syntax is conventional. This distinction 

between contextual sensitivity and convention" may have been overlooked by Searle. It is a 

Searle uses the term "physics" throughout his discussion of computationalism. What he means is 

broader -- perhaps a better way to state is view is to say that synta.x is not intrinsic to the physical aspects of 

the system. Just as he wanted to say that some ascriptions of intentionality were "as-if ascriptions, not 

intrinsic to the words on a page, say, syntax is an "as-if or derived notion. It is not part of any physical 

system according to him. 

-- I thank Chris .Maloney for suggesting this distinction. 
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subtle distinction which may shed some light on the issue that Searle is concerned with. He 

argues that syntax is observer relative, and so is not part of the physics of the system. This form 

of argument does not always work, however. The problem is that he has identified observer 

relative with conventional, and it is this identity that does not take into account the distinction 

between contextual sensitivity and convention. There are certainly cases of relationally defined 

properties that do not render the holding of such properties conventional. Planets are relational 

entities. Nothing is a planet unless it is in the context of a solar system. Mars is a planet in the 

relational context of the solar system, yet we have a physical understanding of Mars, including of 

its "planethood". There is no sense in which the planethood of Mars is "conventional". Searle 

needs to provide an argument that shows how the relational status of entities, including syntax, 

results in conventionality. 

Searle may respond to this objection by claiming that anything can be given a 

svTitactic interpretation, whereas not anything can be construed as being a planet. This might 

result in syntax having a much more conventional status than planets do. As 1 discuss below, 

Searle contends that "the wall is implementing WordStar" (p. 208-209) on some syntactic 

interpretation of its molecular states. We could not say of the wall, however, that under some 

interpretation of planet it can be construed as a planet. So being syntactic and being a planet are 

not comparable in this respect. But this response would be lacking. Syntax might be ubiquitous 

bccause of its special kind of relational status, but it still just its relational status that is at issue. 

But even granting that syntax has a special status, does his argument work? 

To determine whether or not Searle is right in claiming that syntax is not intrinsic 

to a computational system we must determine whether the type identity of a token in a formal 
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system is observer-relative (conventional)"^ or whether it is determined by the physical properties 

of the system. If we take the customary definition of syntax as abstract "shape" or "form" it is 

not difficult to understand why Searle insists that syntax is conventional. A favored example of 

syntax as form is the alphabet. If we can talk about a syntax for the alphabet, we may appeal to 

the letters as syntactic entities. So the letter 'M' may play a syntactic role in the alphabet. But 

notice that while the physical shape makes for the role it plays, this role is not intrinsic to the 

shape. It is a matter of convention that the shape M plays the role of the letter M in the English 

alphabet. In some other system, for example in the Roman numeral system, the shape M plays a 

very different role. So, it seems, physical shape underdetermines syntactic form. 

I think, however, that Searle is only partially right when he claims that syntactic 

role is conventional. As was just shown, the same physical shape can have different syntactic 

interpretations. So, to a certain extent it is correct to assert that syntactic is conventional, i.e that 

syntax, so construed, is not intrinsic to the system. However, 1 will argue that the 

conventionality Searle requires fails to apply in a fully general way. A distinction must be made 

between syntax broadly construed, and syntax that is specific to a system. In other words, to 

make his objection unassailable Searle must show not only that in general we can have the same 

physical entity with different syntactic roles (e.g. that M can have different interpretations), but 

he must also show that within a system syntax is conventional (e.g. that M in a specific system 

can have different interpretations). We all agree with the former; I will argue that he has not 

shown the latter. 

"" I will follow Searle's usage and use "observer-relative" and "conventional" interchangeably. They are 

both taken to mean "non-intrinsic" in this context. 
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Take some specified syntactical system. Suppose, triangles represent cows in 

this system. Now it certainly is not the case that all triangles in all systems represent cows, but it 

happens to be the case that in this specific system all and only triangles do in fact represent cows: 

It will be a law in situ that in this system's data structures, something represents cows just in case 

it is triangular.-^ Here we seem to have a case of syntax being intrinsic to a system. It is just that 

we have to talk about specific systems as opposed to the general case, but I see no problem in 

doing so. 

Even if Searle rejects the above, there is a more general problem that arises if we 

look more closely at what Searle takes computation to be. I think part of the problem is that 

Searle seems to have a very contentious definition of computation, which forces him into a 

particular way of viewing representations. His argument, very concisely, is that computation 

rests on the assignment or interpretation (from the outside) of state transitions as computations. 

As he puts it: "the characterization of a process as computational is a characterization of a 

physical system from outside; and the identification of the process as computational does not 

identify an intrinsic feature of the physics; it is essentially an observer-relative characterization. 

...notions such as computation, algorithm, and program do not name intrinsic physical features of 

systems." (p.210-11) 

To facilitate the discussion it will be helpful to extract his motivation for this. Initially, 

Searle claims that, under the "standard" textbook definition of computation, we could not avoid 

the following results: 

I owe this example to Robert Cummins. (See Cummins. 1991. p. 32.) 
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1. For any object there is some description of that object such that under that description 

the object is a digital computer 

2. For any program and for any sufficiently complex object, there is some description of 

the object under which it is implementing the program. Thus for example the wall behind my 

back is right now implementing the Wordstar program, because there is some pattern of molecule 

movements that is isomorphic with the formal structure of Wordstar. But if the wall is 

implementing Wordstar, then if it is a big enough wall it is implementing any program, including 

any program implemented in the brain, (p.208-9) 

He modifies this claim somewhat by moving from the universalizability of 

computation that it implies to multiple realizability of computation. So, while perhaps not 

everyihing is isomorphic to a given program, lots of things are. And this undesirable result, 

which would include the wall implementing Wordstar, is due to the fact that computation is 

assigned by observers. So, to put it succinctly, isomorphisms to computational systems are too 

cheap."' 

The way to assess Searle's position is to look at a particular computational 

program and determine whether it can be typed by the "physics" of the situation. To keep things 

simple, consider take a multiplication program. Searle's claim is that the system is not 

-• There is an obvious objection to the claim that some pattern of molecular movement is isomorphic 
to Wordstar, which is that the likeiihood of such an isomorphism is miniscule. Isomorphism requires a 
shared structure. For instance, a map of Tucson is isomorphic to the city of Tucson because the map shares 
some structure with Tucson. On Searle's view the same map must be isomorphic to every city. I will 
forego this objection for now, however. 
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intrinsically a multiplier; it is a multiplier only because we assign to it states which correspond to 

the computation of numbers. So, the typing of some system as a multiplier is not done by 

looking at the physical properties of the system, but rather by what assignment we place on it. 

Remember, according to Searle, the system we have is isomorphic to all sorts of other 

computational systems, so our multiplier is also an adder (under one assignment), perhaps is also 

a sophisticated word processor, or natural language parser, etc. So, the problem seems to be that 

there is no way of telling by looking at the physical makeup of the system what program we 

have. 

Just focusing on the multiplier for now, it may be that we cannot determine 

whether the algorithm is a partial products algorithm or whether it is a successive addition 

algorithm. So, according to Searle, what algorithm is executed is physically underdetermined; 

and from this it should follow that "algorithm" is not intrinsic to physics. But is this right? I will 

argue that there are ways of determining which algorithm is being executed in a given system by 

looking at the physics of the system. To do this, it will be helpful to introduce a distinction that 

Pylyshyn utilizes in his discussion of algorithmic equivalence in Computation and Cognition.''' 

There he discusses the difference between weakly equivalent systems and strongly equivalent 

systems. Weakly equivalent systems are input-output equivalent, i.e. they behave the same, but 

they utilize different programs or algorithms. Strongly equivalent systems use the same program 

to do the same actions. Now, if we could tell the difference between strongly and weakly 

equivalent systems by looking at the physical properties of the systems, then we have some 

reason to believe that the physics at least constrains the algorithm. 
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There are, in fact, several ways we might be able to determine the kind of 

algorithm that could actually be implemented in a given system. One way is by determining the 

complexity profile of the system. The difference between a partial product algorithm and a 

successive addition algorithm may be discerned through reaction time analysis. Take two 

multipliers. In the first, the time it takes to multiply x by y is proportional to y. In the second, the 

time it takes to multiply x by y is proportional to the number of digits in y times the number of 

digits in x plus the number of digits in y. This indicates that the first system multiplies by a 

successive addition algorithm while the second uses a partial products algorithm. 

In addition to complexity profiles there is also another method described by 

Pylyshyn which he calls "cognitive penetrability". The idea here is that the "functional 

architecture", the fixed functional capacities of a system, cannot be altered by altering 

knowledge. For example, there is a robust effect found when people are asked to perform a 

certain kind of mental imagery task. Subjects are told to memorize a map with several 

landmarks, and are then told to image the map in their minds and scan from one landmark to 

another. Reaction times show that it takes longer for people to scan to a landmark that was 

farther away on the original map than to scan to a landmark that was close. We can determine, 

through cognitive penetrability, whether this effect is part of the architecture by adding 

something to the map that rests on prior knowledge. For instance if we add a line of M's in 

between two of the landmarks and tell one group of subjects that the M's represent meadows and 

another group that they represent mountains, and then discover that the group that was told the 

M's were mountains took longer to scan to the desired landmark than the other group, then we 

See Computation and Cognition, (1984) esp. chapters 4 and 5. 
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know that the effect is not part of the actual architecture of the system. If it were, the effect 

would not be "cognitively penetrable." 

Searle may respond by claiming that what Pylyshyn calls the "functional 

architecture" of a system is really just another syntactic level of description which, in itself, is 

observer relative and not intrinsic to the physics. To answer this objection, it is necessary to take 

a closer look at what Pylyshyn has in mind when he speaks of the funtional architecture of a 

computational system. The notion of functional architecture is not a purely physical notion; so, 

Searle may have a foothold on an objection. However, Pylyshyn's notion falls between a purely 

physical description of a system, and the level of representation or rule-governed level. He writes 

"the physics of the device, together with a specified mapping from classes of physical states onto 

expressions, defines the functional architecture." (1984, p. 123). Consider an example that 

Pylyshyn would claim is part of the functional architecture of a system and Searle would claim is 

syntactic, viz. an and/or gate. An and/or gate performs a logical function. It provides a "true" 

output when either one or both of its input states are affected, and a "false" output otherwise. 

Now while this looks to be observer relative if we take "true" and "false" to be semantic notions, 

this need not be the case if we look at, say, activation levels. For example, a set of three neurons, 

two of which are connected to the third, is an and/or gate if and only if the third neuron fires only 

given the firing of either one of the other neurons or both of them simultaneously. Presumably, 

this is a function that the brain "computes" (or at least could compute easily), but it is difficult to 

sec why we should take such a system to be "observer relative". 

I have mentioned two ways we might be able to distinguish between two 

equivalent systems to determine what algorithms the systems are implementing. No doubt there 
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are many other ways. What is important, however, is just that what algorithm we have is clearly 

dependent upon things like complexity profiles and cognitive penetrability, each of which is in 

no way observer relative. This indicates that algorithms may be determined by the physics of the 

system. The general point is that if we have an empirical methodology that distinguishes 

between weakly equivalent systems, we know it makes sense to say that those systems are 

physically distinct. 

Additionally, even if we cannot (in principle) determine which algorithm is being 

executed in a given system, the conclusion that Searle wants may not follow. What has he really 

shown? If by looking at the physical properties of the system we cannot determine which of two 

or more equivalent algorithms are being executed, then algorithm execution is underdetermined 

by the physics. He concludes from this that algorithm (program, computation) is not intrinsic to 

physics, but observer relative. All he has really shown, however, is that there may not be a 

unique algorithm that is intrinsic to the physics, that a particular system can execute two or more 

algorithms. But this does not necessarily entail that the algorithms which are executed are 

conventional or observer relative. It seems plausible that a given physical system can physically 

instantiate two distinct algorithms. Why not then say that both algorithms are intrinsic to the 

physics instead of saying that neither are? To show that algorithm execution is not intrinsic to 

physics, Searle would have to show that, given the physical facts, any algorithm could be 

executed. But he has not shown this. 

In sum, the general question that Searle raises is whether token typing, 

i.e.syntactic typing, is conventional (observer-relative) or not. 1 have tried to show that the 

multiple realizability of types is irrelevant since Searle has not given us any reason not to focus 
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on within-system cases, a focus that seems important when determining the syntactic 

categorization of a particular system. While it is true that multiple realizability lends a certain 

plausibility to the claim that token typing is conventional, when we look at specific systems, 

conventionality is no longer an issue. I have also made the more general claim that typing is 

determined by algorithm and that there are ways to determine which algorithm a system is 

executing by analysis of the physical properties of the system. Since algorithm is determined by 

physics, and we know that if we have the same algorithm, we have the same formal system, thus 

the same syntactic system, we can conclude that syntax is determined by physics. 

Further, while Searle may stick to the position that algorithm execution is 

physically underdetermined, I see no reason why we must conclude from this that the 

algorithm(s) executed by the system are conventional. Given what I have already said (i.e. that 

much about what algorithm is being executed can be determined by analysis of the physics), it 

seems much more plausible that several, or even lots, of algorithms are intrinsic to the system 

than that none are. Since the claim that syntax is not intrinsic to physics is suspect, Searle has 

provided no reason to believe that modes of presentation (construed as syntax) cannot be reduced 

to underlying physics (in the case of the brain -- neurophysiology). 

Aspectual Shape as Subjective Feel 

So far I have argued that when we interpret aspectual shape as mode of 

presentation, the conclusion that it cannot be reduced to neurophysiology has been hastily drawn 

by Searle. Mode of presentation can be captured by syntax, and syntax need not be observer 

relative; in fact, I have provided reason to believe that it can be intrinsic to the physics of a given 
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system. We thus have been given no convincing argument against the claim that the syntax of 

the brain is reducible to neurophysiology. 

But it is clear that Searle thinks there is much more loaded into the mode of 

presentation than is suggested by the syntactic theory, which leads us to a discussion of 

semantics rather than syntax. The other possibile tack for him to take is to state that modes of 

presentation have the presentations they do because they are the objects of subjective awareness. 

In other words, to be in the intentional state of, say, believing that the object I see is the Morning 

Star, and not the Evening Star, is for it to seem to me to be a certain way. This seeming to be a 

certain way is not simply an epistemic notion for Searle; rather, it involves a subjective feeling 

that such and such is the case."' So the two notions, subjective feel and mode of presentation, 

become indistinguishable for Searle. Mode of presentation cannot occur apart from subjective 

feel. Since mode of presentation is necessary for any true mental state, so is subjective feel 

(consciousness). Searle thus holds the very strong position that all mental states are conscious (or 

potentially so), and all conscious states have a subjective feel. This is implicit in The Rediscovery' 

of the Mind but made explicit in his newer work on the subject. In The Mystery of Consciousness 

(1997) he writes. 

- Historically, statements of the form "it seems to me that phi " have been read in two importantly 

different ways. On the one hand it could mean "I'm being appeared to phi-Iy" on the other hand it could 

mean "I believe, but I'm not absolutely certain, that phi. The former is straightforwardly 

phenomenological, the latter epistemological. What Searle is committed to is that the t^A O senses are non-

distinct. 
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we must not get sidetracked into thinking that we can ignore the problem of 

"qualia" and just study behavior, and we must not get sidetracked into thinking that there 

are really two kinds of consciousness, an information-processing consciousness that is 

amenable to scientific investigation and a phenomenal, what-it-subjectively-feels-like 

form of consciousnesss that will forever remain mysterious. No, the unity of 

consciousness guarantees that for each of us all the variety of the forms of our conscious 

life are unified into a single conscious field. This includes bodily sensations such as pains 

in the knee or the taste of honey; it includes visual perceptions such as seeing a rose; and 

it also includes thinking about mathematical problems or the next election. Is there 

something it is like, or feels like, just to sit and consciously think that 2+3=5? And if so 

how does that differ from what it feels like to sit and think that the Democrats will win 

the next election? There is indeed something that it is like, or feels like, to think these 

things, and the difference between them is precisely the difference between consciously 

thinking "2+3=5" and consciously thinking, "The Democrats will win the next election. 

(p.200-210) 

I think it is clear what has gone wrong here. Searle wants to show that 

consciousness is essential to intentionality, but the only way for him to do so is on the 

assumption that mode of presentation and subjective feel are not distinct, i.e. that mode of 

presentation is a form of qualitative aspect. Again, we have some evidence, in addition to that in 

the quotation above, that Searle does equate the two as is shown by his example of truly 

intentional states, i.e. intrinsically intentional states. The reason, for Searle, that the statement "I 
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am now thirsty, really thirsty, because 1 haven't had anything to drink all day" ascribes intrinsic 

intentionality is because "If I utter that sentence, making a true statement, then there is in me a 

conscious feeling of thirst that makes that statement true." (p.78). The aspectual shape that this 

intentional state has is due to its experiential nature. Having equated aspectual shape with modes 

of presentation, Searle has implicitly equated modes of presentation with qualitative aspect. But 

this is a highly dubious identification. Searle needs to provide an argument for the identification, 

but he has not done so. Furthermore, for the following reasons it seems highly unlikely that he 

could provide a plausible argument. 

If sense fixes reference to some degree,"® then anything that has a reference must 

have a mode of presentation. But these will include things that are not (even potentially) 

conscious. Take, for instance, our ability to recognize familiar faces. John Searle's face is 

presented to me as a familiar face, and it is as John Searle's and not as William Lycan's. 

However, this presentation of familiarity need not be conscious. Some cases of prosopagnosia 

(the inability to recognize familiar faces) have the interesting feature that at some (unconscious) 

level the information concerning familiarity is being processed. This is discovered through the 

differences in galvanic skin responses to faces that are (were consciously) familiar, and faces 

which are not.'"' Certainly the faces are heme,presented to the agent in one way (familiar) as 

opposed to another (unfamiliar), but the agent does not experience the feeling of familiarity. This 

Searle is committed to the view that sense fixes reference. See. for example, his 1983. For a 

contrasting position see Pumam's "Meaning Ain't in the Head" (1975). 

Prosopagnosia is discussed in Charcot. 1883; Willbrand, 1887; Bodamer, 1947; Hecaen & 

Angelergues, 1962. Implicit awareness of familiarity as measured by gsr is discussed in Bauer, 1984; and 

Tranel & Damasio, 1985. 
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is the case with blindsight as well, to take a different example. When damage to the striate visual 

cortex occurs, a loss of vision in the topographically corresponding parts of the visual field 

occurs. This can result in a scotoma, hemianopia, or complete loss of field. The visual sensitivity 

of the subject is tested by asidng for verbal report on what is seen. The patient with hemianopia 

will report seeing the stimulus in the intact visual hemisphere but will report not seeing anything 

in the field corresponding to damage of that area of striate cortex (Weiskrantz, et al. 1974). 

Blindsight is the phenomenon of preserved visual processing without conscious awareness in the 

visual field damaged. Most often used to demonstrate blindsight is the forced choice guessing 

procedure which requires patients to guess where a target has been presented. Patients make 

accurate judgements much of the time although they have no conscious awareness of the target. 

In fact they often find the request to guess "silly", as they are certain that they cannot see the 

target, and are surprised at their own accuracy when told about it. (Weiskrantz 1980, 1986). Once 

again, the stimulus is presented to the agent as being in one place and not another, yet the agent 

has no conscious awareness of the stimulus. 

Language comprehension seems to involve the same sort of thing. Take the case 

of masked priming. If an English speaking subject is shown the word "Nurse" for 20-50 

milliseconds, this will prime her in a lexical decision task when she is asked whether "Doctor" is 

a word or not. That is, the reaction time for "Doctor" will be faster than that for, say, "Bluebird". 

But give the same string "Nurse" to a monolingual Czech speaker, and no priming will occur. It 

is clear that the string "Nurse" has different cognitive significance for the two different subjects 

and hence involves different modes of presentation, but the presentation is not conscious — 

subjects insist that information presented at such short time intervals are not seen, so presumably 
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the subjects have no experience of the prime. We might explain the difference in cognitive 

significance by appealing to a difference in syntax of the two strings. As I argued previously, 

syntax is defined within a system, so in our case, "Nurse" in the system of our english speaker 

differs syntactically, from "Nurse" in the Czech speaker, due to their differing causal roles within 

each system. The former string may have links to other strings within a semantic network and 

thus be part of a whole structure of knowledge, whereas the latter has no such links. 

A similar line of objection comes from Martin Davies (1995). Davies finds fault 

with the Connection Principle argument because he believes that Searle does not distinguish 

between different kinds of aboutness. Searle only considers two types of aboutness: "as-if and 

"genuine". According to Davies, though, there are several more species of aboumess that need 

to be taken into consideration. He distinguishes between "attitude aboutness" (p. 367), 

"linguistic aboutness" (p. 368), "indicator aboutness" (p. 369), "experiential aboutness" (p. 371), 

and "subdoxastic aboutness" (p. 372). The important form of aboutness for our purposes is 

"subdoxastic aboutness". Searle, according to Davies, thinks there is only one kind of non-

derived, non-trivial aboutness (p. 374). But if there is such a thing as subdoxastic aboutness, 

Searle's argument cannot work. Subdoxastic aboutness (see also Stich 1978 p. 499) is what I 

have been appealing to in the examples provided above. These, for Davies, "are unconscious 

processes that lead to experience and belief but which are described in content-using or semantic 

terms." (p. 374) He provides the example that some state of auditor>' sytem may represent sound 

as coming from left even though it is not. (p. 374) He distinguishes such a case from "attitude 

aboutness", which he thinks may require accessibility to consciousness. But, he writes, "suppose 

that the argument establishes that attitude aboutness requires accessibility to consciousness. 
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Then, whatever is in principle inaccessible to consciousness is not attitude aboutness. But it does 

not follow that it is not a source of semantic evaluability." (p. 375) 

In response to such examples provided above, Searle may still claim that such 

states are possible contents of consciousness, and so I have yet to undermine his position. So the 

question to ask ourselves is whether or not it makes sense to say that such unconscious 

processing, whether in the case of brain damage (like blindsight) or in normal subjects (like 

implicit priming), are potentially conscious. I think the answer is no. The first thing to note is 

that Searle cannot simply get out of the difficulty by making an appeal to the "normal" case, as 

this would still result in blindsight states having aspectual shapes without being potentially 

conscious. Searle would not accept this conclusion. Moreover, the second example I provided 

above occurs normally. So, he must adhere to his position that such states are potentially 

conscious. But what can be said about the second example, and others like it? It seems apparent 

to me that if the question whether such states are potentially conscious is meaningful at all, it is 

an empirical issue whether such states can be conscious or not. Consider the following: there is 

some evidence (Libet, 1993) that a temporal threshold must be met in order for a state of the 

brain to be a conscious state. Let us say he is right and the threshold is about 200-500 

milliseconds. In the example of semantic priming provided above, the words were presented at a 

rate of 20-50 milliseconds. Not nearly enough time to become conscious given Libet's data. Yet 

there is a sense in which this state could have been conscious, it could have been active for at 

least 200 milliseconds. Is Searle then right that the state is potentially conscious? Only in the 
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sense that any state of the brain is potentially conscious if it remains active for long enough. Of 

course this is only one constraint on what makes a state conscious, and after a finished 

neuroscience of conscious states we may discover that all intentional states are potentially 

conscious after all. My point is that there is no way of determining this at the moment. 

What I have tried to show here is that Searle has not provided any reason for 

collapsing mode of presentation to subjective feel. There are many cognitive states, i.e. 

intentional states, that involve modes of presentation but do not involve subjective feel. Many of 

these states are not even potentially conscious, so Searle's argument that all truly intentional 

states must be conscious or potentially conscious cannot survive the data. Searle no doubt will 

retort by claiming that the cognitive states I have discussed are not truly intentional — they may 

have as-if intentionality, but not intrinsic intentionality. I take it the burden of proof is on Searle 

to divulge why he would not simply be begging the question in so arguing. 

Lvcan and Mode of Presentation 

I now turn to a discussion of Lycan in order to show how conflating mode of 

presentation and subjective feel can result in the view that in accounting for mode of 

presentation, we have accounted for subjective feel. Here we have a mirror image of what went 

on with Searle. Since Searle implicitly takes subjective feel and mode of presentation to be the 

same thing, he concludes that we must give an account of subjective feel to give an account of 

mode of presentation, and thus intentionality. Lycan also assimilates subjective feel to mode of 

presentation, and this leads him to the same conclusion as Searle, viz.,that all of mentality is 

amenable to the same explanatory strategy. But in Lycan's case, mode of presentation takes 
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precedence. Taking mode of presentation to be central is what allows him the conclusion that 

once we have given an account of mode of presentation, we have given an account of all 

mentality, including subjective and qualitative experience. My discussion here will be relatively 

brief since the conflation, as found in Lycan, is close to the surface. I focus on his Consciousness 

and Experience. 

In his discussion of subjectivity, or "what it's like to be x" states, Lycan argues 

that what accounts for this phenomenon is an appeal to the fact that the information each 

individual takes in from the world is filtered through that individual's perceptual processors and 

so is bound to be "perspectival". The following passage illustrates how Lycan relies on mode of 

presentation to explain subjectivity: 

Part of the way in which our perceptual experience of an object is subjective is 

this: On any occasion in real life, no two subjects perceive the same physical object in the 

same way; no two subjects obtain and record just the same information about the object. 

Accordingly, their files on the object differ, and differ in a way that affects behavior. 

Thus upon perceiving the object, they are affected differently and their 'functional 

profiles" change in nonparallel ways. ...Different subjects differ informationally with 

respect to the same external environment, and they differ functionally in that they acquire 

different second-order dispositions with respect to the same external environment. 

Perhaps this is subjectivity enough (p. 55). 

Yet. Lycan admits, it is not quite enough. He goes on to argue that the rest of subjectivity 

can be accounted for by providing a functional account of what Geach (1957) and Castafieda 

(1966) thought of as the irreducibility of propositional attitudes that are self-regarding or the 
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"alleged intrinsic perpectivalness of self-regarding beliefs." Some beliefs regarding oneself 

involve "perspectival facts", that is, the contents of such beliefs cannot be put forth through 

anything other than a first-person way. To say of myself that "I contain multitudes" is to express 

a different thought than if you were to say of me that "she contains multitudes". There is an air of 

mystery surrounding such purportedly intrinsically first-person beliefs. But it is not difHcult to 

quell that sense of mystery. Here what is needed is an account of purely indexical modes of 

presentation. And, of course, and as Lycan points out, there is no shortage of such accounts. To 

deal with beliefs involving indexicals such as the belief, "I (myself) contain multitudes," that 

distinguish them from beliefs of the form "She (herself) contains multitudes," where the referent 

in both cases is myself, we have to postulate some special vehicle of representation such as 

representation de se. But there need be nothing mysterious about such modes of presentation. In 

all this Lycan and I are in full agreement. 

However, to pronounce victory over subjective feel, now that we have given an 

account of indexical beliefs and the fact that some information is presented to different 

individuals in different ways, is to make the same kind of mistake we found in Searle. The tacit 

identification of mode of presentation with subjective feel is doing all the work. It is open to 

Lycan. however, to claim that while the kind of mode of presentation discussed above is 

sufficient to explain subjectivity, the subjectivity he has targeted is epistemological, not 

experiential. The "what it's like to be in state x" states that he is referring to ~ subjectivity a la 

Lycan — is a different type of subjectivity than that referred to by Nagel and others. And in fact 

this seems to be the case. Lycan claims that "experiential" states have two aspects apart from the 

subjective aspect described above. They involve a quale and an introspection of the quale. So, to 
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it looks like Lycan has the right idea in mind; his experiential states look like full-blown 

Nagelian qualitative states. But this appearance is misleading, as I will show. 

Taking a look at what Lycan says about qualia in the visual modality we find that 

he thinks that "for a visual state to have or contain or feature a green quale...is for it to represent 

greenness — real physical greenness ~ at some location in the visual field" (p. 74). So, to 

represent x is to represent x under a particular mode of presentation, in this case, at a given 

location. This for Lycan is sufficient for having a quale of.r. It should be clear that this is just 

another sort of mode of presentation. In this case, color jc is presented in a certain way to agent a 

as being in location /. Still, Lycan does not think that this is sufficient for experience ofx. Qualia 

can go unnoticed, for Lycan, and if so, we do not have experience of them. What must be added, 

on his view, is introspection of the quale. Introspective consciousness, according to Lycan, is 

Lockean "inner sense", which is a kind of monitoring state. He writes,"[Introspective] 

Consciousness is a perceptionlike second-order representing of our own psychological states and 

events. What distinguishes conscious mental activity from un- and subconscious mental activity 

is second-order representing. Conscious awareness is the successful operation of an internal 

scanner or monitor that outputs second-order representations of first-order psychological states" 

(p. 31).^" 

So the way Lycan would account for the prosopagnosic or the blindsighted 

person, who are lacking in "experience" is to show that while first-order psychological states are 

occuring. there is no further second-order representing of those states, and this explains why they 
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are not experiencing familiar faces or objects in their blind visual field. What Lycan has offered 

us, though, cannot, as it stands, provide an explanation of experiential subjectivity, as opposed to 

epistemological subjectivity. I offer a few reasons why not. 

First, and I think most damagingly, it looks as though Lycan has simply dodged 

the whole issue by claiming to be talking about Nagelian "what it is like to be x" states, when he 

was not. It seems that what Nagel had in mind when he wrote "What is it Like to Be a Bat?" has 

been stripped of its most interesting aspect when Lycan claims to be able to account for it with 

modes of presentation and de se operators. For Nagel something has conscious mental states "if 

and only if there is something that it is like to be that organism — something it is like for the 

organism" (Nagel. 1979, p. 422), only if there is some subjective feel, in my sense, that occurs in 

the agent. Lycan has not addressed this aspect of Nagel's position when he offers his mode of 

presentation account of "subjectivity." Once again, there are some cases in which mode of 

presentation is not accompanied by a qualitative state, in some cases there is nothing it is like to 

be in a state involving a mode of presentation. As I argued previously, the subject in a semantic 

priming task has the prime presentd to her in a certain way — in my example, as the concept 

NURSE when shown the word "Nurse", yet has no conscious awareness of being shown the 

word. 

Of course, Lycan would completely disagree with me at this juncture. The reason 

for this is that Lycan explicitly claims that qualia are a type of modes of presentation. Take the 

example of pain. He believes that there are two aspects to having a pain, a first-order state which 

is a perceptual representation of damage or disorder, which he defines as the quale of pain, and a 

For an earlier defense of this position, see Cummins (1983). 
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qualia (pains) without being conscious of them, and one can have conscious awareness of pain 

without having the attendant qualia. (p. 19). It is this position that is antithetical to Nagel's 

notion of qualia. Qualia cannot be nonconscious according to Nagel. There is always something 

it is like to be in a qualitative state for Nagel, but this is not the case for Lycan. For Lycan, qualia 

can be nonconscious representational states, which implies that there may be nothing it is like to 

be in such states. 

This interesting position requires some argument. Lycan provides an example 

which he thinks proves his point. He claims that we have all had the experience of driving down 

a familiar route when we have been distracted and have not paid explicit attention to our driving, 

that is, he claims, we have had no conscious awareness of the other cars, the traffic lights, etc. 

Yet, Lycan argues, since we stopped at the red lights, and avoided hitting the cars, we must have 

had, say, a red quale at some point and a green one at another. In speaking of such a driver, 

Lycan writes, "presumably the light looked red rather than green to him; that is the only reason 

he would have stopped. So, in the strict sense of the term, he was presented with a red quale; a 

subregion of his visual field had redness as its phenomenal or qualitative character. But the driver 

was not aware of any such thing; it was an un- or subconscious perceiving, entirely 

unintrospected." (p. 76). 

But does this kind of example do any work? Or has Lycan already committed to 

qualia being certain modes of presentation and thus finds such an example convincing? It 

certainly is not obvious that we have unconscious qualia. Moreoever, might there be another 

explanation of the "automatic pilot" that does not depend on such states? I believe there are other 
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aware of the red light, but did not retain it in memory. Hence it appears to him later that he never 

experienced it. Second, and more fundamentally, Lycan's account begs the question in favor of a 

functionalist account of qualia^'. It denies the possibility that the information about the traffic 

light is playing the functional role of "red" yet has no attendant phenomenology. Or to put it 

differenty, it denies the possibility of there being a mode of presentation of "red" that does not 

include a qualitative state. While this may be the case, there is no argument for it aside from an 

adherence to functionalism. 

To support his position, Lycan provides some reasons why the "knowledge 

arguments" he attributed to both Nagel (1974) and Jackson (1986) do not show that physicalism 

is false. That is, he shows how perspectivalism can be captured by a third-person, objective 

science. But showing that physicalism is not in trouble given perspectivalism does not even 

begin to offer an explanation for why some perspectival states should be accompanied by a 

subjective character, that is for why, in some cases, there is something it is like to have a 

perspective.^" Lycan may respond once again by claiming that certain modes of presentation 

simply are quantitative, as is clear from the aforementioned argumentation. However his backing 

for such a position is not entirely convincing. A possible underlying problem here is that Nagel 

" For examples of functionalist accounts of qualia see .Armstrong (1968). Lewis (1972. 1980). and 

Shoemaker (1975) 

•• I should emphasize that only some perspectival states have subjective feel. As noted earlier, 

perspectival character is not sufficient for subjective feel. Low level vision requires de se operators to 

represent objects in egocentric space, even when these representations are not themselves involved in 
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himself might have joined together two difTerent issues in his "what it is like to be x" talk. One 

issue is the perspectivalism that Lycan accounts for with his appeal to mode of presentation, the 

other issue is subjective feel. This conflation could be in part what is responsible for the 

unfortunate view on the part of Lycan that in giving an account of the former, we automatically 

have an account of the latter. 

There is another reason why Lycan has not offered an explanation of experiential 

subjectivity (true Nagelian subjectivity) as opposed to epistemic subjectivity. Although Lycan 

endorses the language of thought, he cannot explain how it is that the experience brought on by 

our second-order representation is of the object in question. Let us say that when I see a cat, my 

first-order representational system tokens a symbol string that means the same as "cat". What 

would a second-order representation of this occurrence amount to? What Lycan apparently 

means is that it is a representation of a representation. Only this could make it self monitoring 

and distinguish it from just being another type of representation of the same occurrence. But, 

given the language of thought account of representation, what would result is another symbol 

string, in itself making it mysterious why this string should be experiential- But even worse, it is 

a representation of a representation, that is, it has as its content not the thing in question, viz. the 

cat, but the initial representation of the cat, or the symbol string itself So, the question arises, 

vs'hy are we not experiencing a symbol string instead of a cat? 

A third reason why Lycan has not given an account of experiential subjectivity is 

that there is reason to suspect that second-order representation cannot be a sufficient condition 

for experience. Take the case of the visual perception of depth. It is common knowledge that the 

retinal image we obtain of a scene is ambiguous with respect to many things, including size. 
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orientation, and location of the objects within the scene. Focusing on depth perception, 

information concerning which objects are near and which are far is not represented in that image. 

It is clear that the image on the retina is a representation of the scene in question, but it is also 

clear that this image must be processed higher up in the visual processing system in order for it 

to be used for comparative purposes. One way that depth perception is accomplished is by 

comparing the two retinal images (binocular disparity). This evidently requires re-representing 

the images in order to perform the comparison.^^ But if such second-order perceptual 

representations are constitutive of experience, as Lycan claims, we should have an experience of 

the initial retinal image. But we do not. If we had experiential access to our retinal images, it 

wouldn't have taken dissection of a cow's eye to find that our retinal images are upside down, for 

we would have known it through experience. 

In the preceding pages I have tried to show that, in conflating subjective feel and 

mental mode of presentation, both Lycan and Searle are led to draw unwarranted conclusions 

about consciousness. For Searle, conclusions about the centrality of consciousness for 

intentionality were derived from the assumption that states involving modes of presentation were 

stales with subjective feel. On his view we cannot fully explain or understand intentionality until 

we e.xplain subjective feel. So, we are not very close to accounting for intentionality or mentality. 

Thus, the air of mystery surrounding Searle's full position. For Lycan, conclusions about 

" Retinotopic information is sent to visual corte.x where there is a corresponding topographic 

representation of the retina. Area V5 in visual cortex re-represents information on the retina in order to 

perform depth perception. See e.g. Kandel. ct. al. p. 396, 
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experience, viz. that an account of it can be given by second-order representation, were based on 

the identification of subjective feel and mode of presentation. For him, in giving an account of 

the latter (about which he is rightly optimistic) we have given an account of the former. So, we 

are very nearly done explaining all of mentality. Thus, the sense that all mystery has been 

removed. 

Here I have only discussed how Searle and Lycan have been misguided in 

conflating mode of presentation and subjective feel. But a careful reading of the literature on 

consciousness reveals that the conflation is not idiosyncratic to them. I have hinted that the 

conflation might have its roots in Nagel. The conflation manifested in Lycan's arguments is 

ubiquitous. The views espoused by the so called higher-order-thought theorists such as Rosenthal 

(1986a,b), as well as Dretske's and Dennett's theories of consciousness may all be shown to rest 

on a similar kind of mistake. It is no coincidence that these theorists are highly optimistic about 

our chances of explaining consciousness. It is my contention that once the conflation is brought 

to the surface, such optimism will be revealed as extremely premature. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The aim of this chapter is to show that there is an aspect of consciousness that is 

still mysterious, an aspect that is not well understood in the philosophy of mind or cognitive 

science. This aspect is subjective feel, and any adequate theory about the mind must eventually 

explain this phenomenon. I provide exposition and analysis of several views about consciousness 

that contend that consciousness is, or can be, explained. I further discuss why I think each fails 

in it attempt to account for subjective feel. In the previous chapter I tried to show that conflating 

subjective feel and mode of presentation leads to unwarranted conclusions conceming our 

understanding of consciousness. In Searle's case, the conflation results in his mistaken 

conclusion that intentionality is not explicable on current theory. Contrastingly, for Lycan, the 

conflation implies that subjective feel is explicable on current theory since intentionality is. This 

leads Lycan to an optimism conceming our prospects for explaining subjective feel. According to 

Lycan, functionalism explains intentionality and by extention, subjective feel. In this chapter I 

will show that several other theorists of consciousness also fail to address subjective feel in an 

adequate manner. These theories either confuse subjective feel with something else or err in 

their reductive analyses. 

Something needs to be said to those who do in fact think we are done or nearly 

done explaining consciousness. I will discuss some such theorists in detail, but I think a general 

point may be made here. Those who claim that "consciousness is x" where x is something like 

second order monitoring states (Pollock, 1989) or metarepresentation (Lycan, 1987, 1996), or 
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information processing (Baars, 1988) have omitted the most important question concerning 

consciousness. While it may in fact be the case that consciousness will at some point be shown 

to fully correlate with such states, we still have not finished explaining it. Just as we may find 

that the token identity theory is right and the belief that p is fully correlated, or even identified 

with some neuronal event n, that does not mean that we have explained belief, or the belief that 

p. Many people accept the token identity theory for at least some phenomena, but it is clear that 

in many cases simply providing the identity relation does not provide an explanation of the 

phenomenon. At the very least, the burden of proof is on these theorists to show how that the 

universal generalizations (x) [(x correlates with y) —> (y fully explains x)], or (x) [(x supervenes 

on y) ~> (y fully explains x)] hold. Or they must provide an account of explanation that results in 

such relations being explanations. So far this has not been done. I will spend much more time on 

the issue of explanation in later chapters. 

As I have been pointing out, there are those who think consciousness has already 

been explained, or is on the verge of succumbing to explanation. For most of these people, 

consciousness is not equated with subjective feel. Rather, the types of things they are attempting 

to explain are things like awareness, or higher order thought, or intentionality — phenomena that 

may fall under the general heading of mode of presentation. I will start with these and a few other 

expiananda in an attempt to show that these are (at least) not the only things we are concemed 
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about with respect to consciousness. While mode of presentation may end up being an important 

part of a theory of consciousness, subjective feel is as well." 

It may be argued that I am foisting an overly eliminative stance on some of these 

authors. It is true that some are explicitly focusing on subjective feel and conclude that it should 

be identified with something, such as higher order thought. In doing so they feel they have a 

reasonable explanation of the phenomenon. It is with these authors, e.g. Dretske (1995) and 

Rosenthal (1986a,b, 1993a,b), that a further, more subtle issue is at stake. As I mentioned 

previously, in identifying subjective feel with some kind of representational or intentional state, 

they have yet to provide an adequate (complete) explanation of it. Issues concerning proper 

explanation will be addressed in much greater detail in later chapters, but the question arises here 

as to whether, even assuming they have correctly identified subjective feel with something like a 

special form of representation (which 1 will argue they have not), have we then explained it? 

I begin the chapter with a general discussion of the view that consciousness 

should be equated with awareness, as this brings up some distinctions I find important for later 

analysis. After that I discuss Ned Block's distinction between access and phenomenal 

consciousness. He provides another way of looking at what may be causing unwarranted 

optimism in some of the theorists I later discuss. In the final three sections I will examine 

Dretske's view of consciousness as a special form of representation, Rosenthal's view that 

consciousness is higher order thought, Dennett's view that consciousness is a form of judgment, 

" See Ned Block (1995) for a similar view on how closely tied, yet separate, are the notions of 

intentionality and representation on the one hand, and subjective feel on the other. 
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and Maloney's view that qualitative states are special sentences in a Language of Thought. My 

purpose is to show that there is a common thread among such views, a thread which results in the 

position that we already have an answer to the problem of consciousness at our disposal, or at 

least know where to look for the answer. I will attempt to show that each of these theorists fails 

to adequately account for subjective feel in his discussion of consciousness. A large portion of 

this chapter is devoted to Dretske's theory that consciousness is representational. I think it is 

important to attempt as thorough as possible a discussion of this view as it is, in my mind, the 

best naturialistic theory of consciousness currently at our disposal. Consequently, the section on 

Dretske is longer than the other sections. 

•A.wareness: 

Awareness and consciousness are often identified. For example, discussions of 

consciousness in much of the psychological literature is discussion about awareness (De Harm et 

al., 1987; Normal and Shallice, 1986; Schacter et al., 1988). Disorders of "consciousness" like 

prosopagnosia, hemineglect, anosagnosia, etc. are respectively considered as situations in which 

there is a loss of awareness of faces, a portion of the world, and the disorder itself (Weiskrantz, 

1986; Miller. 1939; Meadows, 1974). Language use also shows a strong correlation between the 

two terms. To be "aware" of x is often treated synonymously with being "conscious" of x. 

.Awareness, pretheoretically, seems linked to consciousness in that it seems that to be aware of x 

is necessarily to be conscious of it. Stones are not aware of anything because they are not 

conscious of anything. As previously pointed out there are philosophers as well who think that 

awareness and consciousness are strongly linked, even identified — note Dretske (1995), "For 
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purposes of this discussion I will regard "conscious" and "aware" as synonyms when used as 

transitive verbs. Being conscious of a thing (or fact) is being aware of it. Accordingly, 

"conscious awareness" and "consciously aware" are redundancies." (p. 98) (This latter clause 

shows the relation between consciousness and awareness to be one of identity, not equivalence). 

David Armstrong (1968) has argued that "consciousness is no more than awareness of inner 

mental slates by the person whose states they are." 

But awareness is not a clearly defined notion, and it does little good to equate 

consciousness with it if all we can do is define them in terms of each other. So how might 

awEireness be defined? If awareness is defined solely as being some sort of information 

processing then those who have so defined it would claim to have explained consciousness. But 

it seems that there is more to awareness than information processing. If this is so, then we cannot 

explain awareness/consciousness until we have dealt with this additional feature. What is of 

importance here is not that people use the two terms interchangeably, or that people might 

stipulate the one to mean the same as the other. The important issue is rather that we want to 

discover whether upon analysis of the terms we find their definitions to be completely 

overlapping, and whether we find that in explaining one we have fully explained the other. So it 

must not be the case that we find aware things that are not conscious, or conscious things that are 

not aware. And it must not be the case that after having explained awareness, we have not come 

any nearer to fully explaining consciousness. It should be very clear that to simply stipulate the 

s\'non\Tny of the two will lead us nowhere in our attempt to understand what consciousness is 

and whether it has or can be explained. 
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So we must provide definitions, or at least analyze the concepts to whatever 

degree possible. As a start, awareness of x seems integrally tied to having information of x. That 

is, a necessary condition of a system's being aware of x is that information about x is occurently 

available to the system, or part of the system. This, as it stands however, is hopelessly 

incomplete as an account of consciousness. If all there were for a system to have a conscious 

state was having some kind of information occurently available to it, thermostats would be 

conscious, given that information about the surrounding temperature is occurently available to 

them. Furthermore, to take a case from the psychological literature, the blindsighted patient, who 

has information about the object in her deficient visual field, would also be conscious of the 

object given that at least part of the person's cognitive system has information about the object. 

Certainly this is too broad a definition of awareness. 

Supplementing the above definition with something like "to be aware of x is to 

have knowledge of, or be cognizant, of x", may remove us from the undesireable conclusion that 

thermostats are aware of the ambient temperature. But this wholly depends on what we mean by 

"having knowledge of and "being cognizant" of There is a sense, usually the psychological 

sense, of "knowledge" and "cognizant of that simply means "having information about", thus 

the thermostat would have knowledge of the temperature, but there is a philosophical sense 

which is more substantive. Here having knowledge requires having a belief, which in turn 

involves having concepts. The state of holding information about something can be a purely 

subdoxastic state, involving no conceptual content, as in the thermostat case, and therefore not 

constituting a belief state. Beliefs are doxastic states which require the capacity for acquiring and 
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using concepts. So on this account of awareness as identified with consciousness, conscious 

states would be doxastic states, that is states with conceptual content. 

There are several things lacking in this analysis. First, there certainly are states 

that we would want to call conscious that are not generally considered to be doxastic states. 

Having a pain is a paradigmatic conscious state, but arguably one can be in pain without being in 

a doxastic state. Or at the very least, the state of being in pain and the state of believing that one 

is in pain are arguably distinguishable states. Or take a case that Dretske discusses; One can have 

the experience of smelling burning toast but not know that it is burning toast that they are 

smelling. The former is a nonconceptual or nondoxastic state, the latter a doxastic or conceptual 

state. (1995 p. 12) Further, and more to the point for my purposes, if we equate consciousness 

with having doxastic states, and thus states with conceptual content, it must be the case that once 

we have provided an explanation of doxastic states we have provided an explanation of 

consciousness. There may be a sense in which in giving a full account of doxastic states we have 

provided a full explanation of consciousness, but only if we take "belief to mean "conscious 

belief. Of course doing so would only beg the question. 

Getting clear on what we mean by "awareness" is an important task as will be 

made clear below. Mainly it gives us some sense of how integrally tied our notions of 

represeniaiion and intentionality are to our notion of consciousness. Furthermore the notion is 

used in argumentation concerning consciousness. For example, David Rosenthal (1993a) 

suggests that there cannot be conscious states that we are unaware of I will discuss this issue in 

the section on higher order thought; suffice it to say right now that it is of extreme importance to 

ha\'e a clear understanding of what awareness is before using it in arguments about 
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consciousness. Ned Block (1991, 1995) considers the importance of separating off awareness 

from subjective feel in his discussion of the distinction between access and phenomenal 

consciousness. I turn to his position now. 

Block: Access and Phenomenal Consciousness: 

Block (1991, 1995) has defended the claim that consciousness can be separated 

into two types: phenomenal and access consciousness.^^ Phenomenal consciousness is, according 

to Block, what I am calling subjective feel, or qualitative aspect. It is the "something it is like" 

notion of consciousness. Most importantly, he takes phenomenal consciousness to be distinct 

from any cognitive, intentional, or functional property. Access consciousness, on the other hand, 

has nothing to do with subjective feel. Simply put, access consciousness is the availability of 

mental content for verbal report. The ability to verbally report the content of our mental states 

seems parasitic on our ability to judge that a particular mental state has a certain content. That is, 

a belief about the state is what allows for the ability to verbally report it. As Davies and 

Humphreys put it; "A state with the semantic content that p is an access-conscious state of the 

subject if and only if the subject is capable, simply in virtue of being in that state, (a) of judging 

(or otherwise thinking) that p. or (b) of judging that she is in that state." (1993, p. 11) 

The distinction between phenomenal and access consciousness can be attributed to Dan Dennett. 

See his 1979. 
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So to have access-consciousness about p can mean two different things. One boils 

down to having an intentional state. This is sense (a) above. In judging that p is the case, it is 

necessary to have a doxastic state with respect to p. So on this construal of access consciousness 

I cannot have access consciousness of, say, the edge detection that is occurring in my lateral 

geniculate nucleus, since I, ex hypothesi, am not in a state of being able to judge that I am 

detecting edges. To be able to judge that this is the case requires having a belief to that effect, 

but I, for purposes of this example, have no such beliefs. The other sense of access-

consciousness, sense (b) above, involves the use of conceptualized content as well. But in this 

case, what I need to have access to is that it is a belief state that I am in. To judge that I am in the 

state of believing that p I must have the concept of belief. Similarly, to judge that I am in the 

slate of hoping that p or abhorring that p, I must just that it is those propositional attitude states 

that I am in, which requires the concepts of hope and abhorrance. 

It is interesting and extremely important to see how access consciousness might 

be distinguished from phenomenal consciousness or subjective feel, as the existence of such a 

distinction directly impinges on whether or not representational theories of subjective feel (like 

the ones that Dretske. 1995 and Michael Tye, 1995 hold) are plausible. Take the case of 

perceptual experience. I can have either (1) just an experience of the sound of a French Horn (to 

borrow an example from Drestske), or (2) have access consciousness of the sound of a French 

horn. To have access consciousness of the sound of the French horn would require some sort of 

judgment about the sound of the French Horn. But 1 might be in no position to make a judgment 

about this. Rather 1 might just be in the position of being able to experience the sound (which 

happens to be a French Hom sound) without being able to judge that 1 am having an experience 
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of the French Horn sort, or that I am in fact hearing a French Horn. In this case there is just 

phenomenal feel, and nothing else. At least such cases of pure phenomenal feel without attendant 

thoughts or judgments seem to be possible. To put it simply, there are some creatures without 

the concept of French Horn, without the concept of instrument, and perhaps even without the 

conceptual sophistication to think "I am experiencing something with that sound". In other 

words, perhaps they (consciously) think nothing at all about it, yet can still hear the vibrations 

produced by French Horns, and thus, presumably, have some auditory experience. This latter 

experience would be an instance of phenomenal consciousness for Block. 

As Block suggests, phenomenal consciousness can be primitively representational 

without being conceptual. As he puts it, "P-conscious contents often represent in a primitive non-

intentional way. A perceptual experience can represent space as being filled in certain ways 

without representing the object perceived as falling under any concept. Thus, the experiences of a 

creature which does not possess the concept of a donut could represent space as being filled in a 

donut-like way." (p. 29) So, there are levels of phenomenal consciousness for Block. Most 

importantly, some phenomenal states, such as orgasms, depression, and other moods, are not 

representational at all. This is a crucial claim as it bears directly on theories of consciousness that 

require all conscious states to be representational, like Dretske. 1 think we are hard pressed to 

discover what the representational status of such states are. Even Dretske agrees that moods are 

difficult to fit into the representational mold (1995, p. xv.) Consider, as Davies suggests, the 

qualitative feel of an adrenalin rush, or an anxiety attack, or some other visceral response (1997, 

p. 546). Such states are surely qualitative, yet it is a stretch to claim that these states have the 

function of representing states of the body or the world. 



Furthermore, there is some reason to believe that there are some representational 

differences that do not result in phenomenal differences. Both Block (p. 14) and Kent Bach 

(1997) provide examples of such representational differences. Consider the following example 

provided by Block: if the representational content of an experience is simply that of "something 

overhead", but is experienced both auditorily and visually, the representationalist carmot 

distinguish between the two phenomenal states. Similarly, Bach claims that the 

representationalist "rules out the possibility that exactly the same properties could be experienced 

in subjectively different ways." (p. 466) To provide an example of my own, consider the 

synaesthete, whose auditory system sometimes responds to visual information, (hearing colors) 

or whose gustatory system responds to shape information. If such cases are real, then the very 

same properties of an object, say its shape properties, can be experienced in vastly different 

ways. In the case of the synaesthete the presentation of shapes would also share the functional 

and causa! role of the experience of taste, so it seems the primitiveness of such experiences 

remains in tact. The existence of such primitive phenomenal states argues directly against 

representational views of experience, and so will be discussed below. 

Block discusses three main differences between phenomenal consciousness and 

access consciousness. First, while F-conscious contents may be representational, it is not in 

virtue of their being representational that they are P-conscious, rather it is in virtue of their being 

phenomenal. However, in the case of A-consciousness, it is the representational nature of its 

content that (at least partly) defines it. Second, A-consciousness is a functional notion. "Wliat 

makes a state A-conscious is what a representation of its content does in a system." (p. 9). P-

conscious states are non-functional. Third, while there are P-conscious types or kinds of states. 
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there are only A-conscious tokens. Block writes, "the feel of pain is a P-conscious type — every 

pain must have that feel. But any particular token thought that is A-conscious at a given time 

could fail to be accessible at some other time." (p. 9) This distinction between A-consciousness 

and P-consciousness is not accepted by those who take consciousness to be a form of 

representation or intentional state. So, it is important to determine whether the distinction is 

coherent or not. Block thinks if we can dissociate the two, that is find cases of A-consciousness 

without P-consciousness, and vice versa, then we have provided good reason to believe they are 

distinct kinds of things. 

Block offers the conceptual possibility of a "super-blindsighter" to attempt to 

show that the two types of consciousness are different. Blindsight was discussed in the previous 

chapter; what Block does here is extend the idea to the possibility of a blindsight patient who can 

not only guess what stimuli (X vs O, horizontal vs verticle line) when prompted, but can train 

himself to guess at will. As Block describes this scenario, "visual information from his blind 

field simply pops into his thought in the way that solutions to problems we've been worrying 

about pop into our thoughts." (p. 11) The super-blindsighter does not have experience of the 

information, but can use it and guide his behavior by it. He has access but not phenomenal 

consciousness. Now, there happens to not be any cases of super-blindsight, and the objcciion 

might be made (Dretske, 1995) that there are no such cases because experience is necessar>' for 

such a function (p. 121). But this objection aside. Block only needs conceptual possibility for his 

argument to hold. If it is possible to have super-blindsight, then A-consciousness can be 

dissociated from P-consciousness. 
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What of the other direction of dissociation? Can P-consciousness occur without 

A-consciousness? Block provides several examples which aim to show that it can. He asks us to 

consider an animal that has lost its "centers of reasoning and rational control of action." (p. 13). 

This animal would have P-consciousness, but not A-consciousness. Another example he provides 

is that of realizing, while engaged in a distracting conversation, that you have been hearing a 

deafening drill throughout the conversation. You were P-conscious of it all along, but only A-

conscious of it later. Block claims that these sorts of examples show the conceptual distinction 

between the two forms of consciousness. I find these examples compelling, and will come back 

to them when I discuss other theorists. 

I focused on a discussion of Block in order to provide a more robust idea of the 

distinction between subjective feel and other phenomena often equated with it. The distinction is 

important for my purposes because if P-consciousness (subjective feel) is dissociable from other 

things like representation and judgement, then we cannot rely on being able to explain subjective 

feel once we have provided an explanation of representation or judgement. Of course, this is 

highly controversial, so I will spend some time discussing and trying to refute claims to the 

contrary (e.g. claims by Dennett and Dretske). I do not balk at the notion of access consciousness 

as an aspect of consciousness. I think it has a role to play in understanding consciousness fully, 

but still it is distinct from subjective feel. I turn now to a discussion of Dretske who believes that 

consciousness, whatever its form, is always representational, and so is highly optimistic about 

prospects for explaining it. 

Drestke — Consciousness as Representation: 
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Dretske has, in my mind, the most well-articulated representationalist theory 

about consciousness. He attempts, in his most recent work on consciousness, to extend his view 

concerning the natiu-e of how mental states are contentful, to conscious mental states. In doing so 

he has created a unified theory about mentality, one that, if correct, would result in demystifying 

consciousness to some extent. It would effectively put subjective feel and other representational 

states in the same explanatory boat. 

For Dretske, conscious states are representational states, which are states that have 

a certain information-providing function. The following is a synopsis, in his own words, of his 

Representational Thesis concerning consciousness from Naturalizing the Mind (Dretske, 1995). I 

will explain and assess the view afterwards. He writes, "the Representational Thesis identifies 

conscious states with representational states, states that have a certain information-providing 

function. In the case of perceptual experiences, this function is systemic ~ derived fi-om the 

perceptual system the states are states of. A state is a conscious experience of F (thus making its 

possessor sensuously aware of F) if the state has the natural (systemic) function of providing 

infonnation about the F-ness of objects standing in the appropriate contextual relation (C) to the 

system. Slates thus become conscious by acquiring, for some determinable property F, the 

function of indicating, for appropriately related objects, their determinate value of F. Since states 

acquire their systemic functions through an evolutionary process..., natural selection is being 

identified as the source and creator of conscious experience." (1995 — P. 162) 
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According to Dretske, all mental facts are representational facts, and all 

representational facts are facts about informational functions. Mental facts about experience, 

specifically, are special kinds of representational facts, what he calls nonconceptual 

representational facts. Such nonconceptual facts are distinguished from conceptual facts in the 

following way: I might have never heard a piano before, and do not know what a piano is, so do 

not have the concept of piano. Yet upon hearing a piano being played for the first time I can have 

the experience of hearing a piano even though I do not know it is a piano I am beaming. This is 

an instance of a sensory representation that does not involve a conceptual representation. 

Experiences and beliefs about those experiences are two very distinct things, and one can be had 

without the other, as was discussed previously. For example, I might believe a piano is being 

played because someone told me so, or conversely I might experience the piano without knowing 

what it is I am hearing. Dretske is making an important distinction in this discussion between 

experiential states and conceptual states, a distinction that implies an ability to sensorily 

represent without conceptually representing. As I will show, however, this distinction appears to 

gel lost in later arguments against intemalism which I will discuss below. 

What might be said so far about Dretske's approach to the nature of experiential 

states? He takes pains to distinguish biological organisms from non-biological organisms, such 

as thermostats and fuel gauges, in order to avoid the highly implausible conclusion that 

thermostats and fuel guages are conscious. So he distinguishes between "natural" vs "derived" 
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representation^^. Fuel gauges only represent what they do because we have imposed a meaning 

on their states. The senses, on the other hand, cause experiences in us that have meaning or 

content apart from any purpose or intent on our part. Their information function derives from 

their evolutionary history, which is what makes them natural. Fuel gauges, lacking an 

evolutionary history that resulted in the use of their representational states, have no 

consciousness because their representations are unnatural. 

However, this distinction does not seem to obviously demarcate conscious from 

nonconscious entities. First, adding an evolutionary history to an organism does not make every 

representational state conscious, only particular ones. So an evolutionary history in itself is not 

sufficient to impose consciousness on a state of a biological organism. In other words, adding an 

evolutionary history provides no explanatory power to help us understand what causes the 

difference between a conscious and a non-conscious entity, or what these differences consist in. 

.A.S Paul Davies argues (1997), it seems clear that organisms aside from animals have such states, 

"clams and cacti probably enjoy natural systemic representational states with the function of 

providing information for the calibration and control of behavior." (p. 547) While this may be so, 

perhaps a special kind of evolutionary history will do the trick. Perhaps when the type of entity 

that is selected for is a sensory organ, consciousness follows in a straightforward manner. Sense 

organs have a particular function. Dretske writes, 

the senses have information-providing functions, biological functions, they derive 

from their evolutionary history. As a result, perceptual systems produce representations 

of those conditions they have the function of informing about. The representations they 

See also Searle, 1992 on the distinction between derived and intrinsic intentional states. 
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produce by way of carrying out their informational functions have a content, something 

they say or mean, that does not depend on the existence of our purposes and intentions. 

This is why the senses — or more precisely, the internal states (experiences, feelings) the 

senses produce by way of performing their function — have original intentionality, 

something they represent...that they do not get from us. This is why the perceptual 

representations in biological systems make the systems in which they occur conscious of 

the objects they represent" (p. 7-8. Italics mine) 

Of course, the ability to represent in such a way that we are conscious of the 

represented object is a very important ability, and one, presumably that would end up being 

selected for. However, this intuitive suggestion has yet to offer us an explanation of such an 

ability.^' 

Furthermore, it is unclear what aspect of natural selection could have the requisite 

consciousness-conferring power. Natural selection as a theory consists of the following: the 

individuals in a population must differ in their hereditary characteristics, and some of the 

inherited differences must affect chances for survival and reproduction. Natural selection, 

Colin .McGinn suggestes the same kind of objection in his (1997). He puts it this way: "why 

couldn't an internal state have an indicator function and yet not be a conscious state at all. but rather an 

unconscious or nonconscious one? How can the mere fact that an internal state has been selected to 

indicate a property suffice to make it a conscious state? Nothing here serves to distinguish conscious from 

unconscious mental representations. And this is surely the chief burden of the problem of explaining the 

nature of consciousness." (p. 529) Dretske could appeal here to nomic necessity. Just as water must be 

H2O, internal states with certain indicator functions must be conscious. However, I think the burden of 

proof is on Dretske to show this necessity. Still, even if it were the case that such a necessity was 

discovered, we would be lacking an explanation of how it is that such a necessity holds. 
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therefore, cannot create consciousness, it can only select as successful those creatures that have 

the heritable trait of consciousness. But consider the following example: According to any 

plausible natural selection scenario, just as there must have been a protoeye in order for eyes to 

be selected for, there must have been a proto-consciousness in order for consciousness to be 

selected for. In the case of the eye, perhaps what initially occurred was a simple light/dark 

detector as found on the heads of some reptiles. These light-sensitive regions would confer a 

reproductive advantage to their carriers. Over millions of years this simple light/dark detector 

would have developed into the complicated structure that is the eye through processes resulting 

in rods and cones, edge-detectors, contour extractors, and up to visual cortex. The same story 

must be told with respect to consciousness. Some primitive creature may have developed a very 

simple sort of consciousness of its surroundings thus conferring an advantage and a base on 

which to develop a more sophisticated consciousness. But what of this proto-eye or this proto-

consciousness? In claiming that there was a selection for such things have we provided an 

explanation of them? In the case of the eye, we need more. What is lacking is how such a 

light/dark sensor arose in the first place. But at least in this case we have some idea of how such 

a thing could come about (although even this can seem rather miraculous). Somehow a molecular 

siniciure was created through mutation to be sensitive to photonic input. We know such cells 

e.xist, and our best theory is that through random events, such a structure came about. Notice that 

in our account of the proto-eye we still have a huge explanatory task to get us to an 

understanding of the eye found in humans. We need a story of its development, not just a story of 

its sur\i\ al-conferring capacity. If we turn to the situation of the proto-consciousness things are 
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even worse; we cannot even reach a first stage of explanation. What kind of collection of cells 

would result in a simple consciousness? 

Dretske has a response to this latter objection. He claims that the Representational 

Thesis takes natural selection to select for something that, by being selected, results in 

consciousness, not that it selects for consciousness directly. What that thing is is information 

about external (and internal) events and properties. He writes, "what natural selection does with 

this raw material is to develop and harness information-canying systems." (p. 164) The states 

that these systems then produce become representations of what they have the function of 

informing about. The systems become seers, tasters, etc. That is, they become conscious. This is 

an interesting story about how it is that conscious creatures could have arisen, but so far there is 

no explanation of consciousness or of qualitative states. That is, an understanding of how it is 

that certain representational states are conscious while others are not has not been explained by 

appeal to natural selection. The explanation is akin to claiming that in understanding why cars 

were developed in the first place (because people wanted a method of transport) that we 

understand how the transportation function is achieved. We need more. 

To put this point differently. Dretske is saying that natural selection explains 

consciousness because natural selection developed conscious systems through the selection of 

informational states. The informational states were used by the systems, somehow making the 

systems then aware of them. Then this awareness was selected for. It is the somehow in the 

previous statement that is the important question, a question which Dretske does not answer 

satisfactorily. What he does is make an analogy. He discusses the selection and creation of 

volume controls. To make a volume control one chooses a variable resistor and places it in an 
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amplifier. After such placement the variable resistor becomes a volume control. He writes, "the 

fact that it, upon selection, becomes a volume control, does not mean that it started life that way, 

that it was, in some small way, already a volume control. Selection makes something a volume 

control." (p. 163) Later, however, he writes, "for a variable resistor to evolve, in some natural 

way, into a volume control, for natural selection to create a volume control, the resistor would 

actually have had to control volume" (p. 165). It is this tension that gets at the heart of the 

explanatory difficulty. Either consciousness already existed, and that is how it was selected, or 

consciousness arose fi'om the selection of another process. The first is the more plausible story, 

especially given that Dretske gives no account of how consciousness might arise fi'om 

information-processing capacities. But either way, no explanation of consciousness is provided 

by Dretske. 

Oualia 

I think what is going on is that Dretske has a very eliminativist view about what 

subjective feel is in his discussion of experiential states. 1 will try to argue for this by turning to 

a discussion of qualia. Qualia, or subjective feel, for many, including myself, are the mystery of 

conscious experience. It is important, therefore, to pay close attention to how Dretske defines 

qualia, and what role they play in his argument for a representationalist view of consciousness. 

There is quite a bit of ambiguity in Dretske's discussion of qualia that 1 will try to bring to the 

surface. First, Dretske claims that qualia are "the properties objects are represented as having." 

(p.65) Now this statement is rather ambiguous. It could mean either that (1) qualia are 

representations of the properties of objects, or (2) qualia are the properties of objects that we 

have the capacity to represent. The former places qualia at least partly internally (recall that 
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representational states are states of the brain whose content is determined through external 

conditions), the latter fully externally, as parts of external objects. 

I believe Dretske has both definitions in mind, and has failed to fiilly distinguish 

them. Here is some textual evidence for the second view: he writes, "qualia, the properties that 

define what it is like to have an experience, are exactly the properties the object being perceived 

has when the perception is veridical." (p. 84) Further, for him, a representationalist theory 

"identifies qualia with experienced properties, experienced properties with properties 

represented, and the latter with those properties the senses have the natural function of providing 

information about. [It] makes qualia as objectively determinable as are the biological functions of 

bodily organs." (p. 72) And finally to give an example, in his discussion of certain parasites who 

developed a "sense" of 18 degrees Celsius, he writes, "since the property the object (the host) has 

when the perception is veridical is the property of being 18 degrees Celsius, that has to be the 

quale of the parasite's experience of the host. So anyone who knows what 18 degrees celsius is, 

knows what this property is, knows what quale the parasite's experience has. They know, with 

respect to this single quale, what it is like to be that parasite." (p. 84) David Robb (1998) calls 

this view of qualia the "Russellian" view, as qualia are no longer properties of our experiences, 

but rather are properties of extemal objects. 

VVTiether or not Dretske really thinks qualia are in objects and not in us is an 

important issue. Having qualia equated with extemal properties gets out of many difficulties that 

arise for other accounts of qualia. For example, on Dretske's view qualia are, in principle, 

knowablc by others, so there is not something that escapes our third-person (scientific) 

understanding. If qualitative states are equated with the properties that objects are represented as 
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having, those properties the senses have the natural function of providing information about, then 

we need only know what properties are at issue and we know what it is like to experience them. 

Dretske claims that the blind person who has not seen movement may nonetheless know what it 

is like visually to experience movement because the blind person need only know what 

movement is. "An experience of movement has its qualitative character defined by what it is an 

experience (representation) of, and if these experiences are all of the same property they are the 

same kind of experience." (p.95) This capacity to know qualia extracts Dretske from the forceful 

arguments of Nagel and Jackson who believe a third person understanding of qualia is not 

possible. Granting the highly nonstandard definition of qualia as the properties of objects, there 

is a major difficulty with this view, viz. the properties of objects are experienced differently 

under different circumstances. For example, a swatch of color placed between different 

background colors will appear different to an observer at different times. Additionally, the 

apparent lightness of an object remains the same even under highly variant lighting conditions. 

Visual illusions also prove this point. The moon appears much bigger when it is on the horizon 

than high in the sky. Two lines of equal length can appear different in size if placed within two 

slanted bars. And there are many other examples. The general point is that the very same 

properties of objects can appear q\x\\Q different under different, normal conditions. 

Furthemore, any reading of Dretske's view of qualia would seem to allow us to 

say that things like fuel gauges and thermostats have qualia. All you have to know to know how 

something "seems" to a fuel gauge is to figure out what properties in the world fuel gauges 

represent. But, Dretske argues, there is a difference between the fuel guage and me which is that 

the fuel gauge has only derived representations whereas, I, and other biological systems, have 
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natural representations; they are not representations imposed from the outside. Furthermore, it 

has, historically, been important for me and other biological creatures to be able to represent the 

properties of certain objects like tigers and tomatoes, and this ability to represent has helped with 

the maintenance of our needs and desires. So, only a certain subset of representations are equated 

with experience. Only those representations "that can be calibrated (by learning) to more 

effectively service an organism's needs and desires...whose function it is to supply information to 

a cognitive system for calibration and use in the control and regulation of behavior" are 

experiential. (Dretske, 1995 p. 19) This discussion puts qualia back in the head at least somewhat. 

Extemalism 

Whatever Dretske's view of qualia is, there is a deep underlying principle that is 

being appealed to throughout Dretske's argumentation. This is extemalism, the view that the 

contents of mental states are dependent upon external factors, e.g. social or environmental 

context.In fact, Dretske says that whatever doubts arise concerning the representation theory 

that I discussed in the previous section arise from doubts about extemalism (p. 123), so a 

discussion about extemalism seems appropriate here. One way of stating the externalist intuition 

is as Dretske does: In talking about a physical duplicate of you he writes, a "duplicate is 

physically the same but historically different. Its "senses" would not generate representations. 

They would supply the information needed to drive the motor programs in ways that mimicked 

Putnam (1975) and Burge (1979) are early proponents of extemalism. Pumam's famous Twin 

Earth case, a situation in which one's twin is on a world in which the clear liquid that we call water is not 
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your behavior, but there would be no internal representations of the objects about which 

information was delivered. There would, therefore, be no experiences of, no beliefs about, no 

desires for, these objects. There would be no qualia." (126). This idea is in contrast to the idea 

that your duplicate would have the same qualia as you no matter what its history — that the 

quality of one's experience is determined by intrinsic not extrinsic factors. Importantly, Dretske 

admits that he is not arguing against those who do not buy extemalism about some of the mental 

to begin with, rather he is arguing against those who believe in an extemalism about thought, but 

do not believe in an extemalism about experience, (p. 127) 

To pump the extrinsic intuition Dretske has us consider "Twin Tercel", an exact 

duplicate of Dretske's Tercel, which was created when lighting stmck a junkyard. Twin Tercel is 

physically identical to Tercel, with the exception that Twin Tercel's gas gauge does not work 

whereas Tercel's does. Dretske takes pause with this however, and asks us to question whether 

we can really say that Twin Tercel's gas gauge isn't working, or even whether we can say it is a 

gas gauge at all. Why think the symbols "E" and "F" on Twin mean "empty" and "full" or mean 

anything at all? Dretske claims that the reason we know why the gas gauge in Tercel is a gas 

gauge is because we know it was designed to have that function. But Twin was not designed, so 

it cannot have been designed to have the function of gauging gas levels. Furthermore, there is 

nothing in Twin that was supposed to do anything, so nothing in Twin that can do something in 

the wrong way. He says that thinking Twin's gas gauge is not working right is like thinking the 

word "anser" has been misspelled when the wind carved it out of sand. Thus, Dretske believes, 

H20 but XYZ, results in the belief on the part of many philosophers that "water" means something 

different on that world than it does on this world, namely XYZ and not H20. 
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there is nothing in Twin that represents the level of gas, there are no gauges in Twin, nothing that 

represents gas, oil pressure, speed, etc. and consequently, nothing that misrepresents. 

Dretske claims that those who think that the above thought-experiment shows that 

experience must then be non-representational suffer from the "internalist intution", and goes on 

to attempt to undermine such an intuition. Prior to a discussion of this, however, I want to 

consider an option that Dretske has not addressed here, although has spent much time in previous 

work (1981) on the subject, namely that Twin has representations of gas, oil pressure, etc, even 

though it was not designed to have such representations. Of course, there are many theories about 

the nature of representation, and I cannot do justice to the differing positions here. I will briefly 

discuss one well worked out opposing view about the nature of representation, (e.g. Currmiins, 

1996) that is very compelling and may be taken as an internalist view. 

Cummins wants to provide an account of representation that satisfies constraints 

concerning explanation and constraints concerning implementation. That is, an adequate theory 

of representation on his view must satisfy the explanatory needs that a cognitive theory requires 

of representation, and must be compatible with what cognitive science takes to be a plausible 

representational medium. Moreoever, such an account of representation must be non-semantic 

and non-intentional, to avoid circularity, (p. 2) His view of representation is a contemporar>' 

\'ersion of the "picture theory" of representation, namely that representation is a form of 

isomorphism. He takes his cue from mathematical theories of representation where 

representation is taken to be "a mapping between two structures such that (1) for every object in 

the content structure C, there is exactly one corresponding object in the representing structure R; 

(2) for every relation defined in C, there is exactly one corresponding relation defined in R; and 
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(3) whenever a relation defined in C holds of an n-tuple of objects in C, the corresponding 

relation in R holds on the corresponding n-tuple of objects in R." (p. 96) Note that on this view, 

and others like it", it is the structure of the representation that is of importance, something 

intrinsic to the representation makes it a representation. For example, a map of Tucson represents 

Tucson just in case it shares a similar structure with Tucson. That same map may represent some 

other city as well, as long as the other city has a similar structure to that of Tucson. Most 

importantly, for Cummins, "a map represents what it does quite independently of what it 

communicates to us or anyone else." (p. 87) Of course, in order for the map to represent 

something, there must be something extemal to the map that has a certain structure, but this in no 

way makes it an externalist view. 

While I am not arguing for the truth of this theory of representation, I bring it up 

as an alternative plausible position that ought to be considered when assessing claims about 

representation. Moreover, it seems highly intuitive that, at least in some cases, representation is 

intrinsic. For example, assume that I come across Twin in the junkyard and proceed to use Twin 

to drive to the grocery store. I see the gauge as reading F and commence to drive. At this point F 

may or may not be representing a state of the gastank -- I cannot be sure. However, if I open the 

hood, find the gas line from the gas tank, see a tube rurming from the gas tank to an instrument 

with a pointer on it on the dashboard that has the marks E and F written on it, and watch the 

pointer move from F to E as I empty the tank, I would have good reason to believe that E and F 

represented the level of gas in the tank. There is. in Cummins parlance, an isomorphism between 

the markings/pointer relationship and the level of gas. To take another example. Say I want to 

For example. Chris Swoyer, 1991. 
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make a hygrometer and decide to use a fiber from a geranium plant as my indicator of level of 

moisture. The fiber curls to a greater degree the more moisture there is in the air. A physically 

identical fiber that I create in my lab would also indicate the level of moisture in the air, i.e. it 

would represent the amount of moisture in the air. Fiber curlings are isomorphic to changes in 

moisture levels. Yet this fiber was not designed to have such a relation, it just does by virtue of 

its internal structure. The synthetic fiber was created by me because I knew it had the 

representational capacity to indicate moisture levels. It does not have the representational 

capacity because I created it to have that capacity. 

I provide this discussion of an alternative view of representation because 

Dretske's argument concerning the representational status of conscious states is wholly 

dependent upon representations being extrinsically individuated. If extemalism is true, the 

phenomenal contents of experience do not supervene on the physical properties of the subject 

having the experience. This results in avoiding a major difficulty concerning consciousness. If 

we reject the idea that the phenomenal depends on the physical makeup of the individual, then 

we do not need to concern ourselves with how it is that certain physical structures result in 

experiential states. Furthermore, if representation is extrinsic, then we extract ourselves from 

the problem of other minds, the problem of first person knowledge of mental states, etc. But I 

believe there are theories about representation that are more plausible than Dretske's externalist 

theorv'. If such intrinsic theories are correct, then Dretske loses his foothold on consciousness. 

The deepest problem with Dretske's view on consciousness as I see it is that we 

are lacking a full explanation of how some states are conscious whereas others are not. On his 
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view, once again, experiential states are representational states, the representation of which must 

have the function of indicating properties of objects, either external or internal. The main 

problem is that there are representations, or at least there are possibly representations, that have 

the function of indicating the properties of objects and are used by the system to do so, and yet 

may not be conscious. For example, there are states of my brain that Dretske would say are 

representational, like edge detection states, states that have the function of indicating the 

presence of an edge in the environment, which are not conscious. Such representational states, if 

any, were selected for their fiinction of aiding in visual object recognition. There are many other 

examples of states of the brain that Dretske would want to call representational in his special 

experiential sense, but which, I would argue, are not conscious states. 

To provide one example, there is an effect, first discovered by Robert Zajonc 

(1968), known as the mere exposure effect, in which subjects are exposed to subthreshold 

(unconscious) stimuli very briefly shown on a screen, and then asked to make preference 

judgments about stimuli presented at a conscious level. It has been shown that subjects prefer the 

stimuli that they had been shown previously even though they have no conscious awareness that 

they saw anything, let alone the stimulus. Another example comes from the "subliminal 

perception" work done by Richard Lazarus (Lazarus and McLearly, 1951). In one experiment, 

patterns ofletters were briefly flashed on a screen such that there was no acknowledgement of 

awareness of them on the subjects' parts. Some of the patterns had been previously paired with 

electric shock so as to produce an autonomic nervous system (ANS) response. When these 

"shock" words were presented subconsciously, but not when non-"shock" words were presented. 
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there was an attendant ANS response, even though the subjects reported no awareness of the 

stimuli. 

There are countless examples of such unconscious processing and it would be of 

no service to provide more examples. The point of bringing them up was to attempt to show that 

there are representational states that are sensory in nature and that would appear to meet the 

criteria Dretske lays out for an experiential state but that we would not want to call conscious. 

And so we are in need of a further story as to why some such states are conscious, and some are 

not. However, Dretske may respond by saying that such states as edge detection, etc. are not 

experiential states. True experiential states are described as follows: "Experiences are those 

natural representations that service the construction of representations... that can be calibrated (by 

learning) to service an organism's needs and desires. They are the states whose functions it is to 

supply information to a cognitive system for calibration and use in the control and regulation of 

behavior...In order to qualify as conscious experiences, these content-bearing states must serve as 

input to a 'concept-exercising and reasoning system.'" (p. 19). Dretske spends very little time 

elaborating on this aspect of his position, so it is not fully clear what he means by the 

"construction" of representations. Still, the added constraint does not seem to provide much of 

an improvement taken generally. First, it seems there might be cases of experiential states in 

creatures that do not have "concept-exercising" or "reasoning systems". Ai least Dretske 

provides no reason to believe such systems are necessary for experience. As Colin McGinn 

points out "many animals and children have conscious experiences without having the kind of 

fancy cognitive systems here contemplated (consider their experiences of pain, for example)." 

(1997, p. 532) In addition, the edge-detection states I described earlier seem to fit all the criteria 
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Dretske has stated in the above-mentioned passage. Finally, Dretske has not accounted for what 

seem to be clear cases of /ion-representational experiences of the sort Block delineated in his 

discussion of phenomenal consciousness."*® In the end I do not believe that Dretske has accounted 

for subjective feel in his representational theory of consciousness. 

Higher-order-thoueht: 

David Rosenthal is the most vocal current defender of the higher order thought 

(HOT) theory of consciousness."" It is his contention that we can identify consciousness with a 

second-order or higher-order thought about a mental state. He writes, "conscious states are 

simply mental states we are conscious of being in. And, in general, our being conscious of 

something is just a matter of our having a thought of some sort about it. Accordingly, it is 

natural to identify a mental state's being conscious with one's having a roughly contemporaneous 

thought that one is in that mental state." (1986, p. 335). A mental state is conscious for Rosenthal 

i fit is accompanied by a higher order thought about it. This latter state need not be conscious, in 

fact, will not be conscious unless there is a higher order thought which also accompanies that 

slate. Rosenthal writes, "conscious mental states are mental states that cause the occurrence of 

Once again, Paul Davies (1997) expresses the same worr>'. He claims that "adrenalin rushes and 

other such visceral experiences, all (or most) of which have a quite distinctive qualitative character...appear 

to be beyond the reach of Dretske's representational apparatus." (p. 546).See also Cynthia McDonald 

(1996). Dretske himself is aware of this problem and admits that he is unsure what to say about some 

expenential states like depression (p. xv). 

See also David Armstrong (1980), Peter Carruthers (1989), Richard Aquila, (1990), and Norton 

Nelkin(1989). 
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higher-order thoughts that one is in those mental states." Thus, all that is necessary for a state to 

be conscious is that a higher order thought, whether unconscious or conscious, accompanies the 

state in question. He writes, "since a mental state is conscious if it is accompanied by a suitable 

higher-order thought, we can explain a mental state's being conscious by hypothesizing that the 

mental state itself causes that higher-order thought to occur." (p.336) 

The higher-order-thought theory seems to capture something important about 

consciousness that perhaps theories that consciousness is awareness (simpliciter) or just a certain 

type of representational state do not. For the higher order thought theorist, to be conscious of x is 

to have a thought about x. So, for example, to be visually conscious of a red ball is to think that 

one is in a state of seeing a red ball. Recall that this will not do for Dretske or for Block. 

According to them, we can be conscious of a red ball without having any accompanying thought 

whatsoever about it. This may force us to say that we are not conscious that it is a red ball we 

are seeing, but that does not diminish the consciousness of the state. For our purposes here, 

however, this is uninteresting. What is of importance is what is lacking in Rosenthal's analysis, 

which is simply this: Once we have given an account of thought, however difficult this may be, 

we have also given an account of conscious thought, since the latter is just a special case of the 

former. Rosenthal believes that this reliance on providing an account of unconscious thought to 

explain conscious thought is the lynchpin of his argument. He writes, "to understand how 

consciousness can occur in physical things, we must dissolve the intuitive force of the 

unbridgeable gulf that seems to divide the conscious from the merely physical. And we can do so 

only by explaining the consciousness of mental states in terms of mental states that are not 
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conscious. For the stark discontinuity between conscious mental states and physical reality does 

not also arise when we consider only nonconscious mental states." (p. 353) 

This makes sense as an explanatory strategy and is what is appealing about his 

view. But does it work? I think not, for the following reasons. First it seems Rosenthal's account 

cannot be sufficient as an account of consciousness as it allows computers, as they are now, to be 

conscious. Remember SHRDLU^*, the artificial intelligence that lived in "blocks world" who 

gathered information through its "sensors" about the spatial layout of objects within its (internal) 

environment. Lets say SHRDLU was programmed not only to "sense" the objects but to have 

"thoughts" about its internal states, thoughts like "I am now sensing a block in the left-hand 

comer'". We would seem to have satisfied Rosenthal's criteria for conscious state, yet I do not 

think anyone would agree that SHRDLU in fact had conscious states. Or take Deep Blue, the 

IBM computer than beat Kasparov, the world chess champion. Such computer programs 

cenainly represent their representational states. But are we to then deem it conscious? Rosenthal 

might respond by suggesting that a certain kind of thought is necessary for consciousness. 

However, this defense gets tricky for Rosenthal because he wants to dodge the objection offered 

by several authors (Davies and Humphreys, 1993; Dretske, 1995) that young children and 

animals are not conscious because they do not have sophisticated enough higher level thoughts 

about their mental states. He must provide a level of thought that is intermediate between what 

computers can obtain now and what animals and young children have. This he has not done. 

What he does is attempt to salvage the intuition that young children and animals are conscious by 

SHRDLU was the brainchild of Terry Winograd. See his Understanding Natural Language (New 

York; Academic Press) 1972. 
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stating that perhaps all it takes "for an organism to be conscious is only to be awake, and 

mentally responsive to sensory stimuli. (1986 p.351). Of course, these notions, "awake" and 

"mentally responsive" are vague and his attempt to clarify them does not really aid the situation. 

Rosenthal suggests that being awake is an "unproblematic biological notion", and that being 

mentally responsive "amounts simply to being in some mental states or other." (Davies and 

Humphreys 1993, p. 199) While the "biological" part of the definiens should rule out Deep Blue 

and SHRDLU, he gives us no reason why such biology is necessary. 

This objection aside, higher-order thought theorists might further claim that in 

order for a state to be consious there must be an accompanying judgement or thought of the state 

as being an experience, and it is this specific type of judgement that confers the status of 

consciousness on the state. This clause renders the higher-order state a conceptual state. In other 

words, it requires having, in addition to experiential states, an understanding of experiential 

states as experiential states. It requires the concept "experiential state". Notice, however, that 

this, again, would rule out those lacking such sophisticated concepts like animals and young 

children. Furthermore, if the conceptual state must be conscious, then most of the time, none of 

us would have conscious states, as it is very rare that while we are experiencing the world we are 

consciously making judgements about our mental states. 

Rosenthal need not say that the higher order states must be conscious, however, 

and in fact does not say they are. But if they can be unconscious states, then it becomes 

appropriate to provide an account of how unconscious thoughts or judgements can have their 

purported effect on other states. That is, what is the mechanism by which the having of an 

unconscious thought about a state of the brain, results in that latter state being conscious? On 
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Rosenthal's view, not any higher order thought about a mental state will do. For instance, as 

Alex Byrne points out (1995), if I am told by a visual scientist that I am having a visual 

experience, that higher order thought will not make the visual experience conscious, (p. 123) 

Rosenthal has the requirement that the higher order thought must arise without inference or 

observation. He writes, "a state is conscious only if the way one is conscious of being in it is 

immediate, or direct." (1993) So it is the particular etiology of the higher order thought that 

renders it consciousness conferring. 

A major difficulty with this position is that in making qualitative states relational 

(which is what Rosenthal thinks makes them amenable to explanation) he has rendemed them 

inexplicable. Recall, there is the state x which can exist consciously or unconsciously, and there 

is a higher order thought, y, about x, where y's etiology determines the consciousness or 

unconsciousness of x. But, however y is caused to occur, it is still y. The question is then, why 

does y. the same state in each case, cause consciousness of x in one case and not in the other? To 

provide an example in order to show the problematic argumentation this relies on: there are rain 

clouds that either result in rain or do not result in rain. In order for them to result in rain there 

must be a drop in atmospheric pressure. This drop in atmospheric pressure might be caused by 

different things. Rosenthal's argument requires that only some of the atmospheric pressure drops 

result in the cloud's release of rain. If this is the case, then it is not (solely) the drop in 

atmospheric pressure that results in rain. Since the etiology of the pressure drop determines 

whether or not rain will occur, that etiology must be included in the equation of what causes rain 

clouds to release rain. Just so, if the etiology of y (a higher order thought) determines whether or 

not X is conscious or not, then that etiology is what is important in the determination of conscious 
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states; so Rosenthal has added something more than a higher order thought. It is more than just a 

higher order thought that plays the consciousness conferring role that Rosenthal is after. He has 

not described fully enough what this additional feature is. 

Rosenthal claims, as I stated above, that in order for a higher order thought y to be 

consciousness conferring of mental state x, the higher order thought must arise without conscious 

inference or obser\'ation, it must be immediate and direct. Rosenthal might respond to my 

objection by claiming that there is a clear distinction between thoughts that are caused in the one 

way as opposed to another. No doubt there is a clear distinction between being told that there is 

a red ball in front of me and seeing the red ball myself. And it is just this distinction that is being 

appealed to. But this having been said, have we furthered our understanding of how a mental 

state is conscious? It does not appear so. All he would have done by taking this route is to 

redescribe the problem. Appealing to immediacy and directness of y does not explain the 

conscious status of x, it creates the question, why does the immediacy and directness of y have 

any effect at all on x? Furthermore, things begin to look rather ad hoc. Rosenthal wants to 

extricate himself from the problem of defining consciousness in terms of conscious states so as to 

avoid circularity. This is as it should be. But in relying on higher order states with certain 

etiologies he has not advanced us any more than if we were to claim that conscious states are 

simply sensory stales with a certain etiology. Appealing to higher order thoughts gives us no 

more explanatory advantage than would appealing to such sensory states. Since Rosenthal has 

claimed that there are unconscious sensory states, there is no reason not to hold these as 

candidates for conscious states. Additionally, doing so may extricate Rosenthal from many of 

the objections directed towards higher order thought theories. 
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Finally, Rosenthal's account seems to rely on there being a distinction between 

sensory/phenomenal states and conscious sensory/phenomenal states. That is there are sensory 

states which, until a higher order thought about them is instantiated, are not conscious. This is 

because some of the lower level states that we have higher order thoughts about, according to 

Rosenthal, are sensory states. For example, if I am in sensory state x, where x is the feeling of a 

headache, x might exist unconsciously, until I have a higher order thought about x. This seems to 

imply that there are unconscious qualia, a conclusion that some, including myself, might find 

unpalatable. Of course, this is not an objection that everyone would consider viable, as there are 

people who have no problem with the claim that there are unconscious qualia. We hear often of 

the continuous headache of which its owner is only sporadically aware, or the driver on 

automatic pilot that I discussed in the section on Lycan, who some say has the qualia attendant 

with perceiving the traffic and stoplights but is not conscious of them. Unfortunately, the idea 

that there are unconscious qualia is not made obvious to me by these kinds of examples. 1 see it 

not as a headache, the pain (in the qualitative sense) of which was there all along, but only 

sporadically felt by its owner, but rather as an on again/off again headache, an on agaia'^off again 

pain. Or if there is the sense that the headache was there all along but it was not as painful at 

sometimes than at others, then why not think there has been a raising and lowering of the 

qualitative aspect (in this case painfulness) as the day went on, instead of a steady qualitative 

stale that is "felt" differently at different times. 
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Dretske discusses this issue in Naturalizing the Mind. He writes, "there are, to be 

sure, situations in which it seems appropriate to speak of experiences becoming conscious in a 

way that seems to lend support to HOT intuitions. One may be so absorbed in one's work that 

one doesn't "hear" the chiming of the clock or the sound of children in a nearby playground. 

Suddenly, as we like to say, one becomes aware of it — perhaps even becomes aware that one 

was hearing it all along without really being aware of hearing it.... There is a temptation to 

describe this as a case of an experience that was, up to the moment one became attemtive, 

unconscious. It then became conscious. What better explanation for why it becomes conscious 

than that one became conscious of having it." (p. 114) But Dretske thinks this is too quick. As is 

clear from the previous discussion of Dretske, he believes that having an experience does not 

require being aware that you are having that experience. Once you do become aware of them, it 

is an awareness that you are having them. But this does not reduce the experiential nature of the 

state prior to the awareness of the state as an experiential one. 

Rosenthal may be able to respond to such claims as mine and Dretske's by 

pointing to a principled distinction between phenomenal states and conscious states. For 

iheorists such as Rosenthal "consciousness" seems to involve something more robust than simple 

"phenomenologicality" (to borrow a term from Norton Nelkin''^), which, according to Nelkin, is a 

properly of all non-sentential mental representations. On Nelkin's account, some mental states 

have phenomenologicality, and it is only with the addition of introspection that such states 

become "phenomenally conscious." This is close to Rosenthal's view. Some mental states have 

the property of being "sensory", but it is not until the addition of a thought about that state that it 
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becomes a conscious sensory state. However, in Nelkin's case, the definition of 

phenomenologicality is just "image-like" or "non-sentential". It is clear how such states might 

not be phenomenally conscious. But in Rosenthal's case "sensory" would seem to include 

phenomenal, as he claims states such as the feeling of a headache are sensory. 

Even granting that such sensory states might be unconscious (in all senses of 

"unconscious"), what explanatory conclusions might be drawn from Rosenthal's higher-order-

thought theory? The idea that a state of the brain becomes conscious when it is a referent of a 

higher-order thought raises the question that I am concerned mainly about in this dissertation, 

viz. even granting the truth of this claim how can it explain why it is that such a relation results 

in a conscious/phenomenal state? In other words, it may be true that thinking or judging or 

believing that one is in the state of being in pain results in that latter state's having a phenomenal 

feel, but there is no explanation of how it is that such an effect occurs. Rosenthal may take issue 

with this objection on the grounds that it is not his place to provide such an explanation, that that 

is the job of psychology, or perhaps neuroscience (given that the states we are talking about are 

states of the brain), and that what he, as a philosopher is content with is providing a conceptual 

understanding of what consciousness is. If this is so, it is understandable, yet, as I will say in 

much greater detail in later chapters, a full explanation of consciousness, which means at least an 

explanation of subjective feel, will require more than just a conceptual understanding of 

consciousness, but must also involve other levels of explanation, including but not limited to a 

physical/implementational level of explanation. 

See Nelkin's "The connection between intentionality and consciousness", 1989. 
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Dennett on Judgment: 

Daniel Dennett is one of the boldest theorists concerning our capacity to explain 

conscousness, the upshot of his approach is that in accounting for judgment we have accounted 

for consciousness (1991). We see this sentiment in an earlier work on the topic (1979). He 

writes, "I am left defending the view that such judgments exhaust our immediate consciousness, 

that our individual stream of consciousness consists of nothing but such propositional episodes... 

My view, put bluntly, is that there is no phenomenological manifold in any such relation to our 

reports. There are the public reports we issue, and then there are the episodes of our propositional 

awareness, our judgments, and then there is ~ so far as introspection is concerned — darkness." 

(p. 95) And later, in Consciousness Explained, when discussing color qualia he writes, "you 

seem to think there's a difference between thinking (judging, deciding, being of the heartfelt 

opinion that) something seems pink to you and something really seeming pink to you. But there 

is no difference. There is no such phenomenon as really seeming — over and above the 

phenomenon of judging in one way or another that something is the case." (1991, p. 364). 

I will discuss his argument for this position below. It is important up front, 

though, to note that Dermett is rather unclear on what exactly his target explanandum is. On the 

one hand he has offered arguments against the existence of what he claims are qualitative states. 

His method is to show that people have been mistaken in their claims that certain properties are 

indispensable aspects of qualitative states. So, for instance, it has been said of qualitative states 

that they are ineffable, unanalyzable, incorrigible, incomparable, and accessible only from a first 

person point of view. Dennett believes that these properties render qualia unscientific and for this 

reason talk of them as such should be abandoned. Why talk about something we can know 
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nothing about? However, he also claims that what he has in mind with respect to qualitative 

states is simply the way things seem to one to be. This property of qualitative states has not been 

the object of his Quining"" procedure so far. But he does say at one point that there are no such 

properties as qualia ~ and that the same goes for raw feels, phenomenal properties, qualitative 

character and the rest. (1988, p. 43; cf. 1991, p. 369). This latter clause has to do with what 

Dennett claims is "an unfamiliar term for something that could not be more familiar to each of 

us: the vvm'5 things seem to us". 

Dennett's gripe against this latter notion of qualitative state is that it, as well as the 

other notions, is on closer look going to be such a muddled concept that it is best just to either 

say that such a thing does not really exist or to explain something else and call it consciousness. 

.A.S he puts it, "My claim, then, is not just that the various technical or theoretical concepts of 

qualia are vague or equivocal, but that the source concept, the 'pre-theoretical' notion of which 

the former are presumed to be refinements, is so thoroughly confused that, even if we undertook 

to salvage some 'lowest common denominator' from the theoreticians' proposals, any acceptable 

version would have to be so radically unlike the ill-formed notions that are commonly appealed 

to that it would be tactically obtuse...to cling to the term. Far better, tactically, to declare that 

there simply are no qualia at all." (1988, p.44) 

What much of Consciousness Explained is an attempt to argue, then, is thai the 

"subjective feel" property of qualitative states, upon close inspection, can be explained because it 

is not distinct from the ability to make judgments. The argument for this is long and complex. I 

" To "Quine" means to deny the existence or importance of something that seems obviously real or 

significant. See Dennett (1988). 
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will try and provide the bear bones here. The argument relies on there not being a "place" or 

"time where or when consciousness occurs, that is, a place or time where the outcomes of the 

several processing stages that occur prior to consciousness of a particular event are combined and 

"given" to subject. The Dennetian metaphor here is that of the Cartesian Theater. There is no 

screen on which the contents of our experience are "shown" to us. While this way of putting it 

smacks of homuncularism, and I think this is an important aspect of the argument, a more 

important objection to the Cartesian Theater model of consciousness is that it implies that there is 

an exact (and in principle knowable) point in space and time in which it all comes together. 

Dennett's argument requires turning to cases of perception or memory that occur 

at very short time intervals, because it is in these situations that the point of view of the observer 

is, as he puts it, "smeared". What he means by this is that the temporal ordering of some 

conscious events, as compared with activity in the brain, is off in some respect. He provides 

several examples of such cases, including the "phi-phenomenon", which I discuss below. With 

ICinsboume he explains the problem in the following way: "[subjects] verbalizations...yeild a 

time series, the subjective sequence of the stream of consciousness. One can then attempt to put 

this series into registration with another time series, the objective sequence of observed events in 

the environment and in the nervous system. It is the apparent failures of registration, holding 

constant the assumption that causes precede their effects that constitute the supposed anomalies." 

(1992, p. 187) Dennett and Kinsboume point out that in some cases "our conscious intentions 

occur too late to be the causes of their bodily expresions or implementations, and in the other 

cases, percepts occur too early to have been caused by their stimuli." (p. 187). Once again. 
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Dennett is attempting to provide reasons for rejecting the Cartesian Theater metaphor for 

conscious states, the idea that the results of neural processing are shown to the subject. 

Dermett contrasts the normal cases in which there are no temporal anomalies with 

the problematic case. He writes: "For everyday macroscopic events we can specify a distinction 

between "already observed' and 'not yet observed'. But when we try to extend this to very short 

time intervals, a logical difficulty arises. If the point' of view of the observer must be smeared 

over a large volume in the subject's brain, the observer's own subjective sense of sequence and 

simultaneity must be determined by something other than order of arrival, since order of arrival 

is incompletely defined until the relevant destination is specified." (1991, p. 107) The best way 

to explain what Dennett is driving at here is to provide examples which aim to reveal the 

difficulty. 

One example he provides in order to illustrate this idea is the phi-phenomenon, (p. 

114) Phi-phenomena occur generally when two spots of light that are placed horizontally one 

above the other are illuminated for 150 msecs each with a 50 msec interval between them. The 

perception of them is of movement between the two. It appears as if the one spot is traveling to 

the other spot, as opposed to what is "actually" occurring, viz. the one light is on, then the other 

comes on 50 msecs later. The more interesting version of this is the color phi-phenomenon. Here 

two different colored lights are used, and while the first spot still seems to travel to the second 

spot, it also seems to change color abruptly midway through its apparent passage. As Goodman 

asked: "how are we able to fill in the spot at the intervening place-times along a path running 

from the first to the second flash before that second flash occurs?" (Goodman, 1978, p. 73) If the 

first spot is red and the second green, the red light seems to turn into a green light midway 
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through its course. But this means that the processing of the green light must have occurred prior 

to the consciousness of the midway point. According to the Cartesian Theater view of 

consciousness, the conscious experience of the whole event must be delayed until after the green 

light has been processed. According to Dennett, however, there is another possibility which is 

equally explanatory and as equally probable as the Cartesian Account. He argues that given that 

there is no way of adjudicate the positions, we cannot accept the Cartesian Theater account. 

The possiblilities are the Orwellian and Stalinesque Revisions. When we have 

memories of experiences that never occurred, i.e. when we have a post-experiential 

"contamination" of memory, we are involved in what Dennett calls an Orwellian revision. When 

we have an accurate memory of a contaminated pre-experiential process, we are involved in what 

Dennett calls a Stalinesque revision. His contention is that there is no way to empirically test 

which type of revision is occurring in these very short time-interval situations, and there is no 

introspective access either. This leads him to conclude that there is no fact of the matter, and so 

what we should focus on as the object of study with respect to consciousness are the final 

judgments made after all this behind the scenes processing goes on. These final judgments are 

not the judgments of a central observer, rather they are the outcomes of what Dennett calls 

"multiple drafts" — which is the result of processing in many areas of the brain at once. 

Take the case of phi-phenomena once again. Dennett and Kinsboume ask 

whether we can ever be sure if we are involved in a Stalinesque or Orvvellian revision of content. 

(1992, p. 192) We are asked to consider that the subject in the phi-phenomenon experiment is to 

press a button as soon as he observes a red spot. The subject will do so at the same time given 
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the red spot alone, or the red spot followed 200^^ msec later by a green spot. The subject claims 

to see the spot moving and changing color midway, however. What mechanism might subserver 

this? Dennett and Kinsboume claim that both the Stalinesque and Orwellian mechanisms are 

equally plausible. According to the Stalinesque revisionist story, there might be a delay prior to 

consciousness where the addition of the green spot and apparent motion between them occurs. 

Since it all happens before consciousness, the conscious experience is actually of the motion. An 

Orwellian mechanism could also provide an account. According to this mechanism, there is a 

conscious awareness of the first spot and then a conscious awareness of the second spot, with no 

illusion of apparent motion. Later, the memory that is placed down is one of the movement of 

red spot to green spot. Dennett and Kinsboume claim that there is no way of choosing between 

the two different proposals. They write, "both of them are consistent with whatever the subject 

says or thinks or remembers... . You, as a subject in a phi phenomenon experiment, could not 

discover anything in the experience from your own first-person perspective that would favor one 

theory over the other; the experience would 'feel the same' on either account." (p. 193) 

Do the Orwellian and Stalinesque possibilities rule out our chances of ever 

knowing what happened? Both Block and Flanagan believe, for similar reasons, that Dennett has 

been loo quick. They ask us to consider that there might be neural differences that would provide 

There is a discrepancy between the earlier citation from Consciousness Explained and the one 1 

cite here from "Time and the Observer". In the earlier work, Dennett cites Goodman's experiment and 

says that the interval between the two lights was 50 msec. Here, they are talking about a difference of 200 

msec. This 150 msec difference is an important one as it is unclear whether the phenomenon would occur 

given the longer interval. However, their argumentation does not rely on this difference, so I will not 

comment further on it. 
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evidence for one revision over the other. They both appeal to Crick and Koch's claim that 

conscious, phenomenal states might be subserved by 35-75 hz oscillatory neuronal firing 

patterns, which, if it were true, would provide a mark of the conscious. (Flanagan, 1992 p. 82; 

Block, 1992 p. 176). If Dennett insists that we will never be in a position to know when we 

might have such a mark, then he is just begging the question against qualitative states. (Block, 

1992 p. 175) In defense of Dennett, however, his claim is that introspection is highly unreliable 

or sometimes even unavailable in the case of extremely short time intervals. On current 

psychological theory, the only way of determining whether a state is conscious or not is through 

introspective report, and it is just this introspective report that is in question with the revision 

stories. What Dennett has done is provided reasons for needing more than a correlational story of 

when a state is conscious, that is, more than correlating brain states with states verbally reported 

as conscious. I will return to this issue in later chapters. In my opinion, Dennett fails to 

accomplish what he set out to accomplish, but for different reasons. 

First, his argument against knowing about the where and when of qualia is based 

on qualia of very short time intervals. He himself admits of there being "a distinction between 

'already observed' and 'not yet observed'" for macroscopic events. What might be said of the 

macroscopic qualia? Instead of claiming that we can know nothing about qualia and so should 

disregard them, why not say we can know nothing about micro qualia, qualia that occur at very 

short time intervals? Perhaps it is exactly because of the short time intervals that such qualia are 

ill defined. If Libet is right and conscious experience requires activation of 250 or more 

milliseconds, perhaps events that occur at shorter time periods than that are not full conscious 
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states, and so not full qualitative states. Dennett and Kinsboume acknowledge this objection. 

They write, "If someone thinks the thought, 'one, two, three, four, five,' his thinking 'one' occurs 

before his thinking 'two' and so forth. The example does illustrate a thesis that is true in general 

and does indeed seem unexceptioned, so long as we restrict our attention to psychological 

phenomena of 'ordinary,' macroscopic duration" (p. 200). According to them, however, such 

short duration cases are not the exception, but rather the rule. They extend their point about short 

duration events to longer duration events by appealing to "the brain's well known propensity for 

applying a limited number of basic mechanisms across a wide range of situations." (p. 200) It is 

true that sometimes the temporal nature of an experience or chain of experiences is confused in 

one's conscious recollection. For instance, the further one is removed from the time when 

events occur the more difficult it is to remember the exact temporal ordering of the events. But 

what we should conclude from such problems with temporal ordering is not what Dennett and 

Kinsboume want to conclude but rather that there is another piece of data that needs to be 

considered when we attempt to explain consciousness. 

While there is much in Dennett's work on consciousness that is interesting, it 

seems we are still left with little having been said concerning the explanation of consciousness. 

What he has given us is the following: There is no time when or place where consciousness of 

something occurs, that we can know of; and there is no central observer, no place in the brain 

uiiere there is a unified consciousness, but rather, consciousness is distributed throughout the 

brain. These are important points, although the former tells us only that there is a limitation on 

what we can know right now, and the latter is already widely believed. Very few cognitive 
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scientists believe that there is a consciousness "module", rather we know from neuropsychology 

that we can lose consciousness of some things and not others. The prosopagnosic loses the 

conscious sense of familiarity of well known faces, but does not lose the conscious sense of 

familiarity of objects; some visual neglect patients lose consciousness of one side of the visual 

field but not the other; blind people are not conscious of visual phenomena, yet are fully 

conscious of auditory phenomena, etc/® 

As to the former point, that we caimot know when or where consciousness of 

something occurs, several responses can be made. First, if this is the case, and if we had some 

way of measuring the patterns of activity in real time, we would then be in a position to know at 

least when an instance of conscious experience occurred. Concerning the question about where 

consciousness occurs in the brain, this is a more difficult problem, but it is no more of a problem 

than knowing where in the brain my memory that Dermett is a philosopher is, or my knowing 

that the object in front of me is a computer is. The main point is that Dennett has given us an 

indication of just how difficult an explanation of subjective feel is going to be. He believes it is 

impossible, which is why he wants to focus on judgement, as that is something he feels can be 

eventually explained. 

This having been said, however, Dennett would not be concerned. As he writes, 

"human consciousness is too recent an innovation to be hard-wired into the innate machinery, is 

largely a product of cultural evolution that gets imparted lo brains in early training, and its 

See McCarthey and Warrington (1990), Warrington (1986), Bodamer (1947), and Hecaen and 

Angelergues (1962) on prosopagnosia without object agnosia. See Hecaen and Angelergue (1963), and 

Ogden (1987) on hemineglect. 
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successful installation is detennined by myriad microsettings in the plasticity of the brain, which 

means that its functionally important features are very likely to be invisible to neuroanatomical 

scrutiny in spite of the extreme saliency of the effects." (1991, p. 219). This is an interesting 

position, and may have some truth to it, especially when we think of the role language plays in 

consiousness. Much of the apparent richness of our conscious mental lives seems integrally tied 

to the fact that we have the capacity to talk to ourselves, effectively thinking outloud to 

ourselves. Yet, it seems here that he is speaking of particularly human consciousness, that 

humans have a particular cultiu'al consciousness that cannot be explained by appeal to 

neuroscience.What of other creatures who are conscious? Are we to expect that the 

consciousness of, say, cats has been a product of cultural evolution? 

More importantly, while it may be true that humans have such a consciousness, it 

is unclear why such consciousness cannot be explained by as he puts it, "neuroanatomical 

scrutiny" as, presumably, this consciousness is dependent upon the functioning of the brain. Just 

because something in the brain is not hard-wired from the start does not mean we cannot 

understand it through neuroanatomical scrutiny. Consider the case of ocular dominance columns 

in the visual cortex. Ocular dominance columns are important for the perception of depth, 

consequently each ocular dominance column in the striate cortex receives input from one or the 

other eye, but not from both eyes. These columns for the left and right eye alternate regularly. 

(Hubel and Wiesel. 1962, 1965) It has been shown that these columns are not hard-wired; they 

do not form in kittens if the retinal ganglion cells are blocked by tetrodotoxin prior to the critical 

period. (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965) This being so, neuroscience has uncovered a vast amount about 

how they arise and what they achieve, that is, what their role is in visual depth perception. So it 
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is not the case that some non-innate capacities cannot be understood through neuroanatomical 

scrutiny. In fact, most of our mental lives are not hard-wired, but I think Dennett would have 

difficulty claiming that we can never understand any non-innate mental phenomenon. Once 

again, Dennett has provided us with a challenge when it comes to imderstanding consciousness, 

or most things mental. And perhaps this is all he has meant to do. As I will show in later 

chapters, our understanding of mental phenomena must show us how it is that brains are the seat 

of such phenomena. But we are very far from a full understanding of just how brains do what 

they do. If consciousness is dependent upon culture and language, as Dennett believes, then we 

are in an even worse situation as far as providing a complete explanation of it. But, once again, 

this does not show that consciousness should be considered identified with judgment, as was 

Dennett's original claim. 

Malonev's Theory 

A unique account of qualitative states occurs in Chris Maloney's The Mundane 

Matter of the Mental Language (1989). Like Dretske, Maloney takes qualitative states to be 

representational states, but unlike Dretske the content of the representation is determined by its 

syntactic role, which in turn is determined by its physical nature. Accordingly, for Maloney, to 

understand qualitative states is to understand the physical nature of such mental representations. 

A svTiopsis of his view might be gleaned from the following quotation: "The quale 

characteristic of a type of episode of consciousness is identical with the syntactic props of the 

sensuous mentalese representation occurrent in that episode. These properties are themselves just 

the physical properties of the sensory state encoding the sensuous representation that fix the 
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physical kind of the state and account for its causal connections to its source, other mental states, 

and behavior. In order best to understand the nature of consciousness, we must discover all we 

can about the physical composition of systems of mental representations." (244) 

The physical constitution of mental representations is extremely important to 

Maloney as it is, on his view, only a certain kind of matter that can have the property of being 

contentful. Conscious states, i.e. quantitative states, are contentful for Maloney, and so must be 

underwritten by a particular physical substratum. The view as just stated relies on the acceptance 

of what Maloney deems the "Material Basis of Cognition", which is the view that "cognition 

involves mental representations in the form of a mental language, the symbols of which, in order 

to be contentful, must be encoded in the kind of material that supports intentionality." (p. 221) 

Maloney finds fault with pure functionalist accounts of intentionality as they allow for too many 

systems to be intelligent, intentional, and conscious that intuitively would not appear to be so. 

He takes the absent qualia arguments of the sort Block (1980) advanced, and inverted spectrum 

arguments of the sort Shoemaker (1975) advanced to be telling against functionalism. He also 

provides an example of his own. He asks us to consider two powerful computers that are linked 

together and that can exchange information. Assume that each computer replicates the functional 

stales of a conscious agent, and so by functionalism's lights, is itself conscious. He asks the 

question "what should we say of the system they together constitute?" (p. 224) Is it a third 

intelligent, conscious system? Furthermore, what if two people were to simulate the two 

computers? Would a third consciousness then arise? These seemingly absurd consequences rule 

out the plausibility of functionalist accounts of cognition and consciousness for Maloney. 
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Upholding a view of intentionality and consciousness that rests on the material 

basis has an advantage over functionalist and other such theories. Doing so at least points to a 

study of the physical constitution of mental states. That is, it takes the brain seriously as a proper 

object of study in providing a full account of mentality and consciousness, which in my mind is 

the only plausible route to take. Like Searle, the brain is the seat of consciousness for Maloney. 

Unlike Searle, there is a level of description in between consciousness and the brain, i.e. the level 

of representation, which as I will discuss below is required in obtaining an explanation of 

consciousness. His theory results in our asking the question, "how is it that this 'form' can 

cause this behavior?", so it actually provides us with a research plan. 

For Maloney, "all qualia are identical with the physical properties forming the 

syntactic character of Mentalese representations occurrent in sensation" (p. 237) Furthermore, 

"the syntactic properties of [the] sensuous representation are those of its causal properties that 

link the state to other mental representations and its behavioral effects." (p. 231). So, for 

.Maloney, the syntactic properties of a mental state are the qualitative properties, and are what 

result in behavioral effects. There are several objections that come to mind on this account of 

qualia. First, it relies on all qualia being representational, and so must consider phenomena like 

depression and elation as representing something. It is not clear that such states are 

representational. Secondly, and I think more importantly, in focusing on how such states can 

cause behavior, we are asking a different question than 'how do some brain states have the 

property of being qualitative?' Yes, it is because a pain is "awful" that an agent desires to be rid 

of it and so performs certain behaviors. But this does not result in an understanding of how 

certain physical states of the brain are "awful". They are not awful because they result in certain 
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behaviors. They result in certain behaviors because they are awful. If Maloney is right, the 

reason such states are awful is because of their special syntactic/physical constitution^^. But 

saying so only prompts us to ask the question, "how?". It is the last question that a theory of 

consciousness must provide an answer to. While Maloney's is an advance over others in 

deeming important the physical constitution of mental states, we are not yet close to such an 

account. 

Conclusion: 

In this chapter I have discussed several views on consciousness that attempt to 

explain consciousness by reducing it to some form of representation or intentional state. I have 

tried to show that for the most part these views are inadequate even as conceptual analyses of 

consciousness. At the very least, I have attempted to point out the inadequacies of these views as 

conceptual theories about what consciousness is. The more general point which will be 

elaborated in later chapters might be pointed to here by providing an example that fits much of 

the criteria according to which a state ought to be conscious on the views discussed above. I 

suggest that no explanation is provided by appeal to such views. Consider the following: humans 

and other creatures have the ability to distinguish figure from ground. In our theorizing we come 

up with the view that being able to do so is to be able to represent in a certain kind of way, viz. 

figure as figure and ground as ground. Furthermore we provide additional information about the 

.Maloney equates syTitactic and physical. But certainly the same syntactic role can be played by 

different physical substrates. The string 01100. a syntactic entity, might be subserved by electronic signals. 
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nature of such sensory representations. They were selected for through natural selection say, or 

they are the possible contents of a higher order thought. Have we, in doing so, provided a full 

explanation of figure/ground discrimination? It seems to me we have not. I will provide a few 

reasons why I think not. 

In early vision we are provided with differences in stimulus intensity which 

provide us with information about contour. Contours, however, belong as much to the area 

perceived as figure as they do to the areas perceived as ground. Moreover, in reversible figures, 

such as the faces/vase figure, we can see the contour as belonging to both depending on how we 

look at it. How is it then that we can tell the difference between figure and ground. Note that it 

might be an important first step to say that we do it by having certain kinds of representations, 

but this is only a simple first step. We need a further explanatory plan. In fact there is an 

elaborate theory about how figure is determined. Max Wertheimer, the founder of "Gestalt 

Psychology" proposed several laws of perceptual organization which play a role in such a 

discrimnatory ability (Wertheimer, 1938). These are the laws of proximity, similarity, good 

continuation, and closure. He claims that these are a set of innate laws, a set of organizing 

principles that we bring to the world. 

Assume for the moment that these innate laws are what, in fact, allow us to 

segregate figure from ground. Have we a finished explanation of how we do it? I would say that 

we have not. and the reason is that we have no idea whether or not such laws have a physical 

instantiation in the brain. That is. we need to know, in addition to the way such laws might 

cats and mice and cheese (to borrow an example from Block. 1980), opening and closing of pizza boxes, 

etc. etc. But for my purposes this objection is tangential. 
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account for our ability to discriminate figure from ground, whether there is something in the 

brain that corresponds to such organizing principles. In fact, there are current findings concerning 

the law of closure that would seem to provide a neurophysiological explanation of at least this 

law. If consciousness (at least in us) is dependent on the brain, then in order to explain 

consciousness we need to see how it is that activity of the brain results in such a capacity. The 

theorists that 1 discussed in this chapter remain at the initial stages of explanation of subjective 

feel, or even worse, have not even begun with an explanation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter I provided some reasons why subjective feel has not been 

properly accounted for on several "naturalistic" theories of consciousness. In this chapter I will 

concentrate more directly on those who explicitly claim that subjective feel is what is important 

about consciousness, i.e. those who do not try to give an account of it or define it by reducing it 

to something else like representation, or judgment, or intentionality. I focus on Thomas Nagel, 

Frank Jackson, John Searle, David Chalmers, and Colin McGinn. All of the people I discuss in 

this chapter believe that subjective feel is special, as I do. But all, except perhaps Nagel, go too 

far in concluding that it is not explainable on the assumption of physicalism. The general view is 

thai subjective feel cannot be explained and holds a distinct ontological status. 

I will discuss several arguments concerning the special nature of subjective feel 

with an eye towards what is claimed about its explanatory and ontological status. In the end I 

hope to show that the arguments provided by those who think, or are forced into the position that 

an explanation of subjective feel is not forthcoming, are misguided (e.g. Nagel, 1974; McGinn, 

1989; Jackson. 1982; Chalmers, 1996; Searle, 1992). WTiat must eventually be considered is the 

notion of explanation itself with respect to subjective feel, a consideration often not at the 

forefront of the discussion on this issue. 

It might be said that all parties to the debate are concerned about explanation in 

the end. 1 will argue, though, that for the most part, these theorists oftentimes conflate issues of 

explanation with issues of ontology. Those not involved in such a conflation oftentimes assume 
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a mistaken reductivist explanatory strategy. Searle and McGinn think that since subjective feel 

cannot be reduced to neurophysiology, it is unexplainable. Jackson and Chalmers extend the 

reduction to include things other than neurophysiology, but are not perspicacious enough in their 

views about proper explanation to warrant their dualistic conclusions. I intend to bring all their 

assumptions about explanation ~ be they implicit or explicit — to the surface, and show how they 

have been the cause of many misguided claims. In the next chapter I will show what I take to be 

a proper explanatory strategy in the case of mental phenomena, and why it probably will not 

work for subjective feel. I begin here with Thomas Nagel's arguments against our ability to fully 

reductively explain subjective feel. I then turn to Jackson, Searle, and Chalmers, who all agree 

that we cannot fiilly explain subjective feel on the standard physicalistic world view. I conclude 

with a discussion of McGinn. 

Nagel's Argument 

Thomas Nagel believes that an understanding of subjective feel most likely will 

not be had on the assumption of physicalism. In "What is it like to be a bat?", Nagel maintains 

that subjectivity has not, and probably cannot, be explained by our third person scientific 

method. By this he means that subjectivity cannot be reduced in the way other phenomena can 

be. The heart of his position is stated in the following passage; 

Without consciousness the mind-body problem would be much less 

interesting.With consciousness it seems hopeless. The most important and characteristic 

feature of conscious mental phenomena is very poorly understood. Most reductionist 

theories do not even try to explain it. And careful examination will show that no currently 
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available concept of reduction is applicable to it. Perhaps a new theoretical form can be 

devised for the purpose, but such a solution, if it exists, lie in the distant intellectual 

future. (Reprinted in The Nature of Consciousness, 1997, p. 519) 

The basis of his pessimism rests on his belief that the physical is exhausted by the 

objective. While he admits to not having defined "physical" he does say that "it has to be 

objective. So if our idea of the physical ever expands to include mental phenomena, it will have 

to assign them an objective character." (p. 527, fh. 15) 

His arguments for the view that the subjective is not currently explainable are as 

follows: First, he claims that unlike other phenomena that have been or can be successfully 

explained by scientific method, subjective feel cannot be reduced. He writes, "it is impossible to 

exclude the phenomenological features of experience from a reduction, in the same way that one 

excludes the phenomenal features of an ordinary substance from a physical or chemical reduction 

ofii -- namely, by explaining them as effects on the minds of human observers." (p. 523) His 

point here is that in, say, our reduction of heat to mean molecular movement, we were successful 

because we were able to remove the phenomenological aspect of if*®, but that this cannot be done 

in the case of subjective feel, since in this latter case the phenomenological features of 

experience are essential to it, and any attempt to capture it from an objective vantage point gets 

us further away from it. "Any shift to greater objectivity — that is, less attachment to a specific 

\'iewpoint — does not take us nearer to the real nature of the phenomenon: it takes us farther 

Searle makes exactly the same point in The Rediscovery of the Mind where he claims that we can't 

have a reductive explanation of subjective feel because in thai case the appearance is the reality, so there is 

no way of "car\ ing" off the subjective from the objective. 
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away from it." (p. 523)^' The main point of this type of argument is that successful reductions 

have seemed to always omit the experiential because the closer you get to the experiential the 

less objective you become. 

Paul Churchland argues against this aspect of Nagei's argument by claiming that 

other reductions have not, as Nagel claims, excluded phenomenal features. He claims that "the 

warmth of a coffee cup is identical with the mean level of the object's microscopically embodied 

energies." (1989, p. 56) I do not find this rebuttal of Churchland's very satisfying as a response 

to Nagel, as he has failed to distinguish warmth, which is an internal qualitative state on Nagei's 

view, from temperature. Simply stating that they are identified is not an answer to someone who 

believes that they are distinct. Furthermore, it is open to Nagel to counter with the position that 

insofar as phenomenal features remain in reductions of things like heat or lightning, something 

remains that has yet to be reduced. The main point of this argument of Nagei's is that there 

seems to be something above any physicalistic explanation of certain phenomena, including 

warmth. Nagel would counter that Churchland has begged the question by identifying not only 

temperature with mean molecular motion, but warmth as well. But, for Nagel, it is just this 

subjective state (the feeling of warmth) that seems to be left out of the reduction to mean 

molecular motion. 

For Nagel, subjective and objective have to do with viewpoint. The more subjective a 

phenomenon is, the more knowledge of it is dependent upon a single viewpoint. Since my qualitative 

states are knowable by me, and seemingly, me along, they are highly subjective on Nagei's view. The fact 

that rocks are hard is a more objective phenomenon because the hardness is knowable by much more than a 

single obser\'er. 
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In order to fill out the argiunent a bit, it seems that one possible interpretation of 

what Nagel is saying is that since subjective feel is accessible only from a first-person vantage 

point, whereas physical brain states are accessible through objective third-person vantage points, 

we cannot hope adequately to account for the former in terms of properties appropriate to the 

latter domain. This is an argument about the way we come to have knowledge of things. Our 

knowledge of objective reality is viewpoint independent, but our knowledge of our own 

experiential states is viewpoint dependent. Paul Churchland takes this interpretation of Nagel to 

be the right one. He believes that this argument is a version of the following sort of argument: (1) 

my mental states are knowable by me by introspection, (2) my brain states are not knowable by 

me by introspection, so, (3) my mental states are not identical to my brain states. (1992, p. 60) 

He believes that this argument shares the same form with the following: (1') temperature is 

knowable by tactile sensing. (2') mean molecular kinetic energy is not knowable by tactile 

sensing. So, (3') temperature is not identical to mean molecular kinetic energy. Since, 

Churchland argues, premise two is either false if mental states are identical to brain states (or if 

mean molecular energy is identical to temperature), or at the very least has begged the question 

against the identification, Nagel has not provided an adequate argument concerning whether or 

not we can account for subjective feel by providing an account of physical brain stales. This 

polemic seems to me to be an instance of mutual accusations of begging the question. But once 

again il seems Churchland is at fault as a substanlive response to Nagel. He has equaled 

temperature with the experience of temperature, but these, according to Nagel are two distinct 

things in need of explanation. Moreoever, the two seem clearly to depart. The same mean 
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molecular motion (i.e. temperature) might issue in warmth at one time and lack of warmth at 

another, depending on context. 

Nagel's argument is further extended by his discussion of different organisms. He 

claims that for any organism to have conscious experience means that there is something it is like 

to be that organism,^" and that this subjective character must be given a naturalistic analysis. 

But, he concludes, this is impossible, once again, since subjective character is "fiilly 

comprehensible from only one point of view," i.e. the first-person point of view. (p. 522) Why 

must an objective, physical theory abandon that point of view? To answer this question he asks 

us to consider a bat's experiences. Presumably there is something that it is like for a bat to make 

its way around the world by the use of sonar, i.e. bats have subjective experiences that are 

particular to using the sense of sonar. Now it seems that the only way for us to know what it is 

like to be a bat, we must extrapolate from our own case. So we might think that using sonar is 

somewhat like vision at least in the sense that spatial locations, shapes, and distances of objects 

are revealed through both. However, and this is exactly Nagel's point, the differences are 

profound, so profound that any extrapolation from our own case must be incomplete. The only-

way we could ever really know what it is like to be a bat is to be a bat, and, since this is 

impossible, it follows that we could never know what it is like to be a bat. 

•" Nagel writes: "An organism has conscious mental states if and only if there is something it is like 

to be that organism — something it is like for that organism.... We may call this the subjective character of 

experience" (1974. p. 166). 
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Many people have objected to this aspect of Nagel's argument. (See, for example 

Nemirow, 1980; Jackson, 1982; Lewis, 1983, Levin, 1985; Maloney, 1989; Flanagan, 1992,). 

Although there are also those who think it is decisive (Searle, 1992; Chalmers, 1996). While in 

the end I agree with Nagel that we do not understand right now how to mesh the physical with 

the subjective, I do not think that this is due to the first-personness^^ of the states. Many kinds of 

states are first-person states — but this does not mean that they cannot be understood 

scientifically. For example, my episodic memories are only memories that I can have, and it may 

have appeared at one point that no third-person account could explain such personal states. 

However, there is no reason why we will not be able to provide a fully physicalistic 

(neuroscientific, psychologistic, evolutionistic, etc.) account of such states. Even now we know 

at least one way of accounting for the fact that some states are intrinsic to the agent ~ belong to 

the agent — that is scientific. Computers have memory states that we could say are first-person to 

the computer, but we certainly have a naturalistic account of them.^" Furthermore, the physical 

sciences can provide us with an understanding of exactly why the memories belong to the agent, 

and are specially accessed by the agent, and by no one else." Nagel might counter this objection 

•' First-personness has to do with the type of access to a mental state. Generally, the type of access 

at issue IS introspection. I have first-person access to my episodic memories because I can know (be 

aware) of them simply through introspection. 

The argument might be made 'Jiat computers states are not fully first person as we have a certain 

access to them. But the e.xtent that we have access to such states is just the e.xtent to which we have 

programmed the states. This would only be the case for serial von neumann kinds of machines however. If 

we turn to parallel distributed processors we lose such ability to have third person access. But this does not 

render such machine's states non-physical or forever beyond our means to understand. 

• " Flanagan makes a similar point in his Consciousness Reconsidered. He writes, "naturalism can 

explain why only you can capture what it is like to be you. Only your sensory receptors and brain are 
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by claiming that what is mysterious about such memories is their subjective character. However, 

most of our memories do not have a subjective character at a given time, and some never have a 

subjective character (as in the case of implicit memory). Yet still there is a strong sense in which 

they are only first-person accessible. If you look at the activation patterns in my brain you do not 

"see" the contents of the memories. I have to tell you either verbally or through some kind of 

behavior what my memories consist in. 

This objection to Nagel aside, I believe what he has shown is that we do not have 

a good account of how it is that brains are the seat of subjective feel. We are not in a position to 

understand how processes of the brain result in or are qualitative. In fact, we are not in a position 

to fully understand how processes of the brain result in much that is mental — in beliefs, or 

reasoning, or language use, etc. As I will show, all of the people discussed in this chapter appeal 

to some kind of conceivability claims in their arguments about subjective feel. Nagel does so up 

front. When first bringing up the subjective character of experience he claims that "it is not 

capturable by any of the familiar, recently devised reductive analyses of the mental,ybr all of 

them are logically compatible with its absence. It is not analyzable in terms of any explanatory 

system of functional states, or intentional states, since these could be ascribed to robots or 

automata that behaved like people though they experienced nothing." (p. 519, emphasis mine). 

Nagel brings these issues up in passing — very briefly. But the same sentiments play a huge role 

in some of the other theorists I discuss in this chapter, especially in Chalmer's arguments against 

the irreducibility of subjective feel. I will discuss such issues in detail below Suffice it to say 

properly hooked up to each other and to the rest of you so that what is received at those receptors accrues 

to you as your experiences." (p. 94) 
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now that it is a driving force sometimes implicity, sometimes explicitly at work in the way some 

people think about the issue of explanation. 

Nagel concludes from all the above argxmientation that, "if the facts of experience, 

facts about what it is like for the experiencing organism, are accessible only from one point of 

view, then it is a mystery how the true character of experiences could be revealed in the physical 

operation of that organism." (p.163. My emphasis) Notably, Nagel does not decisively draw an 

ontological conclusion from all this.^^ More specifically, he does not conclude from this that 

physicalism is false. He is wary of dismissing out of hand the possibility of an ontological 

reduction of experience to physical processes of the brain; "I think we also have some reason to 

believe that sensations are physical processes, without being in a position to understand how." 

(p. 163) The importance of this becomes clear when we consider once again what is at issue in 

these sorts of arguments. While most Nagel exegesis has pronounced a dualistic conclusion on 

the part of Nagel, I believe this to be hasty. Ontological conclusions are not validly derived from 

explanatory mystery, and charity requires that we do not infuse Nagel with such faulty reasoning 

when he never explicitly makes such a claim. All Nagel has shown, and all he claims to have 

shown, is that it is a mystery how experience arises from physical processes. This is a judgment 

concerning explanation not ontology. Of course, Nagel's perspectivalism leads him to wonder 

whether we can, in the end, uphold a physicalistic world view, and he admits that perhaps we 

cannot. He writes, "if we acknoweldge that a physical theory of mind must account for the 

This being so, Nagel does have such non-physicaiistic leanings. See especially his View from 

Mowhere. 
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subjective character of experience, we must admit that no presently available conception gives us 

a clue how this could be done. The problem is unique. If mental processes are indeed physical 

processes, then there is something that it is like, intrinsically, to undergo certain physical 

processes. What it is for such a thing to be the case remains a mystery." (p. 175.) 

Jackson's Argument 

Frank Jackson comes to the same conclusion about the mysteriousness of 

subjective feel in his "knowledge argument" which 1 turn to now. Jackson's (1982) well-known 

argument in "What Mary Didn't Know" is as follows: He has us imagine Mary, a color scientist, 

who knows everything physical there is to know about color. She lives in a black and white 

room and views the world through a black and white t.v. monitor. She specializes in the 

neurophysiology of vision and acquires all the physical information there is concerning color 

vision. Upon leaving her black and white world Mary experiences red for the first time. The 

facts that she comes to know upon leaving her black and white room, facts about what it is like to 

experience red, were not captured by her physicalistic knowledge. Since she learns something 

new upon her release, the physicalist story is not complete. Thus, Jackson concludes, 

phenomonological properties cannot be explained by physical properties. He claims that Mary 

"knows all the physical facts about us and our environment, in a wide sense of'physical' which 

includes ever\lhing in completed physics, chemistry, and neurophysiology, and all there is to 

know about the causa! and relational facts consequent upon all this, including of course 

functional roles. If physicalism is true, she knows all there is to know..." (reprinted in Rosenthal, 

1991 p. 392). 
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One important thing to extract from both of these arguments is what they have to 

say about explanation as opposed to ontology. In Nagel's case it is relatively clear. He thinks 

that given our theoretical knowledge now we cannot see how physical process and subjectivity 

are linked. So, for him, we have no explanation of subjectivity now, and it is unclear how we will 

be able to explain it on a physicalist theory in the future. With this I have no disagreement. It 

may turn out to be the case that physicalism cannot account for everything; then we must attempt 

to provide some other solution to the problem of consciousness. Whether we end up accepting 

some attenuated form of dualism or not, however, we still will be concerned about explanation. 

Concluding that dualism must be true, by itself does no explanatory work, and Nagel seems at 

least implicitly aware of this. This is like concluding that physicalism must be true. An 

important start, but not very helpful when an explanation of some particular phenomenon is at 

issue. 

Jackson's leanings are different, and his claims are much bolder. He postulates 

Mar\' as having complete knowledge of the physical world. In other words, Mary is akin to 

Laplace's Demon (without perhaps knowledge of the spatio-temporal position of every particle in 

the universe) in the extent of her knowledge. She knows the behavioral and causal status of every 

physical object and event there is to know. Now, of course Jackson is right to conclude that were 

this the case, and were it the case that she still learned something new, a new fact, after being let 

out of her black and white room, we must be extremely wary of impetuously putting all our faith 

in physicalism. The main difficulty with this course of argument, though, is in its reliance on 

such extreme precognizance. That our physical theory will never be in a position to account for 

subjectivity is not obvious, and certainly not argued for by Jackson. We must first be in a 
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position to understand what it would take to explain consciousness, and we must have the 

knowledge that in principle such an explanation cannot be achieved, at least given an adherence 

to physicalism. Jackson does not explicitly provide such an in principle argument. 

Moreover, there are certain properties, e.g. functional properties, that no amount 

of purely physical knowledge will suffice to account for. For example, knowing that something 

is a mousetrap is not something that can be known by just knowing all the physical facts. One 

must also know what it is used for. Jackson does not deny that such facts, like functional facts, 

are physical. He writes, "tell me everything physical there is to tell about what is going on in a 

living brain, the kind of states, their functional role, their relation to what goes on at other times 

and in other brains, and so on and so forth, and be I as clever as can be in fitting it all together, 

you won't have told me about the hurfulness of pains, the itchiness of itches, pangs of jealousy, 

or about the characterisitc experience of tasting a lemon, smelling a rose, hearing a loud noise or 

seeing the sky." (1982, p. 127) But Jackson cannot just stipulate that Mary has every kind of fact 

available to her, and note that some facts fit into a materialistic world view, such as functional, 

causal, and evolutionary facts, whereas others do not. He must, in addition, provide a cogent 

distinction between the "truly" physical facts and those that Mary will leam upon leaving her 

black and white room. This will be no easy task as he must delineate the "non-physical facts", 

those that Mary learns, from other facts like facts about emergent or supervenient properties, 

facts about quantum effects, fields of force, complex systems, chaotic systems, etc., including 

ones we may not be in a position to know about at the moment — whatever facts might be 

involved in a complete account of the world -- and say just what these differences consist in. 
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Still, I am symphathetic to at least one aspect of Jackson's position. He is asking 

"how can the brain can do thatT\ a question which in my mind is the most important question 

when it comes to obtaining a complete explanation of consciousness. Jackson and I are in 

agreement about the difficulty of this task. However, I do not draw the in principle conclusion 

that we will never understand. What Jackson fails to discuss is the difficulty with understanding 

almost anything having to do with the brain. Imagine a scientist of one hundred years ago who 

knows everything physical there is to know about the brain. That person would know about 

neurons and how they work to a certain extent, at least as a kind of on/off switch. Ask the 

scientist how the brain can be a thing that represents. At that point, it would have been a 

complete mystery. It was not until the creation of computers that some understanding of how 

primitive binary switches could be made into symbols which could then be manipulated 

according to certain rules to result in representations and behavior. The objection may be offered 

by Jackson that the 19th century scientist does not know everything there is to know about the 

brain and all its relations. However, as 1 tried to describe in the previous paragraph, our 

understanding of what "everything" is, is based on what we know at the time. The 19th century 

scientist could not know that they did not know about computers. To put it somewhat 

awkwardly, we do not and perhaps cannot know what it is like to know everything there is to 

know about a given subject. 

.Ajiother objection to Jackson's argument that I take to be very strong has been 

offered by Nemirow (1980), Lewis (1983) and Churchland (1989). The objection is that there is 

an equivocation on "knows about" in the argument. Churchland puts the gist of the argument so: 
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(1) Mary knows everything there is to know about brain states and their properties. (2) It is not 

the case that Mary knows everything there is to know about sensations and their properties. (3) 

So, sensations and their properties are not the same as brain states and their properties, (p. 62) 

According to Lewis, Nemirow, and Churchland, "knows about" is propositional in the case of 

premise one but procedural in the case of premise two. Or to put it differently, Mary has 

knowledge "by description" but not knowledge "by acquaintance". The former kind of 

knowledge is generally articulable (but not necessarily so) the latter inarticulable. Examples of 

the latter kind of knowledge include knowledge of how to ride a bicycle or how to distinguish 

objects from backgrounds, or how to spatially navigate. For those who adhere to this objection, 

Mary might know everything there is to know about color propositionally or descriptively but is 

lacking the ability to experience, or what comes to the same thing, the acquaintance with, sensory 

qualities. Flanagan (1992) makes a similar objection. He believes that the phenomenal features of 

color experiences are "conveyed" only in the first person. He thinks that "Mary knows all the 

third-person, theoretical sentences that describe color sensations. But she herself has never (yet) 

instantiated the states that the sentences describe." (p. 101) 

However, Jackson may counter, as others have for him (e.g. Van Gulick, 1997) 

that there still is a sense in which something in addition to "know-how" is gained. So the 

question becomes, what did Mary gain? Was it a new fact about the world as Jackson thinks? .A.n 

opposing view suggested by Van Gulick (1985), Lycan (1990), and Brian Loar (1990) is that 

Mar>- acquired, from her new ability, a concept that she did not have prior to leaving her black 

and white world. This concept would pick out the same property in the world, and thus would 

make the change exist in Mary, they argue, a change in her propositional repertoire, so is not a 
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threat to physicalism. I find this objection compelling as a rebuttal of Jackson's claim that there 

are extra external facts that Mary lacks knowledge of. While I do not think that Jackson has 

provided a solid argument against materialism, I do think he has pointed to an explanatory 

difficulty in the case of subjective feel that has yet to be addressed. We are not yet in a position 

to know which states of the brain subjective feel might be identified with, if any. And even if 

Churchland, Van Gulick and the others are right that Mary has gained a new ability, we are 

nowhere near understanding what such an ability consists in. I discuss these issues in greater 

detail below. Before that 1 will discuss Searle's argument that subjective feel is ontologically 

irreducible to the physical. 

Searle's Argument 

Another theorist who makes conclusions along the same sort of lines as Nagel and 

Jackson, is Searle. While Searle does not come to the radical conclusion that dualism must be 

true, still he argues in The Rediscovery of the Mind that subjective feel is in an ontological 

category of its o\\ti. Searle does not frame his discussion explicitly in terms of explanation vs 

ontology, but getting a sense of what his general view is gives us some indication of what he 

must say on the issue of explanation. As 1 rehearsed in the second chapter, one of the things 

Searle argues for in The Rediscovery of the Mind is that "aspectual shape" cannot be reduced to 

neurophysiology. One of the things Searle has in mind when he speaks of aspectual shape is 

qualitative feel, or way of experiencing. Recall the first few premises of his argument for why 

consciousness is essential for mentality: (1) All mental states are intentional states. (2) All 

intentional states have aspectual shapes, so, (3) all mental states have aspectual shapes. 
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If aspectual shape is read as qualitative feel, then (2) and (3) become highly 

dubious. This would mean at best that all our beliefs, desires, intentions, goals, and plans have 

attendant qualitative feel.^^ At worst, one may argue that all representational states are 

intentional states. This would have the unhappy consequence of requiring that "behind the 

scenes" representations such as the 2-dimensional array of light intensities on the back of one's 

retina have qualitative feel. Perhaps a way of salvaging something from the argimient is to just 

focus on the claims having to do with neurophysiology. Searle claims that "aspectual shape 

cannot be reduced to neurophysiology". Construing "aspectual shape" as qualitative experience 

causes the reading to be "the way something is experienced (qualia) cannot be reduced to 

neurophysiology". In the remainder of this section I will describe and evaluate his argument for 

this. 

Qualia are Irreducible 

Qualitative states are going to end up being irreducible to neurophysiology 

because they are in a separate ontological category. Searle writes, "ontologically, the claim that 

all of reality is objective is, neurobiologically speaking, simply false. Mental states have an 

irreducibly subjective ontology...The ontology of the mental is essentially a first-person 

ontology." (p. 19) 

" This has, historically, been an unpopular position, but has gained at least one adherent. See Goldman 

(199?). 

"" Note the e.xtreme similarity to Nagel's position as described above in this quotation of Searle's. 
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As in his prior writings, he points to a parallel between the phenomenon of 

consciousness and phenomena like solidity and liquidity. He says that all such phenomena are 

"causally emergent" properties of systems. What he means by "causally emergent" is revealed in 

the following: "suppose we have a system, S, made up of elements a,b,c... For example, S might 

be a stone and the elements might be molecules. In general, there will be features of S that are 

not, or not necessarily, features of a, b, c... For example, S might weigh ten pounds, but the 

molecules individually do not weigh ten pounds. Let us call such features 'system features'. The 

shape and the weight of the stone are system features. Some system features can be deduced or 

figured out or calculated from the features of a,b,c... just from the way these are composed and 

arranged (and sometimes from their relations to the rest of the environment). Examples of these 

would be shape, weight, and velocity. But some other system features caimot be figured out just 

from the composition of the elements and environmental relations; they have to be explained in 

terms of the causal interactions among the elements. Let's call these 'causally emergent system 

features.' Solidity, liquidity, and transparency are examples of causally emergent system 

features." (p. 111-112) 

On these definitions, consciousness is a causally emergent property of systems. It 

is an emergent feature of certain systems of neurons in the same way that solidity and liquidity 

are emergent features of systems of molecules. For Searle, the existence of consciousness can be 

explained by the causal interactions between elements of the brain at the micro level, but 

consciousness carmot itself be deduced or calculated from the sheer physical structure of the 

neurons without some additional account of the causal relations between them. 
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But there is a difference between consciousness and solidity. While both are 

causally reducible, that is, both can be explained by the causal interactions between elements at 

the micro level, Searle claims that solidity and liquidity can also be ontologically reduced 

whereas consciousness cannot. The reason he offers for this is that any such reduction would 

leave out the "essential" feature. This feature is the first-person character of mental states. One 

thing to note is that Searle has been somewhat unsteady in his claims about emergentism and 

reduction. In a response to Armstrong in the collection of essays and responses, John Searle and 

his Critics (1991), he discusses reductionism at some length. Focusing just on "ontological 

reduction", which is the type of reduction he is concerned with in The Rediscovery of the Mind, 

he claims that for a thing of one type (A-type things) to be ontologically reducible to a thing of 

another type (B-type things), "A-type things do not really have a separate mode of existence, but 

are just B-type things." (p. 182) As an example of this type of reduction he offers the reduction 

of heat to mean kinetic molecular motion. But significantly not included in this type of reduction 

are solidity and liquidity. He writes, "For Armstrong solidity, consciousness, and Intentionality 

are all in the same boat as heat: there is nothing there in addition to the behavior of the micro 

elements. Now that is emphatically not my view." (182, my emphasis) His claim here is that 

solidity and liquidity are causally emergent properties, i.e. "genuine and separate phenomena". 

An\ihing that is a genuine and separate phenomenon is ontologically irreducible bccause 

"nothing that is a genuine and separate feature of the world can be reduced to anything else. 

Everything can be reduced to itself and nothing else, because everything is what it is and not 

another thing." (p. 182) 
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So, here he is saying solidity and liquidity are emergent, non-reducible properties. 

But in The Rediscovery of the Mind he claims that in the case of "the reduction of solidity to 

molecular movements in lattice structures...the causal reduction leads naturally to an ontological 

reduction by way of a redefinition of the expression that names the reduced phenomenon." (p. 

115) What should be made of these contradictory claims? I think the only real possibility is to 

ignore the earlier claim (the response to Armstrong) and suppose that Searle has simply changed 

his mind in the later work. In the new work, being a "separate phenomenon" is no longer 

sufficient for being in a separate ontological category. 

Searle, I take it, finds motivation for the proposal that consciousness cannot be 

reduced by considering the following sort of situation highly reminiscent of Nagel: In the 

reduction of heat, what prompted the reduction in the first place was that notice was taken of the 

distinction between the effect of hot things on a subject, and the phenomena which caused the 

noted effect. The way we get reductions of the sort found in heat, Searle recognizes, is by 

carving off the appearance from the reality, the feeling of heat in a subject from what is going on 

in the object, i.e. molecular motion. WTiat is felt (appearance) is just a reaction that the 

molecules in motion (reality) have on creatures with subjective awareness. When it comes to 

reductions of mentality, however, a different story must be told. In the case of mentality we 

cannot car\'e off the appearance from the reality because, Searle insists, the appearance is the 

reality. "Consciousness is not reducible in the way that other phenomena are reducible because 

the reduciion of other phenomena depended in part on distinguishing between objective physical 
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reality and subjective appearance... But in the case of consciousness, its reality is the appearance" 

(p. 122). 

If we just take this claim at face value, it is difficult not to end up with the view 

that Searle is simply begging the question. Searle is trying to conclude that consciousness has its 

own ontological reality. The way he does this is by claiming that it cannot be reduced like other 

causally emergent phenomena. But the reason he gives for this is that the reality is the 

appearance in the case of consciousness. But what can be meant by "the reality is the appearance 

in the case of consciousness" if not just that consciousness has its own ontological reality? Searle 

must have more in mind. 

First vs. Third Person Ontologies 

The form of argument Searle relies on is revealing of his conviction concerning 

the distinction between first and third person ontologies. I will argue that he systematically and 

indefensibly presupposes the adequacy of a certain approach to first-person claims, viz. the 

approach that Frank Jackson (1982) and Thomas Nagel (1974) take to show that consciousness is 

not reducible in the way heat is." Note the similarity to Jackson and Nagel in the following 

quotation: "Because mental phenomena are essentially connected with consciousness, and 

because consciousness is essentially subjective, it follows that the ontology of the mental is 

essentially a first-person ontology. Mental states are always somebody's mental states. There is 

" Searle cites Nagel and Jackson as having decisively showTi that consciousness is not reducible in the way 

that other phenomena are (p. 116). 
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always a "first person," an "I", that has these mental states. The consequence of this for the 

present discussion is that the first-person point of view is primary." (p.20) 

As discussed above, Nagel and Jackson both attempt to show that third-person 

analyses of qualia are insufficient, that there is always something that is left out of the analysis 

which turns out to be central to our common sense notions of qualia. However, as was discussed 

earlier, Jackson concludes fi-om his argumentation that physicalism must be false . In this sense, 

he differs fi-om Searle, who, as we have seen, takes physicalism to be true. The two arguments 

are very distinct, and conclude quite different things, yet Searle takes these argument to have 

definitively shown that consciousness is not reducible in the way that heat is. Thus, his claim 

that the appearance is the reality in the case of mentality. For Jackson, certainly, there cannot be 

an ontological reduction, but this is because he thinks physicalism is false. And while Nagel 

doesn't see how an ontological reduction could be done, he does not think he has definitively 

shown that it cannot be. By remaining a physicalist, Searle has placed the burden of proof on 

himself to show how Jackson and Nagel have definitively established more than just an 

epistemic distinction between third and first person accounts of mentality. As I argued above, I 

find the arguments they provide far ft-om decisive on the issue of ontology.^® Searle. however, 

thinks the problem is that the arguments have been frequently misunderstood as making only an 

epistemic claim and not an ontological one; since this implies that I am among the 

misunderstanders, maybe we should take another look. Searle writes, "suppose we tried to reduce 

There is a vast amount ofliterature on this subject. See for example, Lewis (1983). Churchland (1985), 

Morgan (1984), and Maloney (19S5). 
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the subjective, conscious, first-person sensation of pain to the objective, third-person patterns of 

neuron firings. Suppose we tried to say the pain is really "nothing but" the patterns of neuron 

firings. Well, if we tried such an ontological reduction, the essential features of the pain would 

be left out. No description of the third-person, objective, physiological facts would convey the 

subjective, first-person character of the pain, simply because the first-person features are 

different from the third-person features." (p. 117) 

In claiming that if we tried such a reduction the essential features of the pain 

would be left out, Searle once again may be construed as simply begging the question for an 

ontological distinction between the subjective feel of pain and the physical basis of it. But, if we 

focus on the latter part of the quotation, viz. that no "description" of the objective facts would 

"convey" the subjective character of the pain, we find that what is relevant is the lack of 

descriptive capabilities we have when it comes to first-person features; the focus is on our 

capabilities to describe such features. But, is there any reason to see this lack in descriptive 

power as indicating anything ontologicaP. I will argue that there is not. 

It is not difficult to come up with cases of descriptive impotence that do not imply 

ontological separateness. As discussed in the section on Jackson, most functional properties 

cannot be described physically. For example, we may know all the physical facts that go into 

making a mousetrap, and yet the fact that some object is a mousetrap is not something we can 

know by knowing all the physical facts. We must have further knowledge, knowledge about the 

use the object can be put to. Perhaps we even need to see the object catch a mouse before we 

really know that it is a mousetrap. (This is not so implausible if we imagine that an alien race. 
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one which is not plagued by pests of any sort, happens upon a mousetrap on their visit to earth). 

Yet this gap in our knowledge in no way entails that mousetraps are in a different ontological 

category than the physical structures they consist of. At the least, the burden of proof has shifted 

to Searle to provide reasons for thinking that epistemic asymmetries entail ontological 

asymmetries. 

If Searle gives no other argument, apart from the question-begging one he has 

provided, and appeals to Jackson and Nagel, to demonstrate an ontological distinction between 

subjective, conscious states and objective, (i.e. neurophysiological) states, then he has provided 

no reason to think there is more to unconscious mental states than neurophysiology. Even if we 

do accept the claim that qualitative feel cannot be reduced to neurophysiology, what results from 

this? What clearly does not result from this is that consciousness is essential to mentality, which 

is the conclusion Searle wants. In fact many Computationalists have conceded the irreducibility 

of qualia. Conceding this is consistent with the inessentiality of consciousness, so, it seems, 

Searle gets nowhere with this tack. 

What Notion of Consciousness? 

Aside from the difficulties 1 have suggested with respect to Searle's 

argumentation, there is, 1 think, an even more fundamental problem with his account of 

consciousness. In his discussion of reduction. Searle makes a distinction between "causal" 

reduction and "ontological" reduction. For Searle, causal reduction is defined as follows: " 

[Causal reduction is] a relation between any two types of things that can have causal powers, 

where the existence and a fortiori the causal powers of the reduced entity are shown to be entirely 
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explainable in terms of the causal powers of the reducing phenomena. Thus, for example, some 

objects are solid and this has causal consequences: solid objects are impenetrable by other 

objects, they are resistant to pressure, etc. But these causal powers can be causally explained by 

the causal powers of vibratory movements of molecules in lattice structures." (p. 114) 

Searle goes on to claim that he holds "a view of mind/brain relations that is a form 

of causal reduction" (p. 115). Searle claims that causal reduction does not result in ontological 

reduction (at least in the case of the mind). Additionally, in his discussion of emergentism, 

Searle distinguishes what he calls "emergent 1" properties, from "emergent 2" properties. 

Emergent 2 properties are just like emergent 1 properties, that is, they are system features that 

cannot be deduced from the composition and arrangement of their constitutive parts, but 

emergent 2 properties have the further ability to have causal powers that cannot be explained by 

the causal interactions of the constitutive elements. Searle writes, "if consciousness were 

emergent 2, then consciousness could cause things that could not be explained by the causal 

behavior of the neurons. The naive idea here is that consciousness gets squirted out by the 

behavior of the neurons in the brain, but once it has been squirted out, it then has a life of its 

own." (p. 112) 

And further, he believes that consciousness must be emergent 1, that in fact, he 

"cannot think of anything that is emergent 2, and it seems unlikely that we will be able to find 

any features that are emergent 2, because the existence of any such features would seem to 

violate even the weakest principle of the transitivity of causation." (p. 112) So, it seems what we 

have to work with is the following: consciousness is a physical, emergent property of 

neurophysiological systems, that is causally reducible/supervenient on neurophysiology. 
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ontologically irreducible to neurophysiology, and has no causal life of its own. The question is, 

does this notion of consciousness make sense? I suggest that it does not. 

The form of non-reductive emergentism Searle is advancing is difficult to uphold. 

It requires that emergent properties are causally reducible to their bases. But this results in an 

ontological collapsing of the emergent property to its base. It does not seem to make sense to say 

that (in the case of mental properties) consciousness or mentality is a real, distinct feature of the 

world, and yet to hold that it has no causal efficacy apart from its base. There is a sense of 

superfluousness in so arguing. If Searle holds onto causal reducibility, he seems to be forced into 

one of two positions, both of which he rejects. He can hold onto the position that consciousness 

is ontologically irreducible yet causally reducible, which would render consciousness 

epiphenomenal, or he could deny ontological irreducibility, which would result in consciousness 

being like solidity, i.e. nothing but its base and relations among the elements of the base. Neither 

option is palatable according to Searle. 

Searle and Explanation 

While I do not think it is the case that Searle's argumentation has resulted in 

anvihing definitive having been shown about ontology, there is a sense in which his position can 

be taken to ser\'e as argument for the lack of a possible explanation of consciousness construed 

as subjective feel. His appeals to Jackson and Nagel, and the claims about non-reducibility and 

emergentism. are indicative of his perhaps implicit concern that no explanation of subjective feel 

on physicalistic grounds can be obtained. In fact, taking him as making claims about explanation 
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renders his position a bit more interesting, and gives us something to sink our teeth into. If 

consciousness is, in fact, an emergent property, caused by but not reducible to neurophysiology, 

then we have a large explanatory task in front of us, much larger than that involved in explaining 

something like liquidity. To explain such a causally emergent property as liquidity we needed 

only to have a description of one relatively simple property of the base elements, namely, the 

properties of the kind of molecular bond found in liquids.^^ Thus we also understand the 

ontological reduction. Liquidity w just the particular way molecules move due to their special 

kind of bonds. But what can we say in this vein right now about consciousness? We can say that 

it seems to rely on brain processes. But which ones? What properties of the neurophysiological 

substrate causally reduce consciousness? Furthermore, if Searle is right, then no ontological 

reduction follows from understanding the causal basis of consciousness. These are the 

explanatory questions that have no answer at the moment. It is my intention to discuss just how 

far we can go now in terms of neurophysiological explanations of mental phenomena below. But 

for now I will continue this thread with a discussion of David Chalmers, another theorist who 

believes subjective feel is in an ontological category of its own. 

Chalmers' Argument 

Perhaps no one has done more to spark interest in the distinction between 

subjective feel and other aspects of mentality than David Chalmers in his The Conscious Mind: 

In Search of a Funcamenial Theory. In this work, Chalmers has explicitly turned the focus to 

'' Of course, the discovery of such bonds was not a simple task. It required a breakthrough in the 

understanding of molecular bonding before any such explanation of liquidity was possible. 
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what he has dubbed the "hard problem", that is, the problem of how to explain the experiential, 

'Vhat it's like" states that accompany some processes of the brain. In his words, "the subjective 

quality of experience." (p. x) The question "why should there be conscious experience at all?" (p. 

xi) is the hard question, which, according to Chalmers has not been sufficiently answered, and, 

more radically, cannot be answered on a physicalistic world view. Among the so-called "easy" 

problems, which he claims we do have adequate explanations for, are those having to do with the 

information-processing capacities of the brain (for Chalmers, everything but consciousness). The 

"easy" problems are subsumed under what he calls our "psychological" concept of mind. This 

concept is distinguished from the phenomenal concept of mind in that while the former sees the 

issue to be discovering the causal or explanatory bases of behavior, the latter is concerned with 

experience. He writes of "two distinct concepts of mind. The first is the ''''phenomenal concept of 

mind...This is the most perplexing aspect of mind...but it does not exhaust the mental. The 

second is the psychological concept of mind. This is the concept of mind as the causal or 

explanatory basis for behavior." (p. 11). And further, "there should be no question of competition 

between these two notions of mind. Neither of them is the correct analysis of mind. They cover 

different phenomena, both of which are quite real." (p. 11) 

I think Chalmer's is correct in dividing up these two aspects of mentality as he 

has. Ii should be clear by now that I have similar leanings. However, he goes much further than I 

would in his pessimism concerning a physicalistic explanation of the phenomenal. In addition to 

arguing that an explanation of consciousness is not and will never be available on a purely 

physicalistic account of the world, Chalmers concludes from this that a form of dualism, which 

involves consciousness as a fundamental property, must be true. (p. 161) (In this sense he differs 
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from Colin McGinn who, while radically pessimistic about our ability to ever explain 

consciousness, does not conclude that dualism must be true). I will spend some time laying out 

his arguments for these claims. In the end I will try to show that both conclusions are 

unwarranted given his arguments. Although I agree with Chalmer's that an explanation of 

subjective feel is not at hand, I do not agree that his in principle arguments against the possibility 

of a physicalistic explanation can be made to work. While this may in fact be the case, we have 

no real reason to accept such a pessimistic conclusion. Furthermore, his argimient for dualism 

rests on the legitimacy of his argument for the in principle conclusion, so it too is insufHcient for 

his conclusion. 

The way he goes about arguing for the in principle conclusion concerning the 

reductive explanability of subjective feel may be reconstructed as follows: 

1. A natural phenomenon is reductively explainable in terms of some low-level properties 

precisely when it is logically supervenient on those properties. It is reductively explainable in 

terms of physical properties when it is logically super\'enient on the physical. 

2. So logical supervenience is necessary for reductive explanation, (pp. 47-48) 

Having argued that logical supervenience is necessary for reductive explanation, 

he goes on to further argue that consciousness does not logically supervene on the physical, and 

therefore is not reductively explainable. 
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1. If consciousness is reductively explainable by physicalism, then consciousness 

logically supervenes on the physical. 

2. Consciousness does not logically supervene on the physical. 

3. Consciousness is not reductively explainable by physicalism. (p. 93) 

There are several things at work in this argument. Each requires some discussion. 

First we need a concise account of logical supervenience. This is provided by Chalmers. His 

definition is as follows: B-properties supervene logically on A-properties if no two logically 

possible situations are identical with respect to their A-properties but distinct with respect to their 

B-properties. He claims that this corresponds "roughly" to conceivability. For instance, God 

could not have created a world that was physically identical to ours but biologically distinct. In 

logical supervenience the A-facts entail the B-facts. (p. 35) And about logical possibility he 

writes, "it is useful to think of a logically possible world as a world that it would have been in 

God's power (hypothetically) to create, had he so chosen. God could not have created a world 

with male vixens, but he could have created a world with flying telephones. In determining 

v\ hether it is logically possible that some statement is true, the constraints are largely conceptual. 

The notion of a male vixen is contradictory, so a male vixen is logically impossible; the notion of 

a flying telephone is conceptually coherent,...so a flying telephone is logically possible." (P. 35) 1 

quote Chalmer's position concerning logical possibility here as it plays a pivotal role in later 

argument. 

Given this account, we must now take issue with the following: first, is it in fact 

true that reductive explanations require logical supervenience as defined by Chalmers in general. 
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and do they in the case of consciousness in particular? Second, if it is true that an explanation of 

consciousness requires logical supervenience of consciousness on the physical (which I will 

argue is not true) then we must check whether consciousness does not logically supervene on the 

physical (which I will argue Chalmers has not made enough of a case for). 

Reductive Explanation 

I begin with Chalmers' account of reductive explanation. According to him, for B 

to be reductively explainable by A, B must logically supervene on A, which means, to Chalmers, 

that A entails 8 or, what he thinks amounts to the same thing, that A cannot be conceived 

wit haul B. (p. 53, emphasis mine) To determine whether this is true it is helpful to look at some 

examples of explanations of phenomena that are considered to be reductive explanations and ask 

whether logical supervenience was involved in those cases. Take the reductive explanation of 

lightning. It is generally accepted that lightning has been explained by having been reduced to 

electromagnetic radiation. In this case we have what might be considered an ontological 

reduction oflighting to electromagnetic radiation, that is, lightning just is electromagnetic 

radiation, so the theory of electromagnetic radiation fully accounts for lightning. We can in full 

confidence say thai lightning supervenes on electromagnetic radiation in that, given the standard 

definition of supervenience, there can be no change in the higher level facts without a 

corresponding change in the lower level facts (Kim, 1993). 

Given that the higher level facts have been ontologically reduced to the lower 

level facts in this case, we certainly have a case of standard supervenience oflighting on 

electromagnetic radiation. More importantly, we have in the case of the reduction oflighting to 
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electromagnetic radiation a case of reductive explanation that appears to make no appeal to 

logical supervenience in Chalmers' sense of logical supervenience. In fact if it were logical 

supervenience, construed as it being inconceived that the supervening base holds without the 

supervening property holding, that had to be involved, we would not have obtained an 

explanation. For it is certainly the case that prior to the discovery of the identification of lighting 

with electromagnetic radiation we did not have any idea that the two had anything whatsoever to 

do with eachother. That is what made it an empirical question and discovery. If Chalmers is right 

about reductive explanations requiring logical supervenience, which for him means requiring that 

electromagnetic radiation could not be conceived without conceiving of lighming, we would not 

even now, after ontologically reducing the one to the other, have an explanation of lightning. 

Electromagnetic radiation was conceived, at least prior to the reduction, without conceiving of 

lighting. 

Chalmers anticipates this objection somewhat, although not fully explicitly. He 

discusses a possible reduction of learning to all the molecular motions underlying an instance of 

it, and how difficult a task this would be even knowing all the lower-level facts. He writes of 

such a case that "the lower-level facts might be a vast hotchpotch of arbitrary-seeming details 

without any clear explanatory unity." (p. 48) Further, he claims that it might be the case that 

different low level facts might underlie different instances of the reduced property, in which case 

"the explanations of particular instances do not yield an explanation of the phenomenon as a 

type." (p. 48) He discusses this mainly to address an objection that sometimes reductive 

explanations are not very satisfying. But it might also be used to account for why it is that it 

might seem in some cases that even knowing the low-level facts does not result in immediately 
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conceiving the high-level fact. However, I do not think this works well against the objection I 

provided. He is relying on a conceivability argument — for lightning to be reduced to 

electromagnetic radiation, it must be entailed by the facts about electromagnetic radiation, where 

entailment means you cannot conceive of electromagnetic radiation without conceiving of 

lightning — but then claims that sometimes such low level facts are seen as "hotch-potch" 

resulting in unsatifying explanations. If lightning logically supervenes on the low-level facts of 

electromagnetic radiation, and he is right about reductive explanations, then we should "see" 

lightning in "seeing" electromagnetic radiation, and we should have seen it all along. 

Furthermore, if he is going to admit that sometimes such explanations are "unsatisfying" then 

why not say that consciousness also logically supervenes on low level neurophysiological facts, 

but that such facts are a "hotch-potch" and the explanation is rather unsatisfying? 

Perhaps he can dodge this move by relying, as did Jackson®" on our (or 

something's) capability at the end of inquiry. In fact he has such leanings; he believes that the 

lower-level facts that the supervening property are to be reduced to ^fully specijy- a situation at a 

fundamental level." (p. 53) He writes, "limits in our cognitive capacity imply that there are some 

possible situations that we cannot conceive, perhaps due to their great complexity. However, if 

we understand conceivability as conceivability-in-principle ~ perhaps conceivability by a 

superbeing — then it is plausible that logical possibility of a world implies conceivability of the 

world and therefore that logical possibility of a statement implies conceivability of the 

statement." (p. 53) But, as 1 discussed previously in the section on Jackson, such conceivability-

" In the end I think Chalmers' position simply reduces to Jackson's. The gist is that there is always 

something left out in our end-of-inquiry physicalist understanding of the mental. 
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in-principle arguments cannot be relied upon. To rely on conceivability-in-principle is to admit 

that we cannot conceive right now what it is to have a full specification of the low-level facts, 

and so how could we possibly know whether after such a full specification we would not have 

the requisite capacity? 

Chalmers response to such an objection is to claim, as he does in his "Moving 

Forward on the Problem of Consciousness" (1995) that "the facts about consciousness do not just 

fall out of the facts about the structure and functioning of neural processes...there is a further 

question ~ why are these processes accompanied by consciousness ~ and merely repeating the 

story about the physical processes does not provide an answer." (p. 9) I think this is an important 

rebuttal as it brings up the idea that structure and function are important aspects of certain 

explanations, and as I will argue below, are not availabe to us in the case of subjective feel. So 

Chalmers and I are in agreement about this issue. But what Chalmers does not note is that many 

phenomena that rely on brain processes are not currently amenable to structural or functional 

strategies of e.xplanation; that in fact we have very few such explanations, and in some cases it is 

not clear that at the end of neuroscience we will have such explanations. But this does not mean 

we should discard materialism and postulate such phenomena as non-physical. Rather we need to 

place our bets on the discovery of new explanatory strategies which can supply such 

understanding. There are several types already at hand that go beyond structure and function. For 

example, neural network models might hold some explanatory promise, but these might not be 

correctly describable as explanations based on structure and function. Much more will be said 

about this issue in Chapter four. Right now all 1 want to say is that Chalmers does not go far 

enough in his description and discussion of structure/function explanations to aid us much in 
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deciphering the problem of subjective feel. Still he thinks that he has several strong arguments 

against the logical supervenience of subjective feel, which I turn to now. 

Arguments aeainst the logical supervenience of subjective feel 

Chalmers believes in the logical supervenience of everything but subjective feel 

(and indexicals ~ although I will not discuss that here), (p. 81-86) Of course some, like Dretske, 

would complain that very little of our true mental life supervenes on the physical. Recall 

Dretske's claims about Twin Tercel which is a physical duplicate of Tercel. Twin Tercel has no 

representational states according to Dretske, so representation cannot supervene on the physical 

for him'*'. Since consciousness is representational on Dretske's view, consciousness does not 

supervene as well. But his belief that consciousness does not supervene is based on a very 

different kind of argument than Chalmers' same belief I turn now to these arguments. 

Chalmers' main argument against the reducibility of consciousness is based on the 

logical possibility of zombies. A zombie, according to Chalmers is a being physically identical to 

him but lacking any conscious experience." This is just the conceivability argument described 

above. He writes, "I can discern no contradiction in the description [of zombies]" And further, 

"in some ways an assertion of this logical possibility comes down to a brute intuition."(p. 96) He 

Unless by "physical" we also include relational and historical facts. But this would be to divert 

rather strongly from the notion of "physical" that is normally considered in such a polemic. 

See Kirk (1974). and Campbell (1970) for initial defmitions of zombies. In some sense Dretske's 

physical duplicate is a zombie as well, as it lacks representational states, and thus conscious states. But it 

should be clear that Dretske's zombie is not exactly the same as Chalmers' zombie. 
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claims that the burden of proof is on those who believe that zombies are impossible, (p. 96)" But 

still he believes that more argument is necessary for his position. So he turns to inverted 

spectrum arguments, the problem of other minds, and Jackson's knowledge argument as 

definitive arguments against the reducibility of subjective feel. (pp. 94-98) Of course, the vast 

literature on these arguments should prove that they do not obviously prove their point. 

Furthermore, all these arguments are versions of the conceivabihty argument. They all rest on 

our ability to conceive of all the physical facts while failing to conceive of some or all of the 

consciousness facts. Dualism should not be concluded from these inabilities to conceive. Rather, 

an admission of our lack of explanatory prowess when it comes to certain phenomena should be 

the only thing concluded. 

Chalmers has not argued persuasively for the irreducibility of subjective feel to 

the physical. His argument relied on the claim that all reductive explanations require that the 

high-level facts must logically supervene on the low-level facts. Given that his notion of logical 

superv enience is integrally tied to conceivabihty, his argument collapses into another instance of 

the kind of conceivability arguments that I have discussed in this chapter. Nagel, Jackson, and 

Searle all rely on them, and Chalmers has really offered us nothing new with his discussion of 

logical super%'enience. Once again, as I concluded in all the previous cases in this chapter, the 

authors I discuss here all point to the same important issue as far as I am concerned. This is that 

subjective feel is a phenomenon that requires explanation, and there is a sense in which 

attempted explanations of it are insufficient. However the further claim, that subjective feel is 

" ' See .Mlin Cottrel's "Sniffing the Camembert" for an argument against the possibility of zombies. 

(1999). 
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outside of our physicalist purview, is not something I advance, and is not something that has 

been adequately argued for by those who believe it. 

Consciousness Cannot be Explained 

Once again, the type of claim that I am most interested in are claims having to do 

with explanation. Focusing on this aspect of things for now, Searle, Jackson, and Chalmers seem 

to believe that consciousness, construed as subjective feel, will never be explained on a 

physicalist conception of the world. Leaving aside what it would take to explain subjective feel 

on a dualistic (or pseudo-dualistic) conception of the world, I would like to pursue in further 

detail this extremely pessimistic claim. Colin McGinn is undoubtedly one of the most vocal 

contemporary advocates of this sort of pessimistic conclusion concerning the capability of 

physical ism to explain consciousness; moreover, McGinn provides more tangible arguments for 

this conclusion. In examining his position we might be in a better position to assess such in 

principle arguments generally. 

McGinn's Argument 

Mcgirm argues for a position he calls "non-constructive naturalism". It is so 

called by Mcginn in order to distinguish it from "constructive naturalism" which is the view that 

subjectivity is both a natural phenomenon and one that we will eventually be in a position to 

fulK' understand. The general position that non-constructive naturalism attempts to capture is the 

following: consciousness is a purely natural phenomenon which is wholly dependent on brain 
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processes. There is nothing, moreover, besides the brain that is responsible for consciousness; it 

is just that the way we are constituted, cognitively, will for the non-constructive naturalist, 

forever cause us to be blocked from an understanding of how this reliance of consciousness on 

the brain can be possible. McGinn claims that such cognitive closure "does not reflect adversely 

on the reality of the properties that lie outside the representational capacities in question; a 

property is no less real for not being reachable from a certain kind of perceiving and conceiving 

mind. The invisible parts of the electromagnetic spectrum are just as real as the visible parts, and 

whether a specific kind of creature can form conceptual representations of these imperceptible 

parts does not determine whether they exist." (1989, p. 3) So, while we need not postulate any 

ghost in the naturalist's machine, or be forced to eliminate subjectivity from our ontological 

base, we do have to admit the fact that we are as cognitively closed to understanding the link 

between the brain and subjectivity as an armadillo is cognitively closed to understanding 

quantum physics. Now this is clearly a very bold claim. Mcginn is claiming that it is not only 

the case that given the current state of our knowledge and cognitive capability, we cannot 

understand the psychophysical link between brain and subjectivity, but rather that we never will 

be in a position to understand the link. 

Mcgirm's argumentative strategy here is to exhaust the possible ways in which we 

might come to grasp the link between the brain and subjectivity. To this end he introduces two 

possibilities to be considered. We may be able to understand subjectivity through introspection, 

or we may understand it through perceptual/scientific study of the brain. The former 

consideration is dismissed quickly. Introspection does not reveal the nature of, or even that there 

is a link between the brain and consciousness. For all introspection reveals, consciousness may 
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be dependent upon the brain, or it may be dependent on the heart or on the liver or on ectoplasm. 

All are equally likely, that is, not likely at all, from the perspective of inner sense. The only thing 

that introspection exposes is that we sometimes have conscious states, and (perhaps) what 

category of conscious state we are in at the moment. As Mcginn states it, "Introspection does not 

present conscious states as depending upon the brain in some intelligible way." (p. 354). 

The second possibility concerning our ability to unearth the psychophysical link 

between the brain and consciousness is through perception (where perception is broadly 

construed). Now it seems clear, and Mcginn notes, that by simply observing the brain we will not 

be able to see the link. I take it that this is for the same sort of reason Leibniz vividly offered 

long ago. He asked us to consider a brain enlarged to the size of a mill, so that we might walk 

around inside it and have a glimpse at the mechanisms at work. What is evident to Mcginn is that 

even with our perceptual system so fortuitously aided in this manner, we still would be in no 

position to see how it is that such functioning of our neurons, neurotransmitters, etc. can be the 

seat of such an ineffable phenomenon as subjective feel. 

As it stands, this argument is incomplete. Many things that are not directly 

percei\able are. nonetheless, capable of being explained, that is, are at least not cognitively 

closed to us. Mcginn is aware of this and so introduces another potential way of capturing the 

link, viz. inference from what is perceived to the unperceivable. Of course, cases in which we 

cannot perceive the explanandum in question are the hard cases; they are the sorts of situations 

we find in attempting to explain such things as quantum or cosmological events. But while these 

remain difficult, there has been no reason offered as of yet for removing these kinds of events 

from the corpus of potentially explainable phenomena. Theoretical entities are rampant in science 
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as both explanans and explananda. And in some cases where theoretical entities are postulated, 

perception of the entities in question may be forever blocked. Black holes may be said to be such 

entities, as perceiving them requires us to bounce light off of them, but given their nature, this is 

impossible. Nonetheless, there is much we can say about black holes even though we are in 

principle obstructed from the direct perception of them. 

Mcginn duly notes this sort of capacity on our part to go beyond the merely 

perceptible. He writes, "perceptual closure does not entail cognitive closure, since we have 

available the procedure of hypothesis formation, in which wnobservables come to be 

conceptualized." (p. 12) While this is the case, however, Mcginn thinks that this method will also 

fail to provide us with an understanding of the link between subjectivity and physical processes. 

This part of his argumentation is crucial so I will quote it at length. This is what he says: "A 

certain principle of homogeneity operates in our introduction of theoretical concepts on the basis 

of observation. Let me first note that consciousness itself could not be introduced simply on the 

basis of what we observe about the brain and its physical effects. If our data, arrived at by 

perception of the brain, do not include anything that brings in conscious states, then the 

theoretical properties we need to explain these data will not include conscious states either. 

Inference to the best explanation of purely physical data will never take us outside the realm of 

the physical, forcing us to introduce concepts of consciousness. Everything physical has a purely 

physical explanation. So the property of consciousness is cognitively closed with respect to the 

introduction of concepts by means of inference to the best explanation of perceptual data about 

the brain." (p. 13) 
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Furthermore, this block against inferring the property of consciousness from 

perceptual data about the brain, is a permanent one according to McGinn. For him it will never 

be the case that we must introduce a concept concerning consciousness in our attempt to explain 

the physical world, and so no concepts concerning the physical world will ever explain how the 

physical world gives rise to conscious experience. This is the main gist of McGinn's argument. 

What might be said about it? Since, for McGirm, the only possible methods of concept formation 

with respect to this issue are introspection, perception, and inference to the best explanation on 

the basis of perception, we may assess his argument in two ways. We can question whether the 

three positions offered really do exhaust the possibilities of concept formation with respect to the 

brain and consciousness, or we can question whether inference to the best explanation cannot 

offer us the concepts required. I will start with the latter question, and will conclude that McGinn 

is right in that case; subsequently I will take issue with the former question, and show that 

McGinn is misguided in his assumption that those three possibilities are truly exhaustive. 

Concerning the question of whether inference to the best explanation is 

insufficient for forming the concepts required to explain the link between neurophysiological 

processing and consciousness, it seems clear that McGirm is correct in finding it unsatisfactory. 

The scenario he is proposing that we consider might be analogized to attempting to infer the link 

between molecules and liquidity, where the latter is an emergent property of the former. We can 

in such a case discover and understand the link between molecular motion and liquidity; we 

discover that the movement of molecules in a liquid is such that the molecules are capable of 

rolling around while the bond between them remains cohesive. Are our abductive powers capable 

of performing the same sort of inference in the case of the brain and subjectivity that we find in 
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the case of molecules and liquidity? Here it is decisive that the same kind of inference is unlikely 

to prove perspicuous, to say the least. We would have to infer from a purely perception-based 

concept, that of neurons firing at certain rates, etc. to a concept that does not have anything to do 

with neurons or with the global configurations of neurons. We do not "see" how it is that 

subjectivity arises by noting the pattern of activity or global configuration of neurons. The best 

explanation for how subjectivity arises from the physical cannot be inferred by noting such 

activity in the brain.'" Again, all this seems right, and has been recognized at least since the time 

of Leibniz. Leibniz's gap, the gap between the brain and consciousness, has proven to be the 

bane of philosophers of mind, and is just what McGinn is trying to shed some new contemporary 

light upon. 

So perhaps we should grant McGinn the claim that inference to the best 

explanation from perception of the activity of the brain will not result in the need to postulate 

subjectivity. Yet, the question still remains whether McGinn has exhausted the possibilities of 

discovering and explaining the desired link. Once again, he offered perception, introspection, and 

inference to best explanation as the only possibilities. But are these possibilities truly exhaustive? 

One need only look toward contemporary cognitive psychology to see that claiming that these 

opiions are the only available options is at least somewhat misleading, when taken alone. 

Cognitive psychology aims towards an understanding of cognitive phenomena, which are 

phenomena that, at least in human cognitive agents, are dependent upon the brain and its proper 

functioning. And one of the major aims of cognitive psychology, especially in the subfields of 

Note that were we to be able to use correlative evidence, we might be in a better position to 

achiev e this goal, but McGinn is allowing solely for inference from observation of neuronal activity here. 
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cognitive neuroscience and cognitive neuropsychology, is to attempt to find the link between 

certain cognitive capacities, such as speech comprehension, or the perception of visual objects, 

and their implementation in the brain. Yet since at least the seminal work of David Marr's 

Vision, it has been clear to many cognitive psychologists that simply looking at the gross 

properties of neurons and their fimctioning will not be explanatorily fruitful. 

It is not just in the case of cognition that mere examination of the elementary 

components in a complex system, or inference from these components, will fall short of 

providing a full explanation; in most complex systems this is insufficient. Take the case of 

explaining how the liver arises from particle interaction. A simple perception of the particles and 

iheir behavior individually or globally will not reveal the link between physiology and livemess. 

More is required. At least in these kinds of cases, one must postulate a functional level of 

description to aid in the apprehension of how livers arise from physiology. In order to explain 

livers, one must show what they do and what their role is in a larger system. Were we to stumble 

across a liver apart from the body and study every physical aspect of it, we would still not 

understand livemess fiilly. For our purposes, it is more productive to get our lessons from 

cognitive psychology rather than physiology, since presumably, consciousness is somewhat more 

likely to fall within that domain, and it is more perspicuous in the case of cognitive phenomena 

that simple observation of the brain at work, and the sort of bottom up inference that McGinn is 

suggesting is our only venue, will fall far short of revealing the link between the brain and any 

cognitive event we may desire to explain. 
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Mart's Three Levels 

Rehearsing Marr (1982) briefly for a moment", recall that he was convinced that 

there were several levels of description that must be taken into account when attempting to 

explain any cognitive phenomenon. Such phenomena are thought always to involve information 

processing of some sort, and for Marr, the way to capture the fiill nature of such information 

processing tasks as speech perception or object recognition is to describe them at three levels. 

These were the computational level, the level of representation or algorithm, and the hardware 

implementation level. The computational level has to do with the f\mction the information 

processing system is supposed to perform. For example, in the case of an edge detection system, 

the goal is (obviously) to detect edges. The level of representation or algorithm deals with how 

the input and output to the system are represented and what the algorithm for transforming such 

representations might be. The hardware implementation level is the level that has to do with 

physical realization. E.g. are neurons capable of implementing and transforming the 

representations, and is this in fact what is going on?. 

It is important to expand a bit on these levels to more clearly show how they 

relate to the issue at hand. Marr says this about the highest level, the computational level: 

"...trying to understand perception by studying only neurons is like trying to understand bird 

flight by studying only feathers: It just cannot be done. In order to understand bird flight, we 

have to understand aerodynamics; only then do the structure of feathers and different shapes of 

birds' wings make sense. More to the point,..., we cannot understand why retinal ganglion cells 
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and lateral geniculate neurons have the receptive fields they do just by studying their anatomy 

and physiology." (Marr, p. 27). He goes on to say that while we might be able to understand how 

such cells and neurons behave, we are not in a position to understand why until we have 

formulated a higher level description of the goal that is the end of such processes. 

Even Patricia Churchiand, considered one of the most "neurophilic" of people 

attempting to explain higher level cognitive phenomena in terms of brain processes, is wary of 

the "pure" bottom up approach. According to this view, once all the microlevel details of 

neurons are known, we will have arrived at an explanation of whatever cognitive phenomenon 

we're interested in explaining. While Churchiand thinks it is in fact necessary for explanatory 

purposes to have a detailed account of neuronal activity, she believes it is not sufficient for an 

understanding of higher level features. Quoting Maxwell Cowen, she says, "even if we did know 

about al! the synapses, all the transmitters, all the channels, all the response patterns for each cell, 

and so forth, still, we would not know how an animal sees and smells and walks." 

{Computational Brain p. 5) She advocates an intermediary approach where models are 

constructed, and where both neurobiological data and computational ideas are consulted to 

provide theories and hypotheses which can be tested. Since data always underdetermines theory, 

it seems clear that al the very least a type of approach like this is required for the purposes of 

explanation. 

If it is true that even just to understand how an animal walks we must appeal to 

something other than neurophysiology, how much more so do we need to appeal to something 

A much more detailed discussion of Marr will take place in chapter four. 
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other than neurophysiology in attempting to explain subjective feel. Yet, we can read McGinn as 

suggesting the general notion that the only fruitful explanatory strategy in the case of 

consciousness is to focus primarily on Marr's third level ~ the hardware implementation level — 

and from observation of that level attempt at inference to whatever cognitive phenomenon we are 

interested in explaining. This just is the pure bottom approach dismissed as unsatisfactory by 

most who are concerned about explanation of higher level phenomena. 

Can Marr's three levels help explain subiective feel? 

Given that it is clear that there are more tools available to us in our attempt to 

explain high level cognitive phenomena than McGinn has conceded, the question remains 

whether such tools are helpful in the explanation of subjective feel. It will help to compare the 

case of subjective feel with a case in which explanation is clearly obtained in virtue of the use of 

Marr's method to see whether the cases are analogous. Remember that what we are in search of 

according to McGinn is the mysterious link between the physiological processes of the brain and 

subjective feel. Can this be obtained by the method outlined above? 

Take the case of visual processing: One aspect of visual processing is the 

detection of shapes. One of the functions of the visual system is to identify shapes. Now there 

are several ways in which this might be done. i.e. there are several, perhaps many, algorithms 

which may achieve shape detection. One is to compute the intensity of light, and gradations of 

light, contrast, etc. in order to distinguish edges. We might discover then that the implementation 

level provides us with an account of how the computations at the algorithmic level are achieved. 
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What is important for my purposes here is the link between the implementation level and the 

computational level. McGinn claims that by looking closely at the physiological level, even if 

we're allowed to make inferences to the best explanation based on this level, we will never be in 

a position to see the link between that lower level and the higher, subjective feel level. While I 

have conceded the possibility of this I have also shown that McGirm has not exhausted the 

explanatory possibilities. 

It turns out that there are cells in the visual cortex, the "on surround, off center" 

and "off surround, on center" cells that serve well as the implementation medium of the 

computation of light intensities for the purposes of edge detection, and thus for shape detection. 

Let us assume, as McGinn does, that we are only allowed to observe these cells in the visual 

cortex in order to explain the link between them and higher level visual processing of shapes. 

Will mere perception of the behavior of such cells plus inference to the best explanation ever 

reveal the link between on-surround, off-center cells and the ability to detect shapes? Answer: 

yes and no. No, if we do not incorporate the algorithm level. Yes if we do. 

It seems clear that observation of cells which have the property delineated above 

will do little to reveal the link between such cells and shape detection. What is necessar\' is the 

intemiediate level — that of the representation of edges. Only by discovering the function of the 

higher level phenomenon -- in our case, the detection of shape — and by specifying a possible 

algorithm for achieving this function — in our case by using the representation of edges — can we 

come to a full understanding of how the higher level phenomenon is dependent upon the lower 

level neurophysiological processing. 
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Conclusion 

In the end I do not believe McGinn achieved his goal of exhausting the possible 

explanatory possibilities with which to explain high level psychological properties in terms of 

low level properties. There is at least one explanatory strategy that he failed to consider — the 

Marrian strategy ~ which is an extremely important one in psychology and cognitive science. 

What distinguishes McGinn from the other theorists I discusses in this chapter is that he at least 

pro\ ided some possible strategies for explanation which went beyond the reductionist claims of 

Jackson, Searle, and Chalmers. Reduction is not the only type of explanation available to us, and 

the more we attempt to be precise in our possibilities the better. I think that the focus should be 

on just this goal. Little has been said about what kinds of phenomena are amenable to the 

explanatory strategies found in cognitive science, and about where subjective feel might fit in 

with respect to these. I will say much more about what makes for a good explanation of 

psychological phenomena, and what strategies we have at our disposal, in the next chapter. In the 

end I will partially agree with those that I discussed in this chapter. But only after a much more 

exhaustive search of the explanatory tools we have at hand in cognitive science. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Introduction 

In the last chapter I discussed those theorists who have attempted to provide an 

account of subjective feel. I have shown that much of the theorizing about consciousness has 

focused on ontological issues as opposed to explanatory issues. Of course, what ontological 

commitments you have determines what kinds of entities you find require an explanation, but 

those whom I discussed in the last chapter stop short of providing the requisite explanation even 

after having committed themselves to an ontological conclusion. Most of them claimed that 

subjective feel was in an ontological category of its own and thus defied physicalistic 

explanation. However, they say too little about the nature of explanation. I believe much more 

might be said on what makes for proper explanation in cognitive science in the context of 

subjective feel. 

In this chapter I discuss some of the best explanatory strategies we have to work 

with in cognitive science to see how far we can go in providing an explanation of subjective feel. 

I begin with Owen Flanagan's position on psychological explanation. Flanagan believes that with 

the explanatory tools currently available to us, we are in a good position to know how to explain 

subjective feel. I argue that upon analysis, his method is lacking. I then extend the discussion of 

the Marrian explanatory strategy for phenomena in the cognitive sciences. I argue that subjective 

feel is not explainable even by Marrian lights. I then turn to a discussion of connectionist"" 

explanation. Defenders of the connectionist strategy sometimes tout it as a distinct type of 
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explanatory strategy, and some think it is better suited to explain cognitive phenomena than 

standard computationalist explanations where phenomena are explained by appeal to symbolic 

representations and rules governing those representations. I will consider whether such an 

explanatory strategy really provides something new, and if so whether an explanation of that sort 

might be better suited to explain subjective feel than the Marrian explanatory procedure. In the 

end I will argue that subjective feel is beyond the grasp of connectionism as well. 

Is McGinn right anvwav? 

While it may be the case that McGinn has not explicitly allowed for the 

suggestions I made in the last chapter concerning the Marrian type of three-level explanatory 

strategy, he may find the strategy wanting nonetheless in the case of consciousness. In this 

chaper I describe more completely the Marrian strategy. I argue that even if it is taken into 

consideration in our attempt to explain consciousness, in the end it will fall short, and so at least 

part of McGinn's and the other pessimists' argument is left in tact. To foretell somewhat, this 

will be due to the fact that the second level, that of representation or algorithm, caruiot be 

delineated when subjective feel is at issue. WTien this is the case, all the neurophysiology can 

provide us with are correlations, which, at least with respect to the mental, are not explanations. 

Owen Flanagan has tackled McGinn's challenge and arrives at a much more 

optimistic conclusion in his Consciousness Reconsidered. In an attempt to explicate my position 

on all of this, I will detail Flanagan's arguments against McGinn's pessimism and show how his 

For the locus classicus of connectionism see McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986. 
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reasoning on this issue is distinct from mine. Flanagan attempts to broaden our notion of 

explanation to extricate us from McGinn's pessimistic position. But in the end, Flanagan's 

expanded idea of what makes for a good psychological explanation, and thus for a good 

explanation of subjective feel, is misguided. Flanagan says this about McGinn's claim that we 

will never be in a position to make the link between consciousness and neurophysiology 

intelligible: "McGinn's misstep comes from forgetting that consciousness has already been 

introduced. We are not looking for an explanation of'physical phenomena alone', at least not 

physical phenomena narrowly understood. There is a prior commitment to the existence of 

consciousness. Thus both brain facts and facts about consciousness are on the table to be 

explained. We then infer that the constellation of a certain set of phenomenological reports of 

restricted range (tastes sweet') correlate with certain sorts of brain activity (activation in the 

relevant pathways), and we infer, given an overall corrmiitment to naturalism, that the latter 

explain the former." (1992, p. 113). 

Here Flanagan is claiming that if it turned out to be the case that activation of 

certain pathways in the brain consistently correlated with certain introspective reports, then we 

should agree that such activation explains the phenomenology. He provides what he takes to be 

motivation for this claim by making an analogy between such cases and more mundane cases 

such as water being explained by the fact that it is H,0, or life being explained by DNA. 

.A.nticipating the objection that such brute correlation does no explanator\' work, Flanagan writes, 

"the fact that water is H,0, once spelled out, accounts fully for the properties of water. The 

account is fully satisfactory, even if not fully satisfying. Suppose that McGinn accepted the fact 

that water is H,0 fully explains the nature of water, in the sense that it provides a satisfactory 
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analysis of the nature of water. If he accepted this much, it is hard to see how he could reject a 

well-motivated enumeration saying that consciousness (of different kinds) supervenes on neural 

states of such and such kind.... It is hard to see why the accounts of the nature of water in terms 

of its molecular structm-e, etc. aren't also brute. If McGinn places higher demands on a theory of 

consciousness not to leave certain things brute, he needs to provide reasons why. He doesn't 

provide them." (p. 119) 

There are several problematic assumptions underlying Flanagan's discussion here. 

First of all, he begins by claiming that in some cases correlations are explanatory. So finding out 

that the experience of, say, a red object is always correlated with a certain pattern of activity in 

neurons explains the experience. I will have more to say about this type of explanatory strategy 

later, but suffice it to say here that this type of strategy is not always properly explanatory. To 

use an age-worn example in a somewhat different manner, the height of a flagpole is correlated 

with the length of its shadow and the angle of the sun, in that any time the sun is 30 degrees 

above the horizon and the shadow is 20 feet long, the flagpole is 50 feet high. But we have not 

explained the height of the flagpole by noting this correlation. 

To bring this home and to make a further point, prior to an understanding of the 

nature of the kinds of bonds made by certain molecules, we may have known that water was 

always correlated with H,0, but we would not have had an explanation of certain properties of 

water, namely its ability to be found in different forms, solid, gaseous, and liquid. We had to 

have an understanding of how the molecules move with respect to each other, how heat affects 

the motion of molecules, and how movement of molecules results in the global properties it 

results in, before these properties were fully explained. This goes beyond simple brute 
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correlation. Actually, Flanagan seems to be aware of this ~ although he claims here, in his reply 

to McGinn, that brute correlation is enough in the case of water and should be enough in the case 

of e.xperience, elsewhere he speaks of the importance of what he calls the "triangulation" method 

of explanation. While on the surface, the triangulation method looks like an improvement over 

the correlation as explanation view, I will show that the former actually collapses to the latter, so 

is no improvement at all. 

The triangulation method of explanation is expressed by Flanagan in the 

following way: "Start by treating three different lines of analysis with equal respect. Give 

phenomenology its due. Listen carefully to what individuals have to say about how things seem. 

.'Mso. let the psychologists and cognitive scientists have their way. Listen carefully to their 

descriptions about how mental life works and what jobs consciousness has, if any, in its overall 

economy. Finally listen carefully to what the neuroscientists say about how conscious mental 

events of different sorts are realized, and examine the fit between their stories and the 

phenomenological and psychological stories." (p. 11) 

It is clear from the above quotation that Flanagan has more in mind as far as an 

e.xplanatory strategy for explaining experience goes than was suggested in his reply to McGinn. 

.A.nd in fact we might fit the water story into the triangulation method (modified of course to deal 

with physical as opposed to psychological properties) and come up with an explanation that is 

satisfying. Take the property of liquidity. Here is how it might fit into a type of triangulation 

method. First allow for the fact that there is such a property as liquidity. Then, listen to the 

physicists as they give a description of the way molecules interact and bond. Finally listen to the 

chemists who discover which molecules realize water. How is this distinct from the explanatory 
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method of brute correlation that Flanagan eluded to in the aforementioned passage? It may be 

helpful to provide an example offered by Flanagan to make this all clear. 

In a well known auditory study by Lackner and Garrett (1973), subjects, wearing 

headphones, are told to attend to only one ear where a target sentence is provided. In one case the 

sentence was "The lieutenant put out the lantern to signal the attact." The important thing is that 

this sentence is ambiguous; 'put out' can mean either 1.) 'set out' (as on a ledge) or 2.) 

'extinguish'. In the unattended ear the disambiguating stimulus is provided in the form of a 

sentence such as "he extinguished the flame". The subjects report no awareness of the 

disambiguating sentence and yet when asked to provide the meaning of the sentence they prefer, 

to a statistically significant degree, the meaning supplied to the unattended ear. Such report 

offers access to the phenomenology of the subject, according to Flanagan. 

What can cognitive psychology tell us about this phenomenon? One explanation 

is that there is processing of acoustic information in both the attended and unattended channels, 

but while processing of meaning goes on in the unattended chamiel, it is not made available to 

conscious awareness. The processing in the unattended channel is implicit and so not retreivable 

for verbal report. Of course, this is not the only plausible candidate for what might be going on. 

Perhaps, as Dennett might argue, the information in the unattended ear was explicitly processed, 

i.e. was available to consciousness, but was so short-lived that the subject forgot it. In order to 

pinpoint the right explanation we must look to the neuroscientist. Flanagan offers the following 

as a possible way in which neuroscience might help us here. Imagine, for instance, that Crick 

and Koch (1990) are right and that 40hz oscillatory patterns in the brain are what subserve 

conscious awareness of a stimulus. We need only look at the brain during the auditory 
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disambiguation task and see whether it is the case that when information is provided to the 

unattended ear there is an accompanying 40hz oscillation. 

Flanagan contends that once the above mentioned triangulation is finished, we 

will have ended up with an explanation of experience. Of course, and as I have stated previously, 

we ought to be very wary of claims that rely on finished science. It is no easy task -- perhaps 

even practically impossible as I will discuss below -- to discover the correlative neuronal states 

underlying conscious experience. But assuming it can be done, does the triangulation method 

actually provide us with an explanation of experience that is satisfying? What Flanagan has done 

is add a level of analysis, the cognitive psychology level, in an attempt to argue, contra McGinn, 

that we need not just rely on observation of neural states to understand how it is that conscious 

experience arises from them. As 1 mentioned in the previous chapter, one useful explanatory 

strategy in the psychological sciences is the Marrian strategy. Does Flanagan's strategy work as 

well? It may be helpful, prior to a full discussion of Flanagan's triangulation method, to spell out 

Marr's strategy in more detail so as to get a good sense of what the differences are and why I 

think Marr's works as a model for explaining certain aspects of our psychology while Flanagan's 

does not. Once this is done we will be in a position to see why it is that neither Mart nor 

Flanagan can account for subjective experience. 

Marr's three levels revisited: 

Psychological systems are information processing systems and, according to 

Marr, there are three different levels at which an information processing system must be 
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understood before the entire system is understood." These are the abstract computational theory 

level, the representation and algorithm level, and the hardware implementation level. The 

questions needed to be answered by each of the levels are the following: 

1.) Computational Theory: What is the goal of the computation, why is it appropriate, and 

what is the logic of the strategy by which it can be carried out? 

2.) Representation and Algorithm: How can this computational theory be implemented? 

In particular, what is the representation for the input and output, and what is the algorithm for the 

transformation? 

3.) Hardware Implementation: How can the representation and algorithm be realized 

physically? 

' Robert Cummins and William Bechtel have similar leanings in their beliefs about what it takes to 

provide good explanations in psychology. Cummins says this about what makes for proper explanation: 

"Good property theories are wonderfully satisfying: we know how temperature is instantiated, how 

inheritance is instantiated, how electricity is instantiated, how solubility is instantiated." What is it for 

system S to have property P? Construct an analysis of S that explains S"s possession of P by appeal to the 

propenies of S's components and their mode of organization. The process often has as a preliminary stage 

an analysis of P itself into propenies of S or S's components. (1983, p. 15) Successful analysis yields an 

explanatory' payoff when we come to see that something having the kinds of components specified, 

organized in the way specified, is bound to have the target property ." (p. 16) Bechtel sees the same kind of 

benefit to what he calls "decompositionality" of explananda. He writes, "decomposition allows the 

subdivision of the explanatory' task so that the task becomes manageable and the system intelligible. 

Decomposition assumes that one activity of a whole system is the product of a set of subordinate functions 

performed in the system." (p. 23) This explanatory strategy is common in much of contemporary 

neuroscience; researchers try to decompose the tasks performed by the brain into component usks and then 

seek evidence that these tasks are actually performed by neural components." (1998, p. 308) 
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Marr was most interested in the visual system and attempted to provide a full 

explanation of how the visual image is constructed. I will concentrate here on an aspect of visual 

cognition as an example. First the goal of the computation must be provided. In the case of vision 

there might be many goals, but perhaps the most important are the ability to recognize and 

interact with objects as well as know their position in space, their pattern of motion, their size, 

texture, and shape. All these goals will have different strategies by which they can be carried out, 

so let us focus on just one for ease of analysis. In order to recognize an object, that object must 

be distinguished from background. The construction of a visual image of an object was one of 

the main areas of focus in Marr's work. How might a visual image be constructed out of 

differences in light intensity, which is all that is available to visual receptors? One thing that is 

required is the ability to detect edges. This can be accomplished by the representation of sudden 

changes in intensity. Of course, just the ability to detect sudden changes in intensity is not 

enough to detect the boundaries of objects. But it is necessary. So what we have so far is a goal; 

distinguish object from background, and a strategy: use differences in light intensity. Now we 

can turn to the representation and algorithm level, and finally the hardware implementation level. 

Marr suggested the following as a plausible representation for determining 

changes in light intensity; If we think of a two-dimensional array of pixels as in digitized images, 

each having an intensity value, then we need just compare neighboring pixels and lake the 

difference between each pair of pixel values. If the two pixels are of equal value then there is no 

intensity change. If there is a negative or positive difference in value then there is a decrease or 

increase (respectively) in intensity. This is described as applying a "first-order difference 

operator" to each pixel. The results of applying this operator can be explicitly represented by 
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creating an array consisting of the values of the operator at each point. This will provide us with 

values of zero where the intensity is not changing and nonzero values where it is. Such nonzero 

values give us an approximation of the first partial derivative of the intensity function. 

Furthermore, if we take the second-order difference of the first array, the result is an array that 

amplifies the differences by providing "zero-crossings". This approximates the second partial 

derivative of the intensity fiinction. An easy way of accomplishing this is by looking for changes 

in sign. While this is a somewhat truncated version of the whole story it gives us enough of the 

story to now ask whether this kind of representational scheme has a hardware implementation in 

the brain. As it turns out, there are cells that accomplish the zero-crossing function. These are the 

retinal ganglion cells referred to in the last chapter known as on-center/off-surround and off-

center/on-surround cells. To repeat, these are cells which have zones of excitation in the center 

and zones of inhibition in the surround areas, or vice versa. The existence of such cells in the 

visual system result in a clear method by which the function required by the algorithmic level can 

be achieved. 

VVhv the Marrian Strategv Works 

There is something deeply satisfying about this (albeit partial) explanation of 

visual object recognition — or the ability to distinguish an object from background. Getting clear 

on u hat exactly makes this a good explanation is the object of this section. A large part of what 

makes explanations of the sort discussed above satisfying is that they are hierarchical. We start 

out with the phenomenon we are trying to provide an explanation for (visual object 

discrimination) and we provide a possible method by which it can be achieved (in this case light 
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intensity differences). So what we have done is analyzed the problem of visual object 

discrimination into parts, one of which we think has to do with distinguishing different light 

intensities. Having gone this far we then provide a possible representational scheme which might 

be able to subserve performance of the task of distinguishing light intensities; and finally we 

discover whether there are cells or networks in the brain that might implement the 

representational scheme. One particularly important virtue of this kind of explanatory strategy is 

that it is empirically testable. If it had turned out that there were no cells in the early visual 

system that had the property of on/center ofCsurround, etc. then the explanation would have been 

left wanting. Moreover, when we discover that there are such retinal ganglion cells, we feel like 

we need go no further in our explanation of this particular phenomenon (distinguishing light 

intensities). At this point we have reached the level of primitive processor, an explanation of 

which would take us out of the realm of psychology and to the realm of cell biology. 

How does this kind of explanatory strategy compare to the triangulation method 

prov ided by Flanagan? Recall that Flanagan is interested in providing an explanation for 

subjective experience, whereas Marr was not explicitly after such an explanation. Marr's 

explanation of visual object discrimination might just as well have applied to computer vision --

presuming no subjective e.xperience on the part of the "seeing" computer. However, the object 

of explanation might be put aside for the moment (although it is certainly the case that the 

explanandum places restrictions on the explanans) in order to focus on the general explanatory 

strategy apart from what it is attempting to explain. I have already provided one example of 

Fianangan's above with the case of binaural ambiguous sentence processing. It might be helpful 
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to provide one other example of what he takes to be an explanation of a type of subjective 

experience to see how far removed the triangulation method is from Marr's three levels of 

analysis. 

Flanagan offers the example of visual rivalry in the rhesus monkey. In this case 

the monkey is trained to reliably report whether it has the perception of a line moving up or of a 

line moving down. This is done by training the monkey either to press a bar for the different 

directions or to saccade to the left or to the right. To obtain a neural correlate, the activity of 

neurons in the superior temporal sulcus (the seat of motion detection) was measured as the 

monkey made its "reports" about the direction of movement. What was found was that some of 

the neurons that were recorded responded to the straight retinal simulation, but others "reflected 

the monkeys' reported perception of motion detection", (taken from Logothetis and Schall 1989, 

761—Flanagan p. 16). Flanagan says the following about the example provided above: "First 

there is the assumption that there is something it is like for a monkey to have visual experience. 

Second, good old-fashioned psychological techniques of operant conditioning are used to train 

the monkeys to provide reports about what they see. Finally, these reports are linked with 

detailed observations of the activity of 66 neurons to yield information about the distinct brain 

processes subserving perceptual experiences of upward and downward moving lines. This is 

knowledge by triangulation. The natural method works." (p. 16) 

There are two questions that initially come to mind when assessing the above 

example for explanatory worthiness. First, what exactly is the explanandum? Second, is the 

explanation successful? I will take the first question first. Flanagan has stated that the examples 

I have provided here are cases of explanation of subjective experience, and this by 1.) showing 
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that there is a subjective experience of something, 2.) that there is some psychological story to 

tell about it, and 3.) that there is some neural correlate of the experience. So let us assume that it 

is an explanation of the subjective experience of a bar moving in either of two different 

directions. Part one of the triangulation method does not seem, on the face of it, to do any 

explanatory work. It is the phenomenon that is in need of explanation ~ the explanandum. Part 

two of the story is supposed to be doing much of the explanatory work if we are to believe 

Flanagan when he offers this method as an answer to McGinn. In the rhesus monkey example the 

psychological story is a short one. It is a psychological fact that most creatures can be 

conditioned to respond in certain ways to certain stimuli. Moreover, the creature must have 

access to the stimulus, i.e the creature must perceive the stimulus — in this case a bar of light 

moving in one direction or another. But does the fact that the monkey is able to report which 

direction it perceives a light moving offer us an explanation of the subjective experience? It is 

hard to see how. This may give us some evidence that the monkey has subjective experiences, 

but then, at least in this case, criterion two simply collapses into criterion one. Perhaps it gives 

us something else as well though. The monkey has the ability to report on what it perceives (the 

light moving in one direction or another). When it reports one direction, there is neural activity of 

one sort, and when it reports the other direction, there is neural activity of a different sort. 

Perhaps we can even elicit the report by stimulating the neurons we have found to correspond to 

the different directions. We have not been given the details of the neural story, but one can be 

constructed easily. There need be neurons which respond selectively to movement in one 

direction and not the other, and vice versa. And, upon stimulation of these neurons, we evoke 

the proper report. 
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Assuming we have such a neural story to tell, we have now wrested all we can 

from Flanagan's method — simply put, we have a story about the neural correlate of a certain 

kind of behavior, a behavior which we take to be indicative of a subjective experience. Assuming 

further that the neural correlates are correlates of the perception of the stimulus and not just the 

report response, we have the following story: Whenever the monkey perceives the bar of light 

moving, the monkey has a subjective experience of the bar of light moving. The monkey's 

reports indicate when it is having an experience of the light moving in one direction vs. the other. 

These reports correspond to different neural activation states, states which underly the perception 

of movement in one direction or the other. Additionally, stimulation of the neurons results in 

report. All this having been said, do we now have an explanation of the subjective experience of 

seeing a moving bar of light? It does not appear so, because the only way it could be is if we 

lake correlations to be explanations. But correlations are very unsatisfying candidates for 

explanations of mental phenomena. The way best to see how unsatisfying they are is to show 

what the real difference between Flanagan's method and Marr's method is, now that we have the 

full stor>'. 

How does Flanagan's method fare as a general theory of explanation compared 

with Marr? Recall that the Marrian method takes the explanandum — whatever it may be ~ and 

analyzes it into subcomponents. Each subcomponent is hypothesized to be subserved by a 

representational scheme, and then a neural implementation of that scheme can be sought. One 

important difference (but certainly not the only difference) between this method and Flanagan's 

method is that the neural implementation story is actually doing some work. Recall that in 
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Marr's example of visual object discrimination, after one of its components was hypothesized to 

be light intensity differences, it was then hypothesised to be subserved by a representational 

scheme of pixels and differences in intensity between pixels. Cells were then discovered that not 

only were correlated with light intensity differences, but were obvious representations or 

isomorphisms of light intensity differences. It is possible to view such cells as light intensity 

detectors (or indicators) because of their structure. They are detectors of light intensity 

differences not only because they respond to light intensity differences (correlate with them) but 

also because their physical constitution necessitates a response to light intensity differences, and 

we see how the necessity holds. When the photoreceptors in the center of the receptive field of 

an on-center, off-surround ganglion cell are activated, the cell responds. When the 

photoreceptors in the surround of the receptive field of the same cell are activated, the cell is 

inhibited. Because of these receptive field properties, on-center cells respond best when the light 

intensities in the center and surround are very different, and respond only very weakly to uniform 

illumination. In other words, their receptive field properties result in an isomorphism between the 

ganglion firing properties and the input to the photoreceptors they are connected to. This is a 

vast improvement over saying that there are some cells whose activity correlates with perceiving 

a bar oflight moving in one direction. There is nothing to distinguish these cells from any other 

cells apart from the fact that they fire at certain times and not others, or that if you stimulate them 

they result in report of movement. In other words, we do not have an explanation of how they 

might subserv e such a phenomenon, only that they do. 

Moreover, what we have reached at the point of implementation on Marr's 

method is the level of primitive processor. We have analyzed a psychological task into subtasks 
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up to the level that requires no further analysis ~ at least for purposes of explaining light 

intensity discriminations. If we wanted to explain the cellular structure of such cells we might 

want to go further and seek an understanding of the molecular basis of such structiire. But for 

purposes of explaining light intensity discrimination we need not go so far. In other words, we 

are left with nothing left over that is in need of explanation. 

Aside from all this, what distinguishes Flanagan from Marr is the fact that the 

explanandum is not broken down into parts. We have no level of representation and algorithm 

because the explanandum (the conscious experience of the stimulus) is unanalyzed and perhaps 

unanalyzable. And it is because of this that the only possible explanatory strategy that might be 

applied to it is that of correlation. We have a high level unanalyzed phenomenon (experience of a 

moving bar of light) and we look to see what neural activity is correlated with it. What seems to 

be most lacking is the representation/algorithm level and a neural implementation story that 

provides something to the explanation. Without breaking down the explanandum into 

subcomponents there is nothing that an algorithm or representational scheme can be applied to, 

and without this level a neural story cannot get off the ground. This is the problem with any 

attempted explanation of subjective feel. The qualitative experience is the explanandum, but 

qualitative experiences are not made up of parts.^® Since only a correlational story can then be 

made with respect to the neurophysiology, we are left with an unsatisfying explanation. 

"" It might be said that some qualitative experiences are made out of parts. For example, my 

qualitative experience of the scene in front of me consists of qualitative experiences of my computer, my 
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While I have spent quite a bit of time on one example of the Marrian strategy, I 

believe it is helpful to look at other attempts at explanations of mental phenomena to see how 

well they conform to this kind of strategy. 1 will show that the extent to which such explanations 

are satisfying is just the extent to which they conform to a Marrian framework. Later in the 

chapter I will discuss what a different approach to explaining cognitive phenemona might consist 

in, and why I think it fails to adequately explain mental phenomena. For now, I will discuss two 

additional examples of what I take to be instances of cognitive phenomena for which we have 

explanations, to illustrate how far we have come in cognitive science at providing explanations, 

and how far we may have left to go. The two cases I will discuss are learning to spatially 

navigate a maze, and reaching for a desired target. Both instances reiy heavily on animal studies, 

as these are the only cases in which we have strong enough tools to integrate the neural story 

with the behavioral story. 

Spatial Navigation 

Rats are extremely good at learning spatial navigation tasks. How might this 

capacity be e.xplained? Recall that the Marrian strategy requires the following steps: (1) What is 

the goal of the computation? (2) How can this computational theory be implemented? In 

particular, what is the representation for the input and output, and what is the algorithm for the 

transformation? and (3) How can the representation and algorithm be realized physically? In the 

case ofleaming to spatially navigate an environment, the goal is to leam one's position in 

coffee cup, my plants, etc. This is uncontroversial. However, the "parts" are just further instances of the 

explananda in question. I will further discuss this issue below. 
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relation to the external environment, and also to remember where salient events or objects occur. 

One way of achieving this is to construct a spatial map of the environment and to construct one's 

position on that map.®' The representations required might be representations of current place 

located within a system of places having a determinate distance and direction from the current 

location. In other words, representations of both ego- and allo-centric space would be required. 

Many studies have shown that rats use visual landmarks to guide them to goal locations (Collett 

et al. 1986; O'Keefe and Conway, 1980; Suzuki et al. 1980). However, it has also been shown 

that rats can find their way back to a starting location without the use of such landmarks. They 

use self-motion cues — sometimes called path integration or dead reckoning. (Etienne 1992; 

Gallistel 1990; Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt 1980) To learn a task, such as where a food reward 

is located on a maze, the rat must know where it is with respect to the location of the reward on 

previous trials.Can a hardware implementation story be told that is satisfying? In order to 

construct a map of an environment the places within that envirorunent must be represented. As it 

turns out there are cells in certain regions of the hippocampus of rats (CAl, CA3 and dentate 

gyrus) that are found to fire when a rat is in a particular location on a maze or track. (Nadel et al. 

1985. McNaughton et al. 1996 Muller 1987, O'Keefe 1976) Such "place cells" show spatially 

selecti\'e firing and are thought to underlie the maplike representation based on landmark cues 

that seems to be part of what is required for spatial naviagation. In addition to these "place cells" 

Of course. I am keeping the stor\' ver\- simple. There is quite a bit of controversy around the issue 

of spatial maps (see. e.g. Cohen and Eichenbaum (1993)) and no doubt much more of the story needs to be 

filled m. I am here only providing a possible explanation of the phenomenon at issue for purposes of 

illustration. I will try to show just where the explanation is lacking, which is why there is still room for 

controversy. 
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there are what have been dubbed " head-direction" cells (Taube et al. I990ab, 1996) found in the 

postsubiculum, anterior thalamus, and other brain regions. (Taube 1995, Mizumori and Williams 

1993) These cells fire when the rat's head is pointed in a particular direction, regardless of the 

animal's location in the environment or the position of the body relative to the head. Such head-

direction cells may underlie a sense of direction, the self-motion aspect of spatial navigation. 

Armed with the knowledge of the existence of such cells, are we finished 

explaining rats' capacity to spatially navigate? It seems that this neural story is lacking 

something ~ it does not seem quite as satisfying as the neural story given in the edge detection 

scenario. And this is because there is a difference between the way this neural implementation 

story works and how the one concerning edge detection worked. In the case of edge detection, 

what aided greatly in understanding exactly how edges might be computed was the fact that there 

was a kind of "structure" in the cell that made a difference. Since the receptive fields of on/center 

off''surround cells and off/center on/surround are differentially activated they are excellent 

candidates for underlying contrast detection. Since, as was discussed previously, there was a 

clear isomorphism between the kind of thing to be detected (edges) and the response patterns of 

the ganglion cells, we can "see" how this works, we can see how the reliance on differences in 

sign aids in explaining the phenomenon. However, in the story about spatial navigation, there is 

no such structure to the place- or head direction-cell, at least that we are aware of at the moment. 

AW we know is that every time the rat runs through a particular spot on a given maze place-cell 

P fires, or head-direction-cell H fires. It is probably the case that such cells are encoding place 

and head direction and subserve (at least in part) the spatial navigation abilities of rats, but even 

gi\ en these facts we do not yet have a satisfying explanation of how they do it. That we do not 
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have such an explanation explains why there is much controversy still over the role of place cells 

and head-direction cells. No one is sure exactly what their roles are in spatial navigation, in fact, 

there are studies showing that without a hippocampus rats are still able to spatially navigate 

(albeit not quite as well as normals). Questions arise about whether the place cells are really 

encoding place, or something else (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Hampson and Deadwyler, 

1992; Deadwyler and Hampson, 1999; Deadwyler, et al. 1989) We could not ask this question of 

the on/center off7surround cells discussed in the edge detection case. The structure of such cells 

necessitates contrast detection. 

I think these questions about what the "place" cells are actually encoding can 

arise because there is nothing to differentiate such cells from other cells except in their 

differential response properties. They respond to certain things and not others. But the 

explanatory point we have reached in these cases is that of brute correlation. We are effectively 

saying that anytime the rat runs through spot S, cell P fires, just as we say that when presented 

with taste T. cell G fires, or when presented with object O, cell V fires. These are interesting 

characteristics only insofar as they may help to provide an understanding of what brain areas 

underlie what kinds of sensory processes, but that is really as far as they go at the moment. And 

the problem with this, as with all such correlations, is that they do not offer further understanding 

of the phenomenon. The neural story does very little explanatory work. Of course there is the 

further issue that we will probably never know exactly what the response properties of any cell 

are given that we would have to test every possible stimulus on them to see whether they had a 

response or not. And we can never know exactly which combinations of stimuli would get a 

response, unless we test all the possible combinations of stimuli, which is practically impossible. 
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This, once again, gets at the heart of the problem, which is that when all we have is a correlation, 

we have no explanatory leverage. We cannot know exactly what the cells we are interested in are 

doing if there is no structure upon which to get a foothold. 

This being said, someone may object that looking for structure in single neurons 

is not necessary. Perhaps when it is difHcult to find explanatorily useful structure in single cells, 

we might benefit by looking to properties of neuronal ensembles to see whether the structure 

found there might be of help. So, the next example of a cognitive science explanation I discuss is 

direction of arm movement, an explanation that requires looking at properties of groups of 

neurons in its story about hardware implementation. 

Directional Arm Movement 

In a set of experiments performed by Apostolos Georgopoulos and his 

colleagues", rhesus monkeys were trained to reach towards a target light in order to obtain a 

reward. How might this capacity to direct arm movement towards a given target be explained? In 

order to fit it into the Marrian scheme we need to ask the questions delineated above: the goal, 

representation, and implementation questions. In the case at issue here the goal is to enact the 

proper arm movement in the right direction and with the right velocity to obtain the reward. 

WTiat is important in order to achieve this goal is to compute the desired position of the arm from 

the curreni position. This requires a representation of current position and a representation of the 

desired position and a coordinate transformation between the two positions. For purposes of 

See Journal of Neuroscience, August 1988, (8) for three such papers on this issue. Also see 

Georgopoulos, et al. 1986. 
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illustration I will focus here only on the coordinate transformation between current position and 

desired position. What is most interesting about Georgopoulos's work is the nature of the 

hardware implementation level concerning this transformation. In the case of edge detection we 

saw that there are cells which can perform the function required of them by having the property 

of structured response. That is, their on/off surround, on/off center response property is what 

gave us the satisfying explanation of how it is that neurons might be able to perform the function 

of edge detection. 

What Georgopoulos et al. discovered in their attempt to trace out the neural story 

underlying the monkey's ability to make coordinate transformations between current position 

and target position, was that it was the ensemble properties of the implementing neurons that 

provided the explanatory weight. Looking at single neurons was not useful to them as far as 

explaining the arm movements. As it turns out, neurons in the motor cortical area are very 

broadly tuned, that is, they respond to a large variety of directional trajectories. The way the 

researchers went about testing the nature of the neuronal population code was to first 

elcctrophysiologically record the extracellular activity of single neurons in the motor cortex 

contralateral to the performing arm. They then analyzed the relations between the activity of 

these cells and the direction of arm movement in three dimensional space. They used the 

frequency of discharge from the onset of the target illumination until the end of the movement as 

a measure of the neuronal activity. Many of the neurons that they recorded were "directionally 

tuned", meaning they responded to some arm movement or other. But, again, since they were 

ver\' broadly tuned — they responded to many different directions of movement — they looked to 

the neuronal ensemble as the relevant unit to be considered as the implementation of this 
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capacity. Georgopolos et al. found that individual cells make what they call "weighted vectorial 

contributions (that is, they "vote") along the axis of their preferred direction." (1988, p.2935) 

The vector sum of these contributions (the population vector) points in the direction of 

movement. In other words, a vector of each cell's preferred direction represented that cell's 

contribution, and then all the cell's contributions (vectors) were summed to provide a unique 

outcome of preferred direction. This population vector points in the direction of movement. 

I provided this example of an attempt at proper explanation of a capacity because 

it shows how properties of neuronal populations, rather than properties of single neurons, might 

be the unit of relevance at the hardware implementation level. It is very important, for purposes 

of comparison, that we have an example of an explanation of some mental phenomena that relies 

on the combined activity of a population of neurons. Recall that some philosophers, Searle for 

instance (1992), have claimed that subjective feel is an emergent property arising from the 

activation of neuronal populations. While this may be the case, he has not given any indication of 

how an explanation is supposed to be carried out. Looking at cases in cognitive science where 

understanding the patterns of activation of neuronal populations aids in explaining a phenomena, 

cases in which real explanations are being attempted, helps us to see where we are lacking in our 

ability to explain certain things, including subjective feel. It is very important to note that while 

the explanation of directional arm movement included a story about the population of neurons 

underlying it. this level would not, by itself, explain the phenomenon. To say that directional arm 

movement emerges from certain subsets of neuronal populations is to say quite a lot, but not 

enough. A much more structured story must be told, and this is exactly what the Marrian 

strategy does. 
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Subjective Feel 

An explanation of the Marrian sort applied to subjective feel fails in two respects. 

First, since I contend that subjective feel is unanalyzed, and perhaps unanalyzable, we have not, 

and perhaps cannot, provide a representation/algorithm level of analysis for it. If there is no 

structure to the property we are interested in explaining, there is no breaking it down into 

subcomponents. So we lose the representation level. We end up in the same kind of situation as 

we are in with respect to liquidity. In explaitung liquidity, we do not break down the property 

into parts and then see how those parts are implemented. There is just the unanalyzed property 

(liquidity) and a "hardware" story. But that is good enough in the case of liquidity. 

Understanding the hardware story — molecular movement and bonding — results in 

understanding liquidity. But this will not do for subjective feel. Without analyzing subjective 

feel into subcomponents, the only neural story we will be able to tell is a correlational (perhaps 

causal) story. We can say that whenever neural pattern N is activated, qualitative state Q occurs, 

and we may even be able to say N causes qualitative state Q. However, in so doing we are far 

removed from an adequate explanation of Q. 

Is subjective feel analyzable into subcomponents? Is it possible to break down the 

explanandum into representations, and algorithms which work on those representations? To 

answer this question, let us focus on the prototypical qualitative state, pain. The phenomenon in 

need of explanation is my capacity to have a feeling of pain when certain kinds of damage to my 

body occur. If we leave things at a general enough level, we can say that pain might be 

decomposed into the different subcomponents, e.g. throbbing, stinging, aching, etc. To do so. 
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however, will not result in what is required for a Marrian explanation. Throbbings, stingings, 

etc. are not, on the face of it, representational. But even assuming that they are representations 

of, say, certain kinds of damage, they would be single representations. Marr's second level 

requires a description of the algorithm that works over representations. But in our case, no 

algorithm could be applied, as algorithms are defined over sets of representations. To so attempt 

to decompose pain would be analogous to claiming that my capacity to dribble a basketball 

might be decomposed into different kinds of dribbling, e.g. with my right hand, with my left 

hand, behind my back, etc. Such a decomposition does not leave anything for an algorithm to 

work on. It is not some procedure over the different kinds of dribblings that results in an 

explanation of my capacity to dribble. Why? Because the different kinds of dribbling are still 

cases of dribbling. 

One might object by claiming that if the qualitative state is without structure then 

correlation ought to be sufficient as an explanation of the state. Just as liquidity, an unstructured 

emergent property, is explained by a description of its molecular substrate, so pain, an 

unstructured emergent property, is explained by a description of its neurophysiological substrate. 

There need be no decomposition for some explanations to work. The two cases are not 

analogous, however. With liquidity, the underlying substrate, water molecules and bonding 

properties of water molecules under certain conditions, we understand the emergent property 

fully by noting the substrate. To put it differently, given a description of the substrate, we could 

prcclict the higher level properties -- that the substance would not be solid, that it would not be 

gaseous, that it would be able to have certain other substances pass through it easily, that it 

would have waves and would move a certain way, etc. In so predicting, we have exhausted the 
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"higher-level" phenomenon. We have seen how liquidity is identical to the molecules and their 

relations/interactions. 

But the same prediction cannot be made for pain and its neurophysiological 

substrate, at least at our current level of understanding of neurophysiology. Assume we have a 

strong neural correlate of throbbing pain. Any time neuronal pattern P arises, the subject reports 

a throbbing pain. And presimie further that we can induce the report by activating said neurons. 

Do we have an analogous situation as we did with water? First, we are in a deeper state of 

ignorance with respect to the nature of the substrate than we are with respect to liquidity. We do 

not know enough about the way neuronal patterns arise. Second, and perhaps more importantly, 

it is extremely difficult to see how any deep understanding of neuronal activity might result in 

our ability to predict that being in such a neuronal state will hurt. In the case of liquidity, we 

have a definition that reveals what the underlying structure should be like, once we know about 

molecular bonding. Liquid things are flowing, fluid, but more cohesive than gases, etc. But 

unless we define "pain" as the behaviorists would have done, as for example, being aversive (in 

the sense of causing avoidance behavior), resulting in saying "ouch", etc. we are not in a position 

to understand the high-level phenomenon by understanding the base. 

Additionally, because we find the molecular basis of liquid substances to involve 

bonds which allow the movement of molecules around eachother but are strong enough to not 

fully disengage from eachother, we are in a position to see liquidity as identical to the substrate. 

The discovery of such identities can only occur if the substrate is seen to encompass the 

identified property, i.e. if it is seen to be predictable from or necessitated by an understanding of 

the parts and their relations. 
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Assuming we did have a correlational story concerning subjective feel, and we 

felt confident in the causal relation as well, we would only be at the first step of an explanation of 

subjective feel. We would be in a position akin to knowing that every time the temperature of 

water is raised to a certain point, the water boils, but without knowing why this occurs. We have 

an effect ~ water boiling, or qualitative state arising — and a low level correlational or causal 

description of the effect, but no real understanding of the mechanisms involved. Some may 

object here and claim that in some cases providing a correlational or causal account is sufficient 

for understanding a phenomenon. That in some cases we do not need an intermediate level. 

Some defenders of connectionism might argue this way, so I turn to a discussion of the 

connectionist explanatory program. 

Connectionism as Explanation 

At this juncture I would like to turn to what some of its adherents take to be a 

radically different type of explanatory strategy than I have been discussing so far - the 

connectionist strategy. This paradigm is touted as a new explanatory tool (see Smolensky, 1988; 

Bechiel and Abrahamsen, 1991; Churchland, PM 1989), and is taken by some (e.g. Scarlc) to be 

the place where our best bets may lie in eventually being able to explain subjective feel. 1 will 

argue that (1) the extent to which it is an explanatory strategy is the extent to which it can be 

identified with the Marrian strategy, i.e. it is not a different strategy at all, and (2) even if it is it 

cannot explain mental phenomena but only describe a way in which they may be implemented. I 

will broach the topic by a discussion of Searle's claim that connectionist systems are non-
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symbolic, and so are a distinct category of phenomena which we can use as an explanatory tool 

to help us understand cognition. In the end I will show that Searle's position results in 

connectionism being simply an implementation, and offers us little, explanatorily speaking/' The 

neural ensemble analysis I provided above, with respect to directional arm movement, aids in our 

explanation of the phenomenon because it is the last part of a complete Martian decomposition. 

The other elements of the decomposition are necessary. If connectionist explanations eschew 

these aspects they cannot perform their explanatory function for phenomena we are interested in 

in cognitive science. 

Searle and Connectionism 

At the end of his book. The Rediscovery of the Mind. Searle claims to have 

inadvenently arrived at a "defense" of connectionism. This is not surprising. He contends that 

what makes for the mental is the brain and its neurophysiological processes, and that there is no 

higher, (computational, symbolic, program) level to speak of He writes, " In our skulls there is 

just the brain with all of its intricacy, and consciousness with all its color and variety. The brain 

produces the conscious states that are occurring...But that is it. Where the mind is concerned, that 

is the end of the story. There are brute, blind neurophysiological processes and there is 

"• I do believe, however, that connectionism provides us with a strong tool to examine the nature of 

representation in certain cognitive systems. Just because connectionist explanations fall into the .Maman 

mold does not mean that they offer nothing new. The kinds of representations and processes involved in 

connectionist. %'ersus standard computationalist, accounts of cognition are vastly distinct. So the 

representation/algorithm level of analysis will look different on connectionist vs. computationalist 

accounts. 
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consciousness, but there is nothing else. [There is no] rule following, no mental information 

processing, no unconscious inferences, no mental models, no primal sketches, no 2-1/2-D 

images, no three dimensional descriptions..." (p. 228-9) 

Searle found fault with the computational claim that there are syntactic entities, 

which are the objects of formal computation, and which are intrinsic to physics. Further, the 

whole causal story, according to Searle, rests at the neurophysiological level. Searle believes 

that connectionism might satisfy all these constraints. Searle's main goal is to remove the 

representational level from explanations of the mental. For him, representations are syntactic 

entities, and thus are observer relative, so should play no role in a finished science of mentality. 

What I will show is that (1) cormectionism is representational, and (2) it is only to the extent that 

it is representational that it holds any explanatory power. Searle's view that "the whole causal 

story rests at the neurophysiological level" and that "the problem of consciousness is the problem 

of explaining exactly how neurobiological processes in the brain cause our subjective states of 

awareness" (1997, p. 192) leads him, then, to an inability to get anywhere, explanatorily, by 

adhering to connectionism. 

The Basics of Connectionism 

What Searle must find appealing about connectionism is that it seems that to fully 

define the dynamics of a neural system, all that is necessary is to provide a mathematical 

characterization of the system. What follows is a description of connectionist models provided 
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by Paul Smolensky^": "Connectionist models are large networks of simple parallel computing 

elements, each of which carries a numerical activation value which it computes from the values 

of neighboring elements in the network, using some simple numerical formula. The network 

elements, or units, influence each other's values through connections that carry a numerical 

strength, or weight. The influence of unit i on unit j is the activation value of unit i times the 

strength of the connection from i to j. Thus, if a unit has a positive activation value, its influence 

on a neighbor's value is positive if its weight to that neighbor is positive, and negative if the 

weight is negative." (p. 1) 

Input is provided by activating the input units, and this activation spreads 

throughout the network, resulting in a pattern of activation over the nodes. What is important to 

note here is that there need be no mention of syntax, symbols or representations at this level of 

description. How the system engages in rational behavior, how it leams, etc. can be made sense 

of mathematically. So it is no wonder that Searle "defends" this model. So far no appeal to 

representations has been made. What I would like to show, however, is that connectionist 

systems are just as representational as symbolic systems, and that it is by being so that they hold 

any explanatory power. 

In order for connectionism to be a viable theory of the mind, it must account for 

intentionality. Searle would clearly agree to this, given that he takes intrinsic intentionality to be 

integral to mentality. But, in providing a mathematical description of a given network we have 

taken no step in explaining how it is a cognitive system; we have simply described the dynamics 

without showing how it is that those dynamics result in meaningful behavior. Most advocates of 

• See "On the Proper Treatment of Connectionism". p. 1. 
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connectionism agree that in order to account for meaning, the states of the system must be 

representational states. Paul Churchland, for example, discusses a connectionist network that 

leams how to distinguish mines from rocks. His description of the representational character of 

the trained network is as follows: "the training process has generated a similarity gradient that 

culminates in two "hot spots" — two rough regions that represent the range of hidden-unit vector 

codings for a prototypical mine and 2l prototypical rock. The job of the top half of the network is 

then just the relatively simple one of discriminating these two subvolumes of that vector space." 

(1989, p. 205) What has occurred is a partitioning of the network's hidden-unit activation-vector 

space into a system of prototype representations, one for each of the general categories to which 

the network has been trained. So, a given activation pattern will represent something, and it is 

computation over such patterns which result in behavior that can be called cognitive. 

I would like to discuss in more detail another network model to show how 

connectionist systems are representational. NETtalk" is a model that takes in English text and 

transforms it into speech. The input is a string of seven letters and the output is the phoneme 

corresponding to the pronunciation of the central letter of the string. For each letter in a 

particular position there is a particular unit which represents it. An activity value of 1 is assigned 

to nodes representing the seven input characters in their positions, and an activity value of 0 is 

assigned to the rest of the input units, resulting in a representation of the whole letter string. The 

output phoneme is represented by a set of units representing phonetic features (where a complete 

set detemiines a phoneme). The units which make up all the features in a given phoneme will 

have a relatively high activation level, with the remaining output units having a relatively low 
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activation level. Moreover, cluster analysis shows a partitioning of the hidden layer into vowels 

and consonants ~ further indicating the use of representations in understanding the behavior of 

the system. 

The main point of this is that connectionist explanations, in order to work as 

explanations of capacities, still depend on a decomposition of those capacities into subcapacities 

(the Marrian strategy). To completely understand how a connectionist network might subserve 

cognition we must decompose the given capacity into subcapacities, find the representational 

level, and then provide lower level analyses. NETtalk is a perfect example of this. The capacity 

to pronounce words is decomposed into a capacity to pronounce letters, the latter of which is 

represented by phonemes. How this is performed by the low level activity of the nodes and 

connectivity patterns that constitute the network completes the explanation. 

Subjective Feel and the Marrian Strategy 

What I have tried to show in the above sections is that there is a proper 

explanatory strategy in cognitive science which results in our understanding of some mental 

phenomena. So far it is the only one that is in a position to provide complete explanations of 

such phenomena. I have also suggested that an explanation of subjective feel is not to be had as 

it does not succumb to the Marrian model of explanation. Subjective feels do not seem to be 

analyzable into subcomponents (representations and algorithms over those representations), so 

the Marrian strategy does not appply to them. Once again, this is because whatever 

decomposition is performed only results in simpler qualitative states, that themselves require 

' See Sejnowski. T., and Rosenberg. C. 1986. 
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explanation. Because of this, the best we could do is provide a correlational model, and maybe 

even go so far as to feel we have good reason to believe that the underlying neurophysiology 

causes the qualitative state. Searle believes that this is the right direction. He says "let us suppose 

that there is some specific neurobiological state or set of states...which seems to be invariably 

correlated with being conscious. Then the next step is to find out whether or not you can induce 

states of consciousness by inducing that state and whether or ont you can stop states of 

consciousness by stopping [that state]." He believes that we will then have good evidence for a 

causal relation. But even Searle notes that this is not enough. He professes extreme ignorance at 

getting a full theoretical account as he notes "what sort of a a theory would explain how it 

works? What are the mechanisms supposed to be? At this point we have to frankly confess our 

ignorance" (1997, pp. 196-197) What I have been claiming is that providing correlates and even 

causes of conscious states cannot provide us with an understanding of such states, and so we are 

not in a position to yet explain subjective feel. 

An objection to this position comes from Robert Van Gulick."' Van Gulick 

(1989) discusses what he calls the "explanatory gap argument" which is as follows; (1) Qualia 

such as phenomenal hues are basic simples; they have no structure. (2) Thus any links between 

such qualia and the organizational structure of their neural substrates must be abitrary. (3) The 

links between qualia and their neural bases are unintelligible and present us with an unfillable 

explanatory gap. (p. 144) This captures something I have been claiming, which is that qualia are 

unstructured, as the first premise claims. It is for that reason that I do not think they can be 

See also Andy Clark (1993) for an anempted explanation of qualitative space. 
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placed in the Marrian explanatory paradigm. Van Gulick^^, however, thinks this argument is 

faulty, and he thinks so mainly because he denies premise (1). He says that Larry Hardin (1988) 

is correct in arguing "that the phenomenal hues that philosophers such as Locke and Levine 

regard as sui generis simples are not in fact such, but rather elements within a highly organized 

and structured color space.... [The] articulation of an organized structure among color qualia 

provides the basis for establishing explanatory connections between them and their neural 

substrates." (p. 144) He appeals to cases of phenomenal organization such as the experience of 

some colors as binary (orange and purple) and others as unary (red and blue), and the possibility 

of some combinations (red and blue) but not others (green and red). 

Assuming that these cases capture our experience^^, does the fact that such a 

structure exists provide us with an ability to explain qualia as they claim? It is important to note 

up front that even they are not claiming that a single quale is structured. What they have said is 

that qualia are '"elements within a highly organized and structured color space." (italics mine) It 

is the qualia space that has structure, so it is only this that we might be able to provide an 

explanation of We might be able then to explain why it is that orange looks more like red than 

like blue, given that they look like something in the first place, or why we can have qualia of 

' See also Paul Churchland (1989) for a similar account. 

I think there is a bias concerning our experience of color that such arguments rely on. It is not 

obvious that orange is binary while red is not. The main reason why we think of it as binary is because we 

have learned through experience with mixing paints, etc. that when red and yellow are mixed, we get 

orange. But this does not mean that our experience of it is binary. Would we have thought so if we had 

never had the experience of mixing the colors together? As I recall from my own childhood, it was always 

a surprise that entirely new colors — orange or purple ~ would appear from the mixture of two completely 
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certain combinations and not others, given that some of our mental states are qualitative. In the 

case of our inability to have a qualitative state that is the combination of red and green what is 

appealed to is the fact that red and green are mutually exclusive extreme outputs of one color 

channel (the red/green color channel). If the "red" part of the channel is fully activated, the 

"green" part is inhibited. Since red and blue are subserved by two different color channels, 

however, the combination of those two qualia is possible, once again, on the previous assumption 

of the existence of red and blue qualia. If we were to build a robot that had the same kind of 

discriminatory ability by providing it with sensors designed to perform like our color channels, 

we could not say that we had an explanation of the robot's qualitative space, (although it might 

be said to have a discriminatory space) as there would be no reason to believe it had a qualitative 

space. In fact, there are computers which use color information in order to perform certain tasks 

such as tracking a moving object. In certain electrophysiological experiments performed on 

rodents, a headstage with an array of different colored lights is used for tracking purposes. The 

different colors are used so as to determine both the forward direction and the head position of 

the rat at any given time. A camera picks up the light information which is transferred to a 

sensor that discriminates between the different wavelength information. Since the wavelengths 

of what subjectively appear to be close colors, e.g. yellow and ochre, are closer that the 

wavelenghts of highly distinct colors, e.g. red and green, the computer might have a more 

difficult time discriminating between the former than the latter. Just because the computer has 

such a capacity does not render it laden with qualitative states. 

different colors. This having been said I will grant the premise anyway as it is clear that there is some 

structure to our color experiences, e.g. red and yellow appear more like orange than they do like blue. 
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The most such explanations as suggested by Van Gulick can do, is explain the 

structure of a space the elemental qualitative aspects of which have yet to be explained. So we 

have an ability — the ability to phenomenally combine red and blue but not red and green — 

which is explained by appeal to the response properties of color cones in the retina. Still, we do 

not have an explanation of the qualia, only of the ways in which our qualitative states can be 

combined. Consider the example I provided previously about dribbling a basketball. The 

analogous story is as follows: Van Gulick and others claim that subjective feel can be explained 

by explaining the nature of the qualitative space. But calling it a "qualitative" space is somewhat 

misleading. What it is is a "state" space (as described in Churchland 1989, and by others) and is 

a standard description of the representational makeup of certain networks. Such state spaces fall 

out of certain kinds of distributed coding schemes. The phonological features discussed in the 

section above in the NETtalk network fell into a state space as well. This does not imply that the 

description of such a space results in an explanation of the subjective feel coupled with some 

(color), but not other, (phonological) state spaces. To provide an analogy that is rather general, 

consider the dribbling "space". Some dribblings can be combined and others not. I can dribble 

with my left hand, and dribble behind my left leg at the same time, but I cannot dribble with my 

left hand and dribble behind my right leg at the same time (1 am not that coordinated). And then 

I provide the explanation: I cannot do the latter because my left arm is not long enough. Does 

this sort of consideration explain my capacity to dribble? No. My capacity to dribble is 

explained by providing a complex account of my motor system (in addition to an account of the 

properties of basketballs which allow them to be dribbleable -- which we might disregard for 

purposes of this example). Once such a story is told, then we see why arm length is an important 
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issue. But until the story is told, we do not understand dribbling. Similarly, understanding why 

we can combine certain phenomenal states and not others does not provide us with an 

understanding of phenomenal states. So, the attempt by those who appeal to explication of state 

spaces is lacking as an explanation of subjective feel. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have shown where people such as Flanagan have been hasty in 

their optimism concerning our ability to explain subjective feel. I have shown that there exists a 

standard of explanation that provides our best chances at real understanding of mental 

phenomena — the Marrian strategy. 1 provided a continuum of explanations starting from the 

edge detection case, where we feel we need not go further at all to understand how it is neurally 

implemented. I discussed population coding, which is somewhat less structured but still very 

good at showing how the neural level encodes the representational level. Subsequently, 1 

discussed neural implementations that rest on response activity, which was sorely lacking as it is 

just correlated activity, which provides little explanatory leverage. Finally, I discussed cases 

where there is no structure to the phenomenon to be explained and thus no foothold on which to 

base a Marrian explanation. I showed that subjective feel belongs in the latter category. Since 

this would seem to be an essential property of such states, another explanatory method must be 

used to fully understand how it is that certain states of the brain are or give rise to qualitative 

slates. These phenomena, 1 argued, are also not explained by appeal to a connectionist method of 

explanation as, in so far as the method is explanatory at all, it is so because it collapses to the 

.Marrian method. Those who pin our hopes on explaining aspects of the qualitative space are 
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doing the best they can to provide more than just neural correlations of such aspects. But, I 

argued, this method does not provide explanations of the elements that make up that space. 

Since subjective feels are the elements, subjective feel has not been explained. 

Summary 

The goal of this dissertation is to show why consciousness has not yet been explained, but 

may not be forever be5'ond the grasp of physicalistic explanation. Since there are such diverse 

sentiments about this, ranging from those who believe consciousness will never be explained on 

a physicalistic world view, to those who think it is already explained or explainable on current 

theory, I want to extract the full motivation behind the diverse views. The reason why I think 

consciousness has not been explained is because I take subjective feel (Nagelian "what it is like" 

states) seriously and so do not think that we can easily reduce consciousness to something more 

tractable like representation or second-order thoughts. I show why such attempts at reduction are 

lacking. I distinguish myself from the others writing on the issue of consciousness by 

positioning myself between the optimists and the pessimists. Unlike the pessimists, I believe 

consciousness might someday be explained. But unlike the optimists, I believe we cannot 

explain consciousness with our current explanatory strategies. I provide a detailed exposition of 

currcni explanatory method in cognitive science to show what criteria must be met in order for 

such an explanation to be satisfying, and precisely how far removed we are from having one. 

Sufficient explanations of mental phenomena fall within the purview of the best explanatory 

strategy we have right now, the Marrian strategy, and subjective feel does not. To explain 
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subjective feel we either need to determine how it might fit into that fiamework, or we must 

develop another kind of explanatory strategy to account for it. One of my main assumptions is 

that in order to explain consciousness we must provide a substantive account of how it is realized 

in brains. I take this as a given. 

I begin with a discussion of John Searle and William Lycan, the former believing that 

consciousness is mysterious, the latter believing that it is tractable. I show that their reasoning is 

based on conflating two things, subjective feel and mode of presentation, and that once this 

conflation is brought to the surface, the arguments leading to their diverse conclusions are seen to 

be wanting. Searle is notorious for arguing that mentality, generally, cannot be accounted for 

until consciousness is explained, as all mentality is conscious or potentially so for him. Lycan 

believes that an explanation of consciousness will simply fall out of an explanation of non-

conscious mental states, as there is nothing really distinct about them that would result in their 

being a different category of phenomena.. In the end I show that subjective feel and mode of 

presentation are distinct, and so an explanation of one does not entail an explanation of the other. 

I then discuss a number of theorists who attempt to reduce consciousness to something 

(relati\'ely) tractable like representation, higher-order-thought, awareness, or judgment. 

However, I take Block's distinction between phenomenal consciousness and access 

consciousness seriously, and show that phenomenal consciousness (subjective feel) is left behind 

in all the accounts provided. I show that awareness and consciousness are distinct, at least when 

awareness is defined as either information processing or as the holding of a doxastic state, 

because both can occur unconsciously. I show that Fred Dretske's theory that consciousness is a 
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special form of representation is lacking as a full account of consciousness. The main reasons 

are that it is dependent on a strong form of extemalism about mentality, and that it forces us to 

conclude that some clearly non-conscious states, like edge-detection, are conscious. I then turn 

to the higher-order-thought theory as propounded by David Rosenthal, which is the view that 

consciousness, roughly speaking, is having a thought about a thought. Among other problems, 

the view relies on the possibility of unconscious qualia. More importantly no explanation is 

provided for how certain states of the brain might render other states of the brain conscious. 

Daniel Dennett believes that in explaining judgments we have explained consciousness. His 

view that we should replace talk of "consciousness" with talk of "judging" is dependent, 

however, on an argument that is based on urmaturally short time intervals, where the point of 

view of an observer is "smeared." He gives us no reason to believe that we cannot understand 

macro-level qualitative states, however. Finally, 1 discuss J. Christopher Maloney's theory that 

consciousness is a form of representation in a particular type of matter. 1 show that while this 

theor>' is lacking in an explanation of how such states might be conscious, and that it suffers 

from the difficulty that all conscious states are representational, it at least gives us a research 

program within which to work. 

After showing where the above-mentioned theorists go wrong in their attempts to reduce 

consciousness to something else, I discuss those who believe we are probably never going to be 

able to explain consciousness on a physicalistic world view. Nagel, Jackson, Chalmers, Searle, 

and McGinn are discussed — all of whom believe that subjective feel cannot be reduced to or 

explained by the physical. They believe this for different reasons. Nagel and Searle think it is 

because of subjective character of our experience. Since being subjective is an essential feature 
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of conscious states, according to them, a reduction to the physics will leave out what is essential. 

Jackson, Chalmers, and McGinn think it is because no matter how much of the physical we 

understand, we will never imderstand the link between the physical and the qualitative. I show 

why both types of argument are hasty, and provide a model by which we might see the link 

between things that seem very distinct, such as the link between our ability to distinguish an 

object from background, and the underlying cellular activity. 

Still, subjective feel is problematic as far as explanation goes, because it does not fit into 

the model of explanation that currently works for mental phenomena, namely, Marr's model of 

proper explanation. I discuss Owen Flanagan's "triangulation method" of explaining subjective 

feel as a possible alternative, but show that it is lacking as an explanation of that or of any mental 

phenomenon. The Marrian strategy is the only one that provides complete, fulfilling 

explanations in cognitive science, as of now. This strategy requires a decomposition of the 

phenomenon to be explained into a goal, a way that the goal might be accomplished, a 

representational and algorithmic description of how it is done, and a neural implementation. I 

provide some examples of explanations, ranging from excellent ones to highly insufficient ones. 

I show that the extent to which they are good explanations is the extent to which they conform to 

the Marrian strategy. The best explanations of mental phenomena include an account of exactly 

how the representation/algorithm and neural implementation stories work. I show how difficult 

it is to provide adequate neural implementation accounts. While many think providing a neural 

correlate of conscious states might be enough, 1 show that so doing not only does not account for 

consciousness but does not account for other, more mundane, mental phenomena. To provide a 
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deeply satisfying neural account there must be an isomoiphism between the neuronal structure 

and the structure of the representation, or there must be an isomorphism between the structure of 

ensembles of neurons and the representation. Such isomorphisms are not easy to construct, and 

cannot be constructed now with respect to subjective feel. Additionally, I show that subjective 

feel is not decomposable into parts to which algorithms over sets of representations might be 

applied. So an explanation of subjective feel fails in two important respects. Since they are not 

decomposable, there is nothing to which a representational/algorithmic analysis might be 

applied. I also show that because of this the only neural story we have is a correlational one, 

which does very little explanatory work. 

Finally, I discuss the connectionist explanatory strategy to address the issue of whether it 

is a distinct type of strategy. I argue that it is not different in any relevant respect, and so any 

appeal to connectionism as a way of accounting for subjective feel (as, for example, Searle does) 

is misguided. Finally, I argue that those who believe we might have an explanation of subjective 

feel by describing and accounting for qualia "spaces" have not, in the end, explained subjective 

feel, but only (perhaps) relations between qualia. 
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